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THE GOODFYEAR woripd 

VOL. 2 NO.4 

| re 
Lo ; ec 7 rt | 

Akron, Ohio—Goodyear’s new ees ag s. —— ay | iy 
Captive-Air safety tire is one of the -oo | 4) | greatest developments in automotive | oF ai = [-— 
history—a tire that may revolution- | CC a, | { 4... lv 
ize the body design of the American : | |. : = <4 0hLUL!LDmhm™~—~—OCO 

Startling statement? Sure. But, just [ / 7 | i rr 
think of this. ££. / 

Think of a tire that gives lifesaving |- vr We .. a5 
protection against blowouts and : | yo sy _ ee =~ 
punctures. Think of a tire that will - / | _ | / a ‘ rmcranmen CGB 
carry you safely at legal speeds for | eC Vy a | goes \\ 
100 miles or more—with a two-inch ES of 0 CUPS OO } 
gash in the wall. Think of atirethat =| coe ft pee | \ cose / | 
eliminates the need for a spare. | ee \ — \ \, | 4 
These are some of the advantages of a : ———s. - 4 — a | 
the new Captive-Air—the safety tire _ as _ a i aan! 
with the built-in spare. It introduces 
a whole new concept in motoring. Add to that the creative “imagineer- cord. Not ordinary nylon cord. But 
And by eliminating the need for a ing” of Goodyear Tire Development 3-T Nylon Cord made by an exclusive 
spare tire well, it opens many new Engineers who advanced the double tension, temperature and time- 
avenues of design for automotive air chamber principle to this most balanced process conceived and 
body engineers. Goodyear was not modern refinement and the fore- developed by Goodyear engineers. 
alone in the search for this ‘no- _ sighted encouragement of Goodyear _ put them all together, and you can spare” concept. But, Goodyear is the Management. readily understand why Goodyear 

cere ented bind a add the know-how and enthusiasm scooped the industry —with the 
, y of the entire Goodyear engineering _ CaPtive-Air, just as they have been Why Goodyear? organization—the chemists who com- first with so many significant devel- 

For several reasons. First of all, the | pound the rubber—thechemicalengi-  0Pments—from rubber pipe that out~ Captive-Air is backed by 22 years’ neers who figure out how to make it lasts steel to airships that guard the 
experience with the double aircham-  — the tread designers —the testing frontiers of our continent. 
ber principle proved by millions of and development engineers—the pro- Wouldn’t you be proud to be a 
LifeGuard Safety Tubes and duction engineers — and many more. member of this up-to-the-minute 
LifeGuard Blowout Shields. And then add one more thing—nylon engineering team? 

aout \ 4 i Send for the booklet that Cagariem® \ There’s a world of opportunity at 
describes in detail career \ ©® \ 
opportunities at Goodyear. '@ - \ 
Write: Technical Personnel, ae oN G Dp cy iD ip FAR 
Dept. 806-W, The Goodyear 1 br 
Tire & Rubber Company, oF) wor 
Akron 16, Ohio. ~ THE GREATEST NAME IN RUBBER 

LifeGuard, Captive-Air—T. M.’s The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio 
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Career with eis Le ee. O ConA, 

A k uture oo we a R O L : | / — 

wo P — q a 4 : 

be LL ee an i 
To. the graduate of an engineer- P H | — | a | | a a q r 

ing or technical school can make | ee L | | ae _ ' 

no more promising choice of careers — | ae ie C i \ 2 E / 

than the modern petroleum industry 1 / eo a ee / ' 

... with its amazing new offspring, a 4 | i : | toa i 

petrochemicals, This is truly the i 4 a a. | - 

“industry of the future.” i os | | _ i - : 

a ae a | 4 . we 
Phillips Petroleum Company is one i | | J u bee — | — 

of America’s great integrated oil com- EE | 4 a | | — +. 

panics, engaged in exploration, pro- | a ia A ‘ a | i ; i | | 

duction, manufacturing and distribu- \ - a — | i uw : 

tion of many types of petroleum i ee eo ie ___s. 
ae ‘ a My a —- 2 hI 

products; and Phillips leads in the a a Ol 1 ae - fo Hl _ 

fast-growing petrochemical field. The | i. = to og ‘toe 

+ . + 7. | a E a @ : — [ *eE hl 

company isa major factor in the fields | 4 7 _ . Ue ' _ 

of synthetic rubber, carbon black, tT |. | 4 _ ae _ : 

chemical fertilizers, plastics, rocket | \ io CD pel E _ ge 

fuels and special chemicals. Phillips i ts Css Bid | | _ 4 

also is active in the field of atomic ~~ Uhr | if : oo ad — = 

energy and operates one of the gov-  é#-F af Ee 7 : 8 ae 

ernment’s major reactor installations. 4 | i : | oo le : | Smee 

sane : — . 4 eS 8 | 

At Phillips You choose your career “Ct } — oo a : a | 

At Phillips you can decide among i. j | a | a 4 : | 7 

many promising careers in an industry 1 | FF i | | &§ i . 

ae St vie 4 a . — ; 4 |e a) 

with an unlimited future. And Phillips ee ne i _ A i ot i 

policy of “promotion from within” eel | 7 a, _ mee 

ae . 4 a o Co eg 2 e . 

offers you the opportunity for ad- tei 7 | | 7 7 a a 

vancement to positions of increasing qT oe a | | _ a po a 

cay 5 i . : ail a se oO 

responsibility and importance. t | 2 ] F a - - i . Pr ig 

A a me ie oS - oe a. 

PuiLuips PETROLEUM COMPANY , / a 1 a a 

Bartlesville, Oklahoma i r ef a a | a : 
l |} eo _ | a — € 2 

ff o - P| a Ty . . = L 

fi. ~ \ 4 = | a a ee + 
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Send this coupon for the new booklet i 4 | a ae . _ = = Ff 7 ei 

““Career with a Future,” describing Sy 2 oe _ 5 | - : q ay 

your opportunities with Phillips. ES —<— =) ee - “eos | 
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1 DLR. McKeithan ee 4 
| Technical Employment Consultant (lr — 
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Behind this Sperry engineer you see paying your full tuition for advanced J. W. Dwyer, Sperry Gyroscope 

a complex development in one of or continuing studies. Company, Section 1B5. 

the nation’s guided missile programs. . 1g di 8 p . 
Can you mt tee what it A 3 m Whether you elect to work with P.S. In case you didn’t identify the 

oe an Sperry in its modern plant in Long equipment shown above, it is 

a Imagination is a valuable trait for Island, or in Florida, California, Vir- part of an 8 ft. Sperry-designed 

the engineer making his career with ginia or Utah, there is a bright fu- radar antenna for long range 

Sperry. For here there are many ture for you at Sperry, and one missile guidance. 

challenging opportunities to be met timited only by your own desire to 
in such fields as missiles, inertial get ahead. 

guidance, radar, computers, micro- 

waves and gunfire control. And while — ™ Check your Placement Office for cates SOMPANT 

you work with the acknowledged dates when Sperry representatives Division of Sperry Rand Corporation 

leaders in these fields you can further —_will visit your school. Make it “a srooktyn - cLeveLano - NEW ORLEANS * LOS ANGELES « 

your formal education—with Sperry must” to talk with them or write COMPANY (OR! CANRDAG ETO) MONTREAL, GUEEEC 
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Frontispiece 

This 1600-hp Westinghouse “canned” motor pump shown on test is the largest ever built. The first of 

three main coolant pumps the Company is building for the 60,000-kw Pressurized Water Reactor at Shipping- 

port, Pa, 
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nN a 7 EDITOR 

WELCOME FRESHMAN. By the time this belated welcome 

reaches you, you have probably braved many lines and have been 

stopped by many people wanting to sell you something. I would like 

to take this space to ask you to seriously consider joining the student 

society of your branch of engineering. More than 100 years ago, a 

prominent French author Alexis De Tocqueville, after visiting the 

United States, wrote: 

“The Americans of all ages, all conditions and all dispositions 
constantly form associations. They have not only commercial and 
manufacturing companies in which all take part but associations 
of a thousand other kinds: Religious, moral, serious, futile, re- 

stricted, enormous, or diminutive. The Americans make associa- 

tions to give entertainments, to found establishments for educa- 

tion, to send missionaries to the antipodes . . . Wherever at the 

head of some new undertaking you see the government in France 
or a man of rank in England, in the United States you will be 
sure to find an association.” 

When De Tocqueville made this observation there were only a 

few hundred associations in America. Today each of you has an op- 

portunity to join a group that has your specific interest at heart. Later 

on in life you may be leading “some new undertaking” as a member 

of that group. Industrial leaders of today all are active in groups the 

same or similar to the ones you have a chance to join today. Get an 

early start and don’t wait until your a senior to become active. 

RFS. 
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Soe ~ eg ER me ges ee ee / Pe Os 5 sae ee ee ee i a 
NEW PRODUCT in the air conditioning field is Worthington’s trols humidity. Like every Worthington product, this good- 
ultra-modern winter and summer home air conditioner. It’s a looking unit is designed and built for a lifetime of quiet, effi- 
compact package that heats, cools, circulates, filters, and con- cient service. 

M ki t (l Bl G | citi ni 

| st ee at / oo Worthington’s new residential air 
I eso a ge i : i : conditioners, packaged units, big cen- 

me S So “aly i J tral station systems —all are making 
ore oo = = ee : re re. | al headlines in the air conditioning field. 
eS co a a eee maa _ a And the same research and engineering | Fe as per RE vd ——r— . . . . Prerce ee i SI j “aa | — | aie skills responsible for their development 
rinaa as 4d Me .. Aa are applied to all Worthington prod- 

: | eg | i i i od _ ee, ty i ucts — engines, turbines, compressors, 
ee eer ctr) pemeee a tb2.c bl ita J construction machinery, as well as [ae ea : , J | s st ; Pe 3 : 7 

YR on he ¢ jumps. BOE ae NS BNE (sea og oo ,lCUe ge P ra Tan Nae Ee BS a Ss For the complete story of how you 
NEW BUILDING in New York is the glass- NEW LIFE FOR OLD STORES. Shoppers stay can fit into the Worthington picture, sheathed Manufacturer’s Trust Building. It’s longer, buy more in stores cooled by Worth- write F. F. Thompson, Mer., Personnel 
cooled by a Worthington central station sys- ington units with the new “Million Dollar & Traini Worthington C E 
tem—so big it docs the same job as melting — compressor. New 3-D circulation aims com- raining, Worthington Corporation, 300 tons of ice daily, fort right where you want it, Harrison, New Jersey. 4.25D 

See the Worthington representative when he visits your campus 
See the Worthington 

Corporation exhibit in 
New York City. A lively, 
informative display of 
product developments -s —<oesSs 
for industry, business and Fra h AR = 
‘the home. Park Avenue [EZ ZUR ‘and 40th Street. 

When you're thinking of a good job—think high—think Worthington 
AIR CONDITIONING AND REFRIGERATION + COMPRESSORS + CONSTRUCTION EQUIPMENT + ENGINES » DEAERATORS + INDUSTRIAL MIXERS 

4IQUID METERS » MECHANICAL POWER TRANSMISSION + PUMPS « STEAM CONDENSERS ¢ STEAM-JET EJECTORS » STEAM TURBINES * WELDING POSITIONERS
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im science and engineering . : a 

yo ef oe 
. . sy : : : 7 vy: : .  —rt—“‘“‘;32&Y University of California at Los Angeles + University of Southern California oe ; oo 

University of California at Berkeley + Stanford Universit : Ce 
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The Graduate Study Council offers an Advanced Study Program to enable Ee foe ae a a 

qualified individuals to obtain M.S. or Ph.D. degrees. Under this program the | Exe eas S ae a 

participants are employed in their chosen fields of research and development a ae ee 

at Lockheed Missile Systems Division while concurrently pursuing graduate study. Se ee oe 
y’ YP 8g y' 2 gee 

Eligible students must be U.S. citizens holding M.S. or B.S. degrees | aoe 2 4 o 4 

in fields of Engineering, Mathematics and Science applicable to missile ee Ce. 

systems research and development. : ade 

Students are invited to contact their Placement Officer for additional information. ” 
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The 1957 Lincoln will have seven models, two more the car from being immobilized when one wheel is 

than last year. A new four-door hardtop model in the stuck in snow or mud, electric door locks operated 

Premiere and Capri series has been added, Regular from a master switch on the instrument panel, Adjust- 
sedans in both series will have thin pillars which give O-Matic shock absorbers, and six-way power seat. A 

an appearance of a hardtop when the windows are remote control sideview mirror and an automatic low- 
rolled up. fuel warning signal are standard equipment. The fuel 

The major exterior style change is in the front end signal flashes red when approximately three gallons of 
: as rema e tank. with Quadra-Lite styling. Large 5 and ¥-inch road Owen ‘beat » ay I id . 

lamps, positioned below the headlights in an oval Power i es oh at added as standard equip- 
shape, chrome-edged bezel, provide the driver with the ment on ie 1957 Lincoln Premier ce to a 

choice of using headlights for country driving and road- POW& eee power seats anc power windows whic 

lamps for city driving or both roadlamps and headlights W€T® stank ard equipment in 1956. . : 
. Engine displacement is 368 cubic inches, as in 1956, together. g p 

a . but horsepower and torque have been increased by 
The new front end also has a newly-styled combina- : a . a 

. : eer : better breathing, a new distributor, a redesigned com- 
tion bumper and grille, larger parking lights and direc- . ‘ ‘ 3 

: . : § bustion chamber and higher compression ratio. New 
tional signals. - 5 j j 

‘ reshaped pistons are also included in the improved 
The rear quarter panel with its canted fender blades — engine package which has a rating of 300 horsepower 

and flared rear wheel openings adds a look of motion. at 4800 rpm and 415 foot pounds of torque at 3000 rpm. 

The blades originate well forward on the panel with a An increase in compression ratio from 9.0:1 in 1956 to 

simulated air scoop. 10.0:1 in the 1957 engine was accomplished by adding 
The exhaust pipes are concealed, under the bumper _ .01 inch to the piston head and by reducing the volume Pi I I y & 

climinating the jet pod outlets and preventing the un- — of the combustion chamber. 

tidiness of exposed, bumper-located exhaust pipes. A new distributor is designed to give properly timed 

New accessories in the 1957 Lincoln are power vent ignition at all engine speeds and loads and incorpo- 

windows, power-directed differential which prevents (Continued on page 90) 
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Fuel Injection and New Transmission 

Fuel injection and a new triple-turbine automatic been added to overall lengths, the horizontal sweep 
transmission will make their debut on the 1957 of new styling motif gives the impression that the car 
Chevrolets. is even longer than its 200 inches. All bodies are lower, 

Fuel injection will be introduced on the Corvette with a reduction of an inch and a half in height of the 

engine, a lively new V8 of 283-horsepower that is to be cowl and substantially increased windshield areas. 

available as an option throughout the line of Chev- On the seven bodies in the Bel Air series, for in- 

rolet passenger cars. stance, a lean chromium spear extends rearward from 

In addition to the trail-blazing RAMJET fuel injec- the headlamp, spreading gracefully downward to the 

tion and the new transmission, the latest models pre- bumper and also branching upward as a rear quarter 

sent a multitude of other styling and preformance molding. The area encompassed by the diverging lines 

features. of the spear may be two-toned to conform with the 

Fuel injection, a long-time objective of American body roof color or fitted with an optional panel of 

automotive engineers in the quest for ideal flexibility rolled aluminum. Two-Ten models, eight in number, 

in performance, replaces the customary carburetor. have a single downswept lance molding from front to 

Because of quicker power response and faster warm- Tear. One-Fifty side moldings on four body models 

up, it is expected to gain almost universal adoption extend downward from the sash and then horizontally 

within a few years. Chevrolet pioneers the device in cross the rear fenders. 

its field and will be one of the few makes, regardless A variety of sparkling new colors in combination with 

of price, to offer the advance on engines this year. the body selections furnishes the customer with 460 

The new transmission, known as Turboglide, is a choices in the appearance of the Chevrolet he buys. 

Chevrolet exclusive. It carries the principle of torque Interiors, marked by rich upholstery in nylon cloth and 

conversion—first introduced in Chevrolet’s Powerglide plastics, have been completely re-fashioned. Seats have 

in 1950—to a new peak in efficiency. added comfort and are of an attractive slender Gothic 

The triple-turbine—with infinitely variable ratio form. Easily read instruments are sheltered under a 

characteristics—produces an uninterrupted driving CVe, with all control knobs recessed as a safety meas- 

force at all speeds. There is no feeling of “shift” Ure. Other body highpoints include a new ventilation 

at any level. system that has inlets under the headlamp hoods and 

In eye-appeal the 1957 Chevrolets differ strikingly supplies up to 22 per cent more air. 

from 1956 models. While two and one-half inches have (Continued on page 80) 
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LT ae 4 i Ja The 1957 Pontiac will have three 

aoe | @aCeMee great new series: the Chieftan, 
+? “| Super Chief and Star Chief. 

: oo i as a oe Horsepower has been increased 

DN a Na from 205 to 250 without power- 
js Of : © real pack and from 227 to 270 in the 

, rg . 2 ee powerpack engine. Among the en- aialel” ee : 
1 i Ms Recetas oe jee) gine improvements are a heavier 
a hes eS ae é . 
Le ee i= d block, 10-1 compression ratio, 

; a Co 2 : «= “ie, larger oil filter, and minor changes 

. Sgt 4 P in the carburation and exhaust sys- 
ie gy ° » = a tem. 

' ‘ a Wy ) Pontiac has been completely re- 
a ——_.. —___ styled, with special attention given 

to front and rear treatment. Dual 

exhaust equipped models have their outlets through the 

large rear bumper pods. Models not equipped with 

dual exhausts have the conventional exhaust outlet 
a under the bumper and a plate covering the pod 

: yd i“ opening. ; 
| we i The rear fenders have been raised and extended, be- 

it “ — ie ing cut back at the rear. A pod similar to the exhaust 
.S ee |. pod in the bumper houses the taillight, the backup 

i oe : ee light being located above it in the cut back section of 
SY ae Oe amas the fender. dl e4 omen eae ae 
Ae ENS aly ee eS say | Pontiac again has a combination bumper and grille 

na cae | Bice Neko. ~<—- » | which extends across the entire front of the car. 
er to, gus / ma, i x 4 A chrome enclosed streak runs almost the entire 

eee Peay _.jseememimen length of each side, and distinguishes it readily from 
aie. d fp “pe ». sean the side view. 
_ mak 4 ws y ~% The restyled dash has a linear type speedometer, in 
way > 2 contrast with the conventional oval type. The steering 
a ao ii ey 4 pe ey ; wheel is a two spoke dished type. 

ON ee ee . 5 ‘ “ . theo a oe eel” People in the Madison area can see the 1957 Pontiac 
ee oo “a fc =) ae | fe ~_ at Waters Motors Company, 754 East Washington 
tf e Ye Lo@ 8 Avenue. END 
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For the first time in its 53-year history, Ford Motor Major inovations begin with wide-flaring frame 

Company will produce two sizes of Ford cars. design, a radical departure from previous years. Side 
R. S. McNamara, Ford Motor Company vice presi- rails extend around the passenger section, almost as 

dent and Ford Division general manager, said the wide as the body itself. In effect, the rails become side 
1957 Fords “represent the biggest change in the mod- bumpers which protect the passengers. Heavier side 
ern history of the Ford car.” rail stock and tubular cross-members make the new 

The new Ford line divides into two basic sizes, frame 27 per cent more rigid, Ford engineering tests 
Fairlane and Custom, plus the station wagon series, reveal. 

each with its own body and chassis. In addition, the A tapered drive shaft enters the underslung hypoid 
Fairlane series has been expanded to offer “Fairlane year axle almost an inch lower than in 1956. This im- 

500” models, which have extra luxury features. provement made it possible to lower the car’s height 
The biggest Ford body—the 1957 Fairlane and Fair-  \ithout reducing passenger space. 

pre me sedans are nine inches. acer and four inches Swept-back ball joint suspension eliminates 33 per 

odie ‘ a “ast a s mares e models. A separate cent of the parts on previous models. Upper and lower 

An: . ae . Heed On a a ee Custom = suspension arms are now single units, hinged with rub- 

eee ly sexe a. MOKE Les three inches longer and joy bushings. Wheel motion on bumps is upward and 
nearly threc anc one-half inches lower than the 1956 seaxward in a roll-with-the blow wation, 
models. Station wagons are three and one-half inches y ar ; 

ee 5 = Wheels are 14 inches in diameter—one inch smaller lower and nearly six inches longer. Fairlanes and Fair- a «fies . 
> ne 3 . than last year. Without sacrificing steering ease, the 

lane 500’s are built on a 118-inch wheelbase. Station : . : 
< ane : lower pressure tires have more tread surface on the 

wagons, Customs and Custom 300’s have a 116-inch 3 ; . i“ 
road for better control. New wheels have rims with wheelbase. : ‘ " ‘ ‘ 

. . broader shoulders to give tubeless tires a firmer grip The design and styling are new from the ground up. ; , : 
7 . 4 ap 5 ~ for severe turns in emergencies. 
Every dimension is changed. Wheels, frame, rear axle, . ° . : 5 
drive shaft, engines, and every inch of sheet metal in Fuel tanks have a increased in capacity to 20 gal- 

every body style are definite departures from past lons, three more than last year, for greater cruising 

models. Tage: 
In the biggest change in modern Ford history, the A lower angle steering column and smaller diameter 

1957 Ford chassis has been completely redesigned for deep-dish safety steering wheel provide better visi- 
improved riding comfort and reduced car height. bility over the hood. Steering ratio is up from 25.3 to 

There has been no sacrifice of headroom inside the | to 27.0 to 1, for easier turning. 
car, in spite of their reduced height. The new frame New outboard-mounted springs are two inches 

extends to the sides of the car, and this permits the longer than on the 1956 model. An even keel ride, 

floor to be lowered inside the frame rails. (Continued on page 78) 
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f A Douglas engineer lives here 

{ They can...if you start your career 

| a now at Douglas! 
Zz ” : ‘ 
f oat 4 Yh G Take that ten year ahead look. There’s a fine career 

\ \ opportunity in the engineering field you like best waiting 
. : gr a ; for you at Douglas. 

iy a aD 1 And what about the Douglas Aircraft Company ? It’s the 
‘ Ay 7? aot biggest, most successful, most stable unit in one of the fastest 

— 7 kA oe am | growing industries in the world. It has giant military 
a - contracts involving some of the most exciting projects ever 

me iP oe 8 © proj 
es pa ais conceived ... yet its commercial business is greater than that of 

ee meet en any other aviation company. 
OES eS ee : 

ae eee eee ~~ The Douglas Company’s size and variety mean that you'll be in 

the work you like best — side by side with the men who have 
engineered the finest aircraft and missiles on the American scene 

today. And you'll have every prospect that ten years from 
ANALOG COMPUTING now you'll be where you want to be career-wise, money-wise 
Those with degrees in mathemat- and location-wise. 

ics, physics and engineering are 

ee eae incccnie ole Brochures and employment applications are 

and differential analyzers. available at your college placement office 
Knowledge of or experience in 

dynamics, stress analysis, servo- For further information about opportunities with Douglas in : prve PP & 
mechanisms, heat flow and circuit Santa Monica, El Segundo and Long Beach, California divisions 
analysis or non-linear mechanics Tul Oklah a 
is helpful. and Tulsa, ahoma, write today to: 

DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT COMPANY, INC. 

C. C. LaVene, 3000 Ocean Park Blvd., Santa Monica, California 
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ASPHALT is a durable and powerful The semi-solid form, known as Asphalt struction and specialty applications also 
bituminous adhesive used in surfacing cement, is the basic paving material. It call for ever-increasing quantities of 
more than 80% of the nation’s streets is used in hot-mix Asphaltic pavements emulsified Asphalts ... minute globules 
and highways. for roads, airfields, sidewalks, parking of Asphalt suspended in chemically 

With it, engineers build strong, endur- areas, dam facings, swimming pools, treated water. 
ing pavements that are smooth and flex- industrial floors and other structures The engineering advances that Asphalt 
ibkee What’s more, Asphalt construction that require paving. makes practical warrant your study of 
is fast, simple and low-in-cost. It’s the basis for membrane linings of the art and science of using this durable, 

Asphalt is a natural constituent of irrigation canals and reservoirs, protec- economical material. 
most crude petroleums. From then, it is tive coating on pipe lines, and structural 

i isti i ss aamaeclgin a separated by various distillation proc- waterproofing. In fact, Asphalt cements ee. sill 2 
esses that also yield gasoline, lubricat- are “tailor-made” for literally thousands oe PO 
ing oil and other refinery products. of applications, including such every-day a 
Asphalt is a petroleum product and is items as tires, battery cases, roofings, & - | ie | 
not to be confused with tar, a black paints, wall boards, electrical insulating i es — ay — a yo 
substance commonly derived from the tape and the like. -.... Le ais 
destructive distillation of coal. Liquid Asphaltic materials are like- Cg e tar 

The chart shows grades of Asphalt wise used extensively. In the form of % ~~ eT aaa pes . * . 2 ag he: GO ae produced by distillation, blending and road oils and cutback Asphalts they meet ies gee Rare . oan 
oxidation. These range from watery a variety of demands for both paving me 2 | ey 
liquids to hard, brittle solids. and industrial applications. Road con- > >) ; ~— 

— - “4 '~ } 

KGa \ rid dl vad L 
RA w THE ASPHALT INSTITUTE, Asphalt Institute Building, CollegePark, Maryland Ribbons of velvet smoothness <6 
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Left to right: Main Research Building, Service Building, Manufacturing Development 

Building (behind water tower), Engineering Building, Styling Building and Styling 

Auditorium Dome facing 22-acre lake, focal point of GM Technical Center. 
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ith G | Mot 

\ FEW MONTHS AGO—after nearly 11 years in the is a monumental symbol of the importance that GM 

planning and construction—General Motors attaches to engineering and research. 

officially opened its vast new Technical Center on It is a living affirmation of GM’s faith in the future 

the outskirts of Detroit. that modern technology will create. 

Here, on 330 acres of beautifully landscaped It is a multimillion-dollar investment in what 

campus, stand twenty-five superb air-conditioned General Motors President Harlow H. Curtice has 

buildings, replete with all the new wonder instru- termed “the inquiring mind.” 

ments of modern science and engineering. And above all—if you are a senior engineering 

It is the world’s largest institution devoted to the student who can measure up to the challenge —it is 

industrial arts and sciences. It houses more than further proof that you will find at all General 

four thousand engineers, scientists, stylists and tech- Motors divisions a creative climate for building a 

nicians delving into the unknown in search of new rewarding career in your chosen profession. 

materials, new forces, new techniques. 

Its huge resources and research facilities are at the GM Positions Now Available in These Fields 

. te sNeTMeers in ¢ re z a 
beck and call of GM engineers in any of GM’s 126 in GM Divisions throughout the country 

lants in 68 American cities. plants in 68 American cities MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

Between the engineers at the Center, and those with CHEMICAL ENGINEERING 

any of GM’s 34 decentralized manufacturing divi- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

sions, there exists a two-way flow of stimulating INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 

ideas and mutual assistance. 
METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 

= 
For young engineers now faced with the problem AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING 

of building their careers, this new Technical Center 

Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 
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Research and Koppers? wb esearch and Koppbers | ae a . : . — 

: bl 
If yours is the inquiring mind... research men. Thanks to their re- : — po ; 
the mind that never rests until it has search, styrene monomer has become s | en Sa « 
an answer to every “why”... then basic in today’s improved paints, ™ Bes i a c . parts. di “e a perhaps research is your future. plastics, paper and a host of other ee mee 

‘There are many types of research, products. Its volume has more than ii Te. a7 aq | 
. . : si in ee — le, but whatever your choice it will be doubled in the past ten years. And Sis eerie 

? PBS. y % a future of challenge. there are more uses to come! = ‘fe eter ager tO 
For example, more than a century In addition to styrene monomer, Y | HU ‘ | fi pA 

ago a synthetic chemical, styrene other chemicals and _ plastics, Kop- ou Mt, Oe a a 
monomer, was discovered by some pers is a leading producer of tar i ital (i ce | 
curious research chemists. But not products, metal products, pressure- ~~ * | oe | 
until 1937 did research engineers treated wood. It designs and builds ea. 
find a way to produce it commer- coke, steel and chemical plants. “ee ee — 
cially. It has been made in large If you would like to know more “4 |* ' a “a 
quantity only since 1944, when it be- about a future in chemistry or engi- i h, ’ 0 | ett 
came the principal ingredient of necring at Koppers, contact your | _ a ea : 
synthetic rubber for tires, hose, belts College Placement Director, or write L Oa eI 

a . Cee eR si ee es and other products, Industrial Relations Manager, Kop- a a re . < 7 fo : we Ue Ordinary men would have stopped pers Company, Inc., Koppers Build- ag ae —_— 
and rested at this point... but not ing, Pittsburgh 19, Pennsylvania. uo Aye 5 © 

Constder a Career with Koppers _. , ae a 

l a) KOPPE RS SEND FOR free 24-page brochure entitled KOPPERS|| | “Your Career at Koppers.” Just address your 
letter to Industrial Relations Manager, Kop- IX VY 4 CHEMICALS & ENGINEERING pers Company, Inc., Koppers Building, Pitta 
burgh 19, Pennsylvania. 
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adar-its Evolution G+Use fe 

by Larry Adornato, m’57 

One of the outstanding achievements of radio- technique of bouncing radio waves from the iono- 

science in World War II was the development of sphere permits long distance transmission. 

radar, The story of its growth into a decisive weapon : : 
me at i te Story r ms a yl m . ‘ the hi I of Why not, then, produce these waves and direct them 

rat war is a fascinating chapter in the history sent : 
m ' p fasen & chapter ; at an object? The reflected impulse could be used to 
SCHTICE, . * ®: C 

spot ships and aircraft if for no other reason than to 

History prevent collisions. 

Ever since Marconi invented the wireless, scientists Eventually, scientists developed the cathoderay tube, 

felt that radio impulses could be reflected from objects better known as the television picture tube. They 

much the same as light and sound waves. Impulses linked the cathode-ray oscillograph 10 the waves sent 

were found to be bounced back to earth by a mysteri- out by a radio transmitter and timed the beam in the 

ous “mirror”. This mirror, called the ionosphere, is a oscillograph with the outgoing pulse. When the pulse 

region of electrically charged air, beginning about hit an obstruction and returned, the oscillograph beam 

twenty-five miles above the surface of the earth. The indicated the magnitude of the reflected signal. 
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ae zi ry the water, at great distances the radio waves become 

iy : - wo! too faint to be picked up. 

ao j it Radar, then, is more of a development than an in- 
Aa Pa f vention since it needs so much other equipment to 

ee ewe © = make it work, that no one man could have invented it. 
Omg | / / Many men had a hand in its creation—Hertz and Mar- 

: me a ce : eo coni, Tesla and Thomson, Braun, Edison, De Forest, 
in fe : and many others. 

are iy > . ° / 
Ne pt Cy B 3 Yet the first direct evidence of ascertaining distances 

& Be ue I + } by using radio waves was obtained by Sir Edward V. 
\ as i Ny am! Appleton and M. A. F. Barnett in England. They used 

NI : ‘ oN a system much like our F. M. radio station today. 
<a AN Almost at the same time in 1925, Dr. Gregory Breit eS 
ir a and Dr. Merle H. Tuve, in the United States, devised 
vs 5 oud : aw a similar method. 

hi ‘ aN The first actual use of a radar set, however, was on 

ee OX) : & §=board the S.S. Normandie. Six-inch waves were swept : \ E 
ae fee) =6over an arc of forty-five degrees on the course of the 

; vessel. The reflected waves were made audible in a 
~ telephone receivers, more of an ear than an eye. With 

: — Courtesy Raytheon Mfg. Co. this set-up, a ship could be detected at a distance of 
Lab testing of a console model radar set. four miles, a channel buoy at two miles, and a coast- 

line up to twelve miles. 

A simple illustration of this idea occurs when a The United States Navy, however, went back to 
stone is cast into a pool of water a series of ripples September, 1922, to “stake its claim” as a radar pioneer. 
is started that spread out concentrically from the cen- _ It was observed that certain radio signals were reflected 
ter. The radio transmitter does likewise in the atmos- from steel buildings and metal objects. It was also 
phere. Just as the tiny wavelets gradually die out in noticed that ships passing by a_ transmitter and 

= DISTANT ¥ 
Ny FAR TELELINK \ 

WY REFLECTOR UNE Say 
TELEPHONE AND||Eei@ Wet POWER LINES oe a J 4 ee. 
—— 1 (\CROWAVE ~ Sy=> ~~ GZ 

PATH A Z 
a N NES FP 

= A&E 
EZ 

ee _. i Cm EEE Aik. 
a a : 

cant Uesse < Le lt 
" = | eae =f. . Z Fa 

3 1 — SFE etvageee—toatath, 
eo NS a_i e ire ||P OT Soi TSS Et cpt ceca = i SS a = = he 

<= pea = io fl . Aste | ++ aes, Ga ENON BE we | AE Ste ‘ 
as EE i : i jer rec -|— \ SF = PRP Ygy adit he ty tat a Dam Lee 
Ae 

1A | 4 AZ Ne UNIT 

—Courtesy Raytheon Mfg. Co. 

Reliable telephone service is provided for isolated rural areas over a narrow microwave beam. 
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ee j directed at commercial planes had returned echoes to 

ae Se y. y the detecting equipment. This equipment not only 

y Pog detected the aircraft but gave information about their 

’ 4 direction, elevation, and range. 

‘ Ao. | . These demonstrations resulted in substantial Army 

“i 2 ~<G funds being specifically allocated for the development 
. fo : . 4 : 

\ Le a of radar for the first time. What, actually, is radar? 

\ a By definition, radar is “a pulse or beam of high- 

. ; ees frequency radio energy, timed and molded by preci- 

\ , he, . sion electronic instruments, projected into space.” In \ ei proj I 
\ Ee simpler terms radar is R-radio; D-detection, or direc- 

: fF 4 a is tion, finding; A-and; A-ranging. / 

| ¢ “4 Ye ‘co a If you have ever tried to time the echo of your voice 

\ f U4 KK » oo reflected from a cliff, you remember that instead of 

. Veh Do i 7 shouting continuously, you shouted in bursts. Like- 

+ oi eg | as u | A wise radar men found their results better if they used 
a Shas Ds ; : - : 

: ill a | ae pulses of one of two microseconds in lengths. They 
a ” . ce . og s z x : - 5 

, ae a) \ Pd left relatively long resting periods in between to give 

L ‘t a NS erie / 

co ipemspeage MS al Deu 

poy = ee : 
By “i Ke aad , . ee oF . 

~y a i : ao a oe : 
: —_ co te s ss iE 

Cone. * He 

—Courtesy Raytheon Mfg. Co. ! 4 Ge : j 

Antenna for CPS-9 storm detector radar set. i (i i S ted 

receiver at high frequencies (three hundred mega- | 7 — SA 

cycles and up), gave a definite interference pattern. : ; a 
Th: syosys ‘ os 6 
This suggested the possibility that an arrangement — 5 

could be worked out whereby ships located on a line — ce ; ’ mM 
a number of miles apart could be aware of the pass- ee Pee ee BR ih \ 

ing of an enemy vessel between them. i ly o Ra Y 

Certain phases of radar are, naturally, of more oo i rf a 
> ge 

concern to the Army than to the Navy. The Army’s \ — ll j 

first pulse radar was designed as a detector for use ko po 4) 
: oe : . : : a i 

with anti-aircraft batteries. By 1936, radio pulses #1 M 
oo L. ‘ / baw ft \ 

oS | o y 
. . \ | 

. . 
~ Lie. 7 

°° * iT i 
Jo Reo | 

z AS ie A Pe. i 
| Be ¥ or. —Courtesy Sperry Gyroscope Co. 

4 fee : New Mark 5 12-foot radar scanner atop a ship mast. A narrow 

Z pie — yp beam provides good bearing resolution. 

: j. Ao VA : : fi 
o ye C the pulse time to reach the target and return before 
ees Cr, / > ss - 
eg Og ; being obscured by the next pulse. The greater the 

| r ‘sad Ly range, the longer the resting time. 

Se Vy Radio waves like lightwaves, travel in a straight line 

co [8 te I in| 4 at a constant velocity of 186,000 miles a second. Take 
ree Se cS ° : ; 
Se ‘s a flash light into a dark room and try to located an 

= = foam | object, say the door knob. To locate the knob accurately 

<e a you must know two angles, one of elevation, the other ™“— : of bearing. Swing the flashlight from right to left and 

—Courtesy Raytheon Mfg. Co. note when the light strikes the knob. This gives you 
The indicator section of Raytheon’s Mariner’s Pathfinder radar. bearing. 
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» 2 seen that the narrower the beam of light, the more 
accurately you can determine the angle of elevation 
and bearing. The same is true of radar. 

i In the past no great naval battles were fought at 

| | fp a - % night, but in World War IL radar, as far as sight is ee) fe et > 
ome ‘ pect wat . . ° 

: Bes NY). 8 concerned, turned the darkness into light. If enemy 
= ay + | MG hc : wuts : . 
bok ek a Le ge Eee... xa = ships passed within range of a radar set, guns syn- 3 : a” a. Pe ans E g 

Sea ) | ie Kk Oe chronized with the radar beam could pick them off 

a / 2/4 _ like clap pigeons in a shooting gallery. 
[eo = ts _ ‘ ny An enemy ship could be “discovered, identified (es Le 2 1 ms sh 4 I > 

ao , — ji See tracked, fired upon, and sunk,” without a man seeing 
ee ee yy * ~ her visually. In the night or through the thickest fog, 
Ge cx> ise a rr a Ho A. 2. American warships could pin-point a target and demol- 
ok atlas: Ee ai bo cole ce wee ; 
a oe eet. > He sy S “ieee ak ish it or send it to the bottom. Peleg acca 2] Vb MOS is Do Rn of : 
Sane aa eae Moree ae se) In the battle of Suriago Strait, one of our new war- 
Peter EA oo af GA of Wea a / ‘ ey Ree 
Page” \ oral ? yom. 4 ‘ ¢ 44 ships was looking for the enemy among the Solomon 
ee Sk Pos TN . 7 op . 

Gh alo 9: = Islands in the South Pacific, Radar aboard the Amer- 
i ff mee [ ciec tC s : 3 é fae Lh Mage ae ican ship probed the night and discovered the pres- 

Bay % oo oe ence of a Japanese vessel more than eight miles away. 
. PM fi | The big ship fired her guns toward the stars. The 
io a ce ig WE second salvo, despite both darkness and the extreme 

ee er es §=6range, landed squarely on the target. So sensitive was 
- Saal i PER Cee & ‘ 2. 

ge aasaiage 0 = ee eas. the set that the operator could “watch” the shells move 
Pe Te eee m a ees Re i 5 ‘ 7 2 Ea : a | og a ca ay across his screen and see the ship disappear from sight. 

. enurtesy’ Sperry Gyroscope Co, Radar was the nemesis of the submarine, which 
Here a mobile radar unit pinpoints mortar: locations relies on submersion for concealment but cannot live for destruction. relies on submers concealme it cannot live 

indefinitely underwater. With radar-equipped _ air- 

Move the light up and down and note when it planes, there was not a safe square mile in which a 

strikes the knob. That will give you the angle of U-Boat could escape the radar eyes. 
elevation. If you could use this information, you could Coastal gun positions also took a blasting from the 
strike the knob every time even in the dark. It is easily air. Just before dawn on D day, June 6, 1944, cloud ) y y, J 

oe, Fe —“ ; ih eee ee set fa Fa yj es 
a —_— «Ele ee e 

Se, . iw em iting — . d : a oe 
i oe ie 2 ia [3 wf ee oe 
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: —Courtesy Raytheon Mfg. Co. 
A console radar indicator used in storm detection. 
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a ay fi If you could see a cross section of the beams of two 

De ee 4 f radar sweeps, 300 miles apart, they would look like 

a \| ey Jf | 0 two pairs of butterfly wings, side by side. Beneath the 

| Lo ~’ \ bottom edges, there would be a wide, triangular gap 

j ‘ ew f of open air through which enemy planes could fly 

‘ie 5 : a undetected. 

ao | The Germans found they could blind Allied radar 

} i scopes by the use of “window” or “chaff”, thin alum- 

ily ee inum foil strips cut to such a length that they return 

\\ _ oe "/@ an echo similar to that produced by a plane. 

Va <a @ The Americans soon showed that two could play at 

A wy ~ that game. They developed long ribbons of foil called 

- A Py “rope” which could jam the best radar the Nazis could 

og aa make. In spite of these drawbacks, the government has 

i Lo , ae spent $50,000,000 to build a fence of early warnings 

4 - a radar across North America’s back door alone. 
a ~ 

. Ve. es : 
— va ° Se i 3 ae 

oS : a [ 
Se aet—“‘“‘i‘i‘( aéeésasésé#)#;#HONOU ee ek. 

oh lh | 

—Courtesy Sperry Gyroscope Co. in a 

Mark 3 ship-board radar is world’s most powerful —— —=—=le yr oe ae 

commercial marine radar. hl CU 4 f Pa) = 

oe {= 4 
banks hid the German guns, but on the radar “scopes” we gee ite - 

they stood out clearly. One hour after a thirty minute nt ie ——€* siesta. 

i inf. 2 ae ON : —— 
barrage, the first infantry landed on the beach and 4@ = YY aud ee. 

! of ; d = a : ‘a Ss oS 
found the Nazi defense paralyzed. ee, es ee a oa 

ut ) a = Ol : — 
The buzz-bomb, however, challenged radar anew. — Se ay OR 0G 

It took time, but finally anti-aircraft batteries were oT : —— 

hooked up with radar sets, and they proceeded to 7 ih tk N | 

hang up a record for accuracy which still stands; one ; aay, | or a a. | 
: “¢ 2 Peet ee 

buzz-bomb downed for every forty rounds fired. » : cw! (ln ff _— . 

These successes must not lull the reader into think- © se ie ea | 
-snaranersremtemeanson ont gg hee oo 

ing that radar can make our country positively secure i . % ho, ~~ 

from enemy attack. Radar fences aren’t fool proof. —— ~_ _ a 

Radar beams ride a straight line and run off the earth’s a — | ee ~~ a 

curved surface into space. Ww Pr ae -.. , 
wee. CUO AGsts<“‘“‘“‘i‘i‘ziar!)S 

oo Oe fe 
Ls ae : LT a om  60té“‘ WR : = 
i Se jF- yy # &4€ ce 
ee p {| eT Py it wi F ee @ =O ay Be ee 

wl eg FO FF fe CF ee i ee ae | “eid emt ALY Fn 
ie ee ae. —Courtesy Raytheon Mfg. Co. 

le ot | gk om | 2 s Antenna and transmitter-receiver unit for the 

ee EE oe Pathfinder ship-board radar. 
<p —e a Ce el arr ae / ae 

ee 4, 7TH armies | In peace, radar is aviation’s best weapon against the 

swt a: : | : menace of the thunder storm, Radar beams can detect 

ee ree ede 4 either the water droplets or the ice crystals in a 
Ye re | ae - 7" : a, 

S wo ey ee, 4 cumulus cloud from which a thunder storm is born at 
An tas * 

: i a | ay Se the very moment it may start developing. Even if a 

oN eo ie we fc | | plane is forced to fly through a thunder storm, radar 
; reek | ‘ = : : 

in Le Petia xy! Peay he , a will enable the navigator to pick the safest route. 
wn hoy a ae oe ec pe \ : ‘ Z é , 
ue aes ts acm Oe ead Experiments by United Air Lines, Inc. using a 125- 

1 GS jie ee . La ee a ca : . ¥ 
a K e it | 3 ig ‘ pound weather radar set built by R. C. A. have been 

wis - Le i i) oes Bott . 5 - : 
ae “a gal - hs successful in allowing a pilot or navigator to select the 

| = ~=Coictesy Nori Amertcan; Aviation, The course which offers the least turbulance. Thus, turbul- 

Here the microwave portions of a radar system ance in the atmosphere caused by thunder storm 

under-go accurate testing. (Continued on page 66) 
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a combination hard to match... ANYWHERE! 

Important, interesting Congenial Associates 

work YOUR CAREER 

Creative Opportunity DIVISIONS OF Finest Facilities 

High Professional AVIATION, INC. Advancement on Merit 
Standing 

The factors that make the difference between a satisfactory job and 
a rewarding career are hard to describe, but easy to recognize. We 

i believe you find them in full measure in any one of these exciting 
fields at North American: 

DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. 

Over 100 sub and major projects under The mightiest propulsion plants ever built 
way, including the SM-64 Navaho Inter- —large, liquid propellant rocket engines, 
continental Missile. the power for outer space. 

DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. DIVISION OF NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. 

Electro-mechanical systems for missiles and A complete organization, engaged in every 
aircraft—automatic flight and fire control, phase from research to production on 
inertial guidance and navigation, advanced nuclear reactors for power, industry, medi- 
computer techniques. cine and research, 

OPPORTUNITIES FOR: Equipment Design Engineers Weight Control Engineers 

Aerodynamicists Engine Systems Engineers Aero-Thermodynamicists 
Thermodynamicists Reliability Engineers Aeroelasticity Engineers 

Dynamicists Standards Engineers Mechanical Engineers 

Stress Engineers Hydraulic, Pneumatic & Servo Engineers Structures Engineers 

Structural Test Engineers Mechanical, Structural & Electrical Designers Controls Engineers 

Flight Test Engineers Wind Tunnel Model Designers & Builders Rubber Compounding Engineers 

Electrical & Electronic Engineers Physicists Computer Specialists 
Power Plant Engineers Chemists Electro-Mechanical Designers 

Research & Development Engineers Metallurgists Electronic Component Evaluators 

Weights Engineers Ceramicists Electronics Research Specialists 
Environmental Test Engineers Computer Application Engineers Computer Programmers 
Instrumentation Engineers Automatic Controls Engineers Electronic Engineering Writers 

Fire Control Systems Engineers Inertial Instrument Development Engineers Mathematicians 
Flight Control Systems Engineers Preliminary Analysis & Design Engineers Electronics Technicians 

Civil Engineers Systems Engineers Specifications Engineers 
Design & Development Engineers Armament Engineers Engineering Drawing Checkers 
Test Engineers Servomechanism Engineers Air Frame Designers 

For more information write: College Relations Representative, Mr. J. J. Kimbark, Dept. 991-20 Col., 

A\ 
NORTH AMERICAN AVIATION, INC. 2 
12214 Lakewood Blvd., Downey, California 
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65-year test 

directs choice of valves for new Rochester home of 

—rt~—“—~—O—O——~—~—r—~—r—C—CrC—C—C—C—C—C—C—C—C—C—C—CUC"NEEEENRRRERR... 

_ rece | {Span gs ee eae we : Fe 

per : NE er _— -— jf . : ee ee .. . 4 o> a 
Sse, ie, 7s ee ee i J 4° e 

8 See geet 6 ee ene a =~ (f= 2k ee 
4 ee 

Architect: Cant L. Traver General Contractor: Joun B. Pike & Son, INc. fee \ LA ea 
Heating Contractor: Howe & Bassert Co. Plumbing Contractor: BakEHAM CONTRACTING Co, | onan) [ . fe 

qualify on long record of reliable performance as 1» Gat. 
standard equipment on Castle Sterilizers since 1890. ’ aT 

eet Pome? J es 5 
oN ‘ 

The Wilmot Castle plant at Rochester, N. Y., completed in 1955, i a or oe | 

was planned with the same exacting standards applied to design ee on se 

of Castle’s fine products — sterilizers and surgical lamps for we py oe \\ a 
° . . ° i A omer hospitals, laboratories, and the medical and dental professions. | | ee 

In selecting valves for the plant, the company could depend ee 4 rt " a 

on their long experience with the faultless performance of the _ pp OT cay 

valves used on Castle Sterilizers, recognizing that all Jenkins a7 Nf Up / | A 
Valves — bronze, iron, steel, and corrosion resistant — are made ae > 4 bf fo 

to the same high standards, eee 1 4 
i : ay) 

For both plant and product, the time-proved extra value of : ae 
Jenkins Valves is dependable assurance of lasting efficiency, . \g i re A 

safety, and operating economy. Jenkins Bros., 100 Park Ave., sk, De. a... i ee 

New York 17. oS Sere 
i a. : es a. 

fo fil Tm 
Bet) Gs om | 

THE HOSPITAL LABORATORY AUTOCLAVE illus. 9 =o ie ee a 
trated is one of the many types of Castle Sterilizers : 8 / —ri“‘<COsé;tsw—O—OCYF: 
used in hospitals and laboratories, and shows ce | 2  -. | J 
typical use of Jenkins Valves on the steam, water eS 5 rT ( a x | I 
supply, and drain lines. Valves are renewable com- — t 5 £ fF 
position disc type, and have special heat-resistant, ey BUNS U 
non-staining Bakelite handles, with each valve’s oe LOOK FOR THE JENKINS DIAMOND j 

function moulded in the top. Jenkins Valves provide wT. : NN oe 
the sturdy construction, safety, and good appear- NAT 2 > | 
ance required. They also permit quick, easy mainte- _ MY bs Ue | 
nance, since the renewable discs, made also by ee... § | 
Jenkins Bros., are available anywhere from Jenkins cas Prog | Lin 
Bhtributors.  —.. : 

be Sooo Sooo ood 

SOLD THROUGH A 
PLUMBING-HEATING 
AND INDUSTRIAL DISTRIBUTORS 
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ING OFFERS YOU SECURITY ; “f 

G M's long-standing policy of decen- 

tralization creates unlimited opportunities for 

qualified Electrical, Mechanical Engineers and 

Engineering Technicians. 

rn 

eT TT) | me] cil) fal | | aes TT eee 
' salchiaiikileielaaric (idee aumed pA OD beweeue Ge StS miGe i macau nO inapaprparge! 7 

eer ememeeneremmnne geen fe peeeseyeetececiconn ecm mmm yp cee sit .e= Se ssas ‘ Ae O <2 1) ett ac excess a 
sae os i PL) core | aitiek 

“ 

DEVOTED TO 
>) CN TS | 
RESEARCH 

Avtowtes — MISSILE GUIDANCE 
—JET ENGINE FUEL CONTROLS — COMPUTERS 

— COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT — CIVIL DEFENSE 

AC'S new, modern 225,000 AVIATION— AUTOMOTIVE ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS 

square feet, glass-masonry, alu- all offer you personally, opportunities that demand 
minum plant (being built in sub- s 5 “ 

‘ . KL investigation. To arrange personal, confidential 
urban Milwaukee) is another step ye _ 

in GM's Electronics Division’s fy v @)\ interview in your territory, write today to 

Permanent, Progressive Program. gi Mr. John EB. Heffinger, 

“4 ex Supervisor of Salaried Personnel. 

F fidential opinion as to how YOU Key ‘or a@ contidential opinion as to how CG ecient toses ANZ ay AC THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION 
write to us today. C . 

General Motors Corporation 
Milwaukee 2, Wisconsin . Flint 2, Michigan 
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A LA 
TURNTABLE— HI FI 

John Misselhorn m’57 

In order to make a satisfactory selection of a high This type of motor is standard equipment on all 

fidelity turntable or pickup, a thorough knowledge and — medium priced turntables, and a wide-range system 

understanding of their construction and operating should be equipped with nothing less. The four-pole 

characteristics is necessary. motor is not perfect, however. Some noise is generated 

This article discusses the more important aspects of — in the 30-60 cps range, which interferes with the bass 
construction and operation. Although the explanations response in that region of the audio range. 

are limited in technicality, it is hoped they will enable For a system with a bass response which is flawless, 

the hi-fi layman to make a decision in the selection the only choice is a hysteresis synchronous motor. It 
of components. Of course, his final choice will depend has smoothness of operation which is unapproached by 
upon individual requirements and budget. any other type of motor. The primary reason for this 

The motor is the heart of the turntable and must — is the constant torque, right up to synchronous speed. 
rotate it smoothly and silently at a constant speed. The only drawback of a system equipped with a 

The simple induction motor, used for most small hysteresis motor is the cost. 
applications, is entirely unsuitable for high fidelity A hysteresis system costs about twice as much as a 

turntables. The speed of an induction motor is deter- system with a four-pole motor. If the listener feels that 

mined by the line voltage supplied to it. Since the line his high fidelity system is good enough to merit such 

voltage is rarely constant at all times, the pitch varia- perfection in motor design, the choice would neces- 

tion resulting during musical reproduction would be sarily be a hysteresis motor. The results will certainly 

intolerable. speak for themselves. 

Because the frequency of the alternating current sup- The most obvious method of rotating the turntable 

plied by power companies is essentially constant, a would be to attach the table to the motor shaft. The 

motor whose speed is dependent upon the line fre- table then would have to rotate at the same speed 

quency would be most desirable. Such a motor, called — as the motor. Actually, a constant speed of about 

synchronous motor, may be of the two-pole, four-pole, 1800 rpm is about the best compromise point for effi- 

or hysteresis type. ciency, smooth operation, and adequate cooling. A 

Low cost equipment employs a synchronous motor Motor whose rpm is varied will necessarily be subject 
which has only two poles. Each armature coil, there- © overheating, vibration, and poor speed regulation. 

fore, passes a region of maximum torque only twice When direct-drive systems are incorporated in the 

during an entire revolution. Not only does this result manufacure of turntables, a set of gears and some 

in uneven rotation, but the magnetic field produced by 

a two-pole motor is very difficult to shield. Conse- MACHINED 

quently, a serious hum problem is also encountered. SURFACE 

Considerable improvement results when using a 

four-pole motor in place of a two-pole motor. The TURNTABLE 

rotor in a four-pole motor passes twice as many re- aw RIM 
gions of maximum torque. This results in greater CENTER OF ¥ 

smoothness of operation, while reducing the hum TURNTABLE eoror \ Neves PULLEY 
problem to about one-half of that encountered in a DCE FUE ey 

two-pole motor. DIFFERENT. lame TERS 
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means of vibration filtering is used between the motor HYSTERESIS SYNCHRONOUS 
and the turntable. 7 

2 POLE MOTOR wt | 4 POLE MOTOR 
A direct-drive system is unquestionably the best, } yo 

provided the components are machined to a high bat i tot 
degree of accuracy. Unfortunately the manufacturers (); . © ] Tey 1 
cannot produced a popular priced direct-drive system G 7 Ey a 
which will perform adequately under ordinary home Ee. = Ft - 
use. 

In place of an expensive direct-drive system, a gear- The turntable should be no less than 12 inches in 

less system has been developed using a smooth idle- chameter ng that the record may have complete sup wheel. This friction drive is just as satisfactory as a port. Smaller sizes would support only part of a LP 

direct-drive assembly, is much less expensive, and much record. Although the dust problem may De reduced, 
more reliable because of the simplicity of construction. slippage and record wear will result. 
Although the idler is made of rubber and subject to The serious hi-fi fan should not consider purchasing 
wear and deterioration, the amateur can replace it 2 record changer for his music system. Its only advan- 
quickly and inexpensively. tage is that several hours of music can be played with- 

Several manufacturers offer turntables with con- Ut any interruption. All record changers have at least 

tinuously variable speed between 15 and 100 rpm, Some of the following disadvantages: 
One method employs a conical member on the motor 1, Abrasion between groove surfaces when rec- 
shaft which presses idler pulleys against the turntable. ords are stacked. 
Others incorporate an idler wheel, of fixed speed, 2. Possible damage to center holes or edges from 
which bears on the underside of the turntable. The the platforms. 

idler can be positioned at any desired distance from 3. Wear on the center hole, as the spindle remains 
the turntable shaft. stationary while playing. 

These methods of speed variation are really unneces- 4. Change of pickup angle with respect to record 
sary because record manufacturers hold the recording _ 3s height of stack changes, . 3 . 5. Possible sacrifice of motor smoothness in favor 

of more power to operate changer mechanism 
MACHINED and move heavy stack of records on turntable. 

SURFACE 6. Slippage of disc as it is played on stack. 

TURNTABLE 7. Slowing down of turntable as weight of stack 
- PASSE SSA SS SQ RASS SSN increases. ; 

MT Ny AUS NTASLE 8. Uneven groove wear at inner section of rec- 
vo Cec ECE ord, as underneath extension of pickup arm 

a | IDLER PULLEY(S) begins to bear against pawl and ratchet mech- 
anism. 

9. Exceedingly difficult maintenance and adjust- 
MOTOR | —comens PULLEY ment. , 
SHAFT 

It is quite obvious that a much better turntable can 

speeds exact. Any gain in using such a system is usu- be purchased at the same price as a changer. 
ally offset by mechanical problems. The stylus translates the striations on the disc face 

A properly designed table can aid smooth rotation into mechanical motion which is conveyed to the 
greatly because it will act as a flywheel and oppose cartridge. By the use of a special shape of stylus, both 
tendencies toward speed fluctuation. Good turntables standard and micro-groove records can be reproduced. 
are necessarily made from heavy castings, precisely ma- Since a small (.001”) stylus will give better seating and 
chined and balanced. Most high fidelity pickups oper- hence better tracking of micro-groove records, the 
ate on magnetic principles and, it is therefore, abso- use of two styli is a solution to the problem. This can 

lutely essential that the turntable be a non-magnetic be accomplished by using two separate pickups or 
metal. Due to magnetic fields, any other material would some sort of turnover mechanism. Not only are two 
interfere with the reproduction. styli needed, but they must be made of a suitable 

The less expensive turntables are covered with a material. 
wool or cotton felt, or a plastic flock. These materials Early attempts at manufacturing styli involved steel 
have very poor wearing quality and often become im- and the needle of the cactus plant. Record wear was 

bedded with dust. The plastic flock very often induces excessive and reproduction poor. The clarity of repro- 
electrostatic charges on the records so that they also duction was greatly improved, however, through the 
catch dust. The use of a rubber covering for the table use of osmium, a very hard metal of the platinum 
is a great improvement, since rubber is not subject to family. 
any of the above difficulties. Perhaps the best surface The osmium stylus was shaped and polished so that 

available today is a neoprene rubber impregnated minimum record wear was encountered. The solution 
cork. (Continued on next page) 
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to the problem of better reproduction and longer rec- as 1 v1 

ord and stylus life seemed to be in the use of harder 2 

materials. The search led quite logically to the pre- / Fy 

cious stones. NN 
The introduction of the sapphire stylus brought fan- USS / 

pickups so heavy, that the sapphire chipped, and PES oy \ pat h of 

At the same time, in the radio broadcast industry, | s STS 

records made of a plastic compound instead of abra- oo eN ee 

and a stylus of even harder material, the diamond, was ee Z arc of 

used. With this, reproduction was excellent and wear (ee - r eproducing 

Very high temperatures are generated at the points SEE ge . 

of contact between the stylus tip and the groove walls. tracking 

The diamond is capable of withstanding these high error 

temperatures. Despite the higher initial cost of the dia- . . . 

mond, it will generally outlast a sapphire by at least such unit has a frequency response which covers the 

20 to 1, and is therefore a better buy. Today the dia- entire audible range. The output signal of this cart- 

mond stylus has become an integral part of the hi-f "idge is high enough that a preamplifier is not required. 

svstem, These features, plus the low cost, make the ceramic 

The cartridge transfers the mechanical motion of cartridge a strong contender as a high fidelity cart- 

the stylus into a comparable audio-frequency electric aidge, 

current, The first requirement of the cartridge is that Cartridges which use a Rochelle salt crystal and 

it must do as little as possible to impede the motion of depend upon the piezo-electric effect are called cry- 

the stylus. This means that it must have excellent com- stal cartridges. This type of cartridge is widely used. 
pliance, not only in the lateral plane, but vertically as It is light weight and low in price. Because it is 
well. At high frequencies there is a narrowing of the fragile, sensitive to temperature extremes, and rarely 

groove, causing a vertical movement of the stylus. The has frequency response beyond 10,000 cps, it is not 

cartridge must permit this vertical movement, but must capable of true high fidelity reproduction. 

not respond electrically to it. All of the desired sound For true reproduction, attention was turned to mag- 

is contained in the lateral movements. netic cartridges. This cartridge is based upon a simple 

Until recently the use of ceramic cartridges was un- law of physics which states that whenever magnetic 

successful, but some cartridges have been developed _ lines of force are cut by a conductor, a voltage will be 

which employ synthetically produced materials having induced in the conductor, 

piezo-electric properties. Usually, a small coil of wire is fastended to the 
In the piezo-electric effect, certain substances tend stylus mounting. When the stylus moves, the moving 

to twist out of shape when an electric voltage is applied coil cuts magnetic lines of force, and the voltage gen- 

to them. These substances also tend to generate their erated is fed to an amplifying system. The magnetic 

own electric voltage when their shape is distorted. One cartridge is used almost exclusively in present high 

fidelity systems. It is highly dependable, has low dis- 

SiR MAGA eR ee tortion, and has a frequency response which extends 

\ / beyond the audible range. 

“ Fp = The primary purpose of a tone arm is to transport 

ee al Lore the cartridge and maintain the stylus in the proper 

ae ce relation to the record grooves. It should have very 

Hiietahce wine ee Cay on smsgnerie evox little mass and high compliance. 

— ne areas One of the problems confronted in the development 
PIEZOELECTRIC PICKUP \\_ SanIMBLE capaciTy prowe of a tone arm is resonance, since the materials used in 

7 cAYSTAL IS A saNowicn . 
eS NER Ae oe making an arm are resonant somewhere between 10 
a ts oe scans SMALL ~ Go vv. and 100,000 cps. Recently a company has developed a 

| “A ox 7 a fi viscous-damped arm which minimizes resonance 
Dp 0 SY stywus stvwus ~. effects by damping the arm with a film or pool of 

pe “AY i: viscous fluid. 
@ (Continued on page 64) 
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Refining metals to perfection 

.A PROBLEM IN PURITY 

lr 

Cr \ Ah 

ae a 1 i Pe, 

° ee | Tobie ce “a ENGINEERS AT WESTINGHOUSE FACE CREATIVE 
i. —a X a i . i CHALLENGES LIKE THIS EVERY DAY 

Papel A Wee at a | oon Preparing superpure titanium and other hard-to- 
ee - 7 | get metals was a tough problem, but Westinghouse 

a _ ‘ . 7 4 scientists solved it. Their method, called cage- 

. yy q | zone refining, uses an unusual method to melt a 
fe bar of metal while the metal acts as its own cruci- 
oF ble, preventing contamination by a container. 

Al 4. > a Westinghouse offers you the opportunity to 
/ te hue ee work on similar stimulating, challenging projects. 

" e _. . 0 * Investigate career opportunities at Westinghouse, 
ig i . , “> where the big expansion program means _ real 

es CS . j chance for growth and progress for Electrical, 
a ee | . | r Mechanical, Chemical or Industrial Engineers, 

a ay) 7 D i : | Physicists, Mathematicians and Metallurgists. 
be Pate { In this one diversified company, you can do the 

ait ] kind of work you prefer . . . in the field of your 
: DO Gy i -— choice—radar, decision devices, automation, elec- 

4 oe tronics or nuclear energy. There’s plenty of room 

4 oe a | at Westinghouse to move around—and up! 
~; — Es Million-dollar Educational Center offers a com- 

. a Z plete training program, and Master’s and Ph.D. 
me degrees can be earned at company cost at 22 

_-—_ colleges and universities. 
] : s&s Have your placement officer make a date for 

i i you now with the Westinghouse Interviewer, 
who will be on campus soon. Meanwhile, write 

—r”—C for Finding Your Place in Industry, and 
Continued Education in Westinghouse. 

Write: Mr. C. W. Mills, Regional Educational 
Co-ordinator, Westinghouse Electric Corpora- 
tion, Merchandise Mart Plaza, Chicago 90, Ill. 

We ti gh G-10300 
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FOR STUDY AT HARVARD 

TR AND M.I.T. IN 1957-58 
ro a Af ee 

Bh. (i i Ce ee 
2 ‘ . fy 4 i ce hey “4 The Raytheon Graduate Program has been established 

a - e A Na “i a(t ne Bae 4 to contribute to the technical development of scientists 

ae yy is el : tee ed and engineers at Raytheon. It provides the opportunity 

ig givin a foe a to selected persons employed by Raytheon, who are 

on mn oe) accepted as graduate students by Harvard or M.I-T., 

bp Ss =} ee ee to pursue, at Raytheon’s expense, regular courses of 

Hone Sa a - study leading to a master’s degree in science or engi- 

os = we Ss neering in the institution of their choice. 

HARVARD The Program requires, in general, two or three semes- 

ters of study, depending on circumstances, with the 

summer months spent in the Company’s research, en- 

gineering, or manufacturing divisions. It includes full 

tuition, fees, book allowances and a salary while at 

Po ae rer ee school. Students also receive health, accident, retire- 
“7 ment and life insurance benefits as well as annual 

| le a Cosmas J vacation and other privileges of full-time Raytheon 

se —_—— = employees. 

ne = a To be considered for the Program, applicants must have 

———— a bachelor’s degree in science or engineering, and should 

a ; d have outstanding student records, show technical prom- 

| oo lee } { i ; ise, and possess mature personal characteristics. They 

Hal tite meses — PP ana must be under 30 years of age on September 15 of the 

. es ee Toccaoumeelcsd year admitted to the Program. They may apply for 

pene oe a admission to the Program in anticipation of becoming 

Be ngs Ss employees of Raytheon. 

. YOU ARE INVITED TO ADDRESS YOUR INQUIRY 

to Dr. Ivan A. Getting, Vice President, Engineering 
and Research, outlining your technical background, 
academic record, school preference, and field of interest, 
prior to December 1, 1956. 

Excellence in Electronics RAYTHEON MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

WALTHAM 54, MASSACHUSETTS 
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Another engineering first—the Boeing jet transport-tanker 

The KC-135, shown on the production At Boeing, production engincers find At Boeing, you live in progressive, 
lines of Boeing's Transport Division, is the kind of challenge that helps them —_young-spirited communities, with good 
America’s first jct transport-tanker. It grow in professional stature. They en- housing and recreational activities. You 
gives the Air Force a refueling craft that joy the satisfaction of working on such — work with men outstanding in the world 
matches the performance of today’s jet- nationally important projects as the B-52 _of engineering, on projects of tremendous 
age fighters and bombers. In its transport cight-jet intercontinental bomber, the importance to your country. You look 
role, the KC-135 becomes our defense 707, America’s first jet airliner. Guided forward to one of the most liberal retire- 
forces’ first personnel and critical-cargo missiles, supersonic and nuclear-powered ment plans in the industry. There’s job 
carrier geared to the speed and altitude aircraft are other Boeing projects with a stability, and a limitless future, at Bocing 
demands of jet-age operations. long-range, exciting future. —in production, and in design and re- 

3 ‘ P , search as well. Boeing production engineers — who Here's some measure of your advance-  *“ 
helped turn out 888 piston-driven tankers ment potential at Boeing: during the last For further Boeing career information 
in this same Transport Division plant — _10 years, the number of Boeing engincers consult your Placement Office or write: 
are now working full time on jet-powered has increased 400%. With that kind of JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer — Personnel 
aircraft. Bocing’s big and growing back- _ growth, there are always opportunities for Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 24, Wash. 
log of orders for both commercial and advancement. They could be your op- F. B, WALLACE, Staff Engi p \ 
military aircraft creates constantly ex- portunities, for Boeing promotes from Be : Air fs Se Wiehil SEOBHE 
panding opportunities for production en- _ within. Every six months a merit review oeing Airplane Company, Wichita, Kansas 
gineers of all types —civil, mechanical, gives you an occasion for recognition, A. J. BERRYMAN — Admin. Engineer 
electrical, aeronautical, industrial. advancement, increased income. Boeing Airplane Company, Melbourne, Florida 

Aviation leadership since 1916 

Seattle, Washington Wichita, Kansas Melbourne, Florida 
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William B.N. Schultz c’58 

When excavation of earth is required and the sub- is forced through the screen, siphoned through the 

grade of the project is below the water table or sat- lower end of the tube into the riser pipe and is dis- 

urated ground water level, the handling of wet soil charged by the pump. If the water can be removed 

becomes a problem. The earth is wet and sticky and faster than the water can seep through the surrounding 

hard to handle. Lowering the natural water table to a area, the water table, or saturated ground water level 

Jevel below the proposed subgrade will make excava- — will be lowered. 

tion as easy as if the subgrade was above the water When the water table is lowered below the sub- 

table. A dewatering process or method for lowering the grade of a proposed excavation site and the water 

water table is called Wellpointing. table is maintained at this low level, excavation can 

A well point is a device for removing water from the — be done with no harmful effect of water. 

ground. It consists of a tube perforated at the lower A complete wellpoint system consists of wellpoints, 

end, and surrounded by a screen. A pointed head is riser pipes, header lines, pumps and discharge pipes. 

attached to the lower end and the other end is con- Each wellpoint is connected to a riser pipe, which con- 

nected to a riser pipe. The head diameter is 2 3/16 nects to a header or manifold pipe. This manifold pipe 

inches and the overall length of the wellpoint is 39 is connected to the pump, and the pump is connected 

inches. The wellpoint is installed below the surface of — to the discharge pipe. 

the ground by driving or jetting. The installation of a wellpoint is a simple process. 

When a vacuum is applied to the wellpoint thru the | The wellpoint is connected to a riser pipe which will 

riser pipe by a vacuum and water pump, ground water allow the wellpoint to reach the correct predetermined 
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Full lot was excavated to bottom of top sand layer, 22 ft. Excavation stages are clearly shown here. Piledriver is working below natural grade, in first two excavation stages under protec- on top of silt layer, now stabilized by the wellpoint system. tion of full enclosure wellpoint system. 

depth. The riser pipe is then connected to a portable A single row or wellpoint spaced so that their in- water pump. The wellpoint and riser pipe are held in dividual cones overlap will produce a wedge-shaped a vertical position and water pressure is applied area in which the water table has been lowered. Two through the riser and wellpoint by the pump. rows of wellpoints installed parallel to each other and Water under pressure flows through the pipe and overlapping will produce a trapezoidal cross-sectioned 
wellpoint and through orifices or jets in the wellpoint 2"¢8- ; ; . head. The water under pressure bores a hole in the As atmospheric pressure is the largest force applied ground and the wellpoint and riser follow this hole.  t© the ground water, it forges the water into the well- 
The jetting water pressure is applied until the well- point when a vacuum is: applied. The old axiom point has reached the proper depth. Nature Abhors a Vacuum’ is used here. The condition ; ae . — to that axiom is also used. The condition states that Then the riser pipe is disconnected from ae ‘Nature Abhors a Vacuum Only up to 32 feet’, This 
water pump and is connected to the manifold pipe. means that the maximum depth that a wellpoint could Some water escapes through the perforated tube of possibly lower the water table would be 32 fect. The the wellpoint, but this water keeps the soil round © limit of economically effective range, however, is con- wellpoint screen in suspension vn the ee a8" sidered to be about 18 feet. This level is chosen with reached the final depth. A’ chee : valve of bouyant respect to speed and economy of the water removal. material is installed in the wellpoint head, and after Any area can be dewatered to any depth. Although the proper depth is reached and the jetting pressure 18 one line of wellpoints is limited to 18 feet, wellpoints released, the ball floats and seats itself so that incom- in series can be installed where successive wellpoint ing water must be filtered through the screen. . 

(Continued on page 84) 
The rest of the wellpoint system is above ground. 

The wellpoints are usually installed in rows, and the 2 Neve Sa | 
header pipes are laid along these rows. The pump =. ee ® SERS . zm 3 a Ahan nae a . RS Welle or pumps are usually stationed centrally. The discharge “pasar ERE eine: : ™ he SS \ 
pipes carry the water away from the immediate area. - re Z hk 

The operation of a wellpoint system is even more ee | ee aera lw / f 
simple than the installation. All that is necessary in ff ie ee a ee 
operation is the operation of the pump. As long as the & ct ee ae pe eee 
pump removes water faster than the water can seep Co rt— : ee | eer . a in from the surrounding area, the subgrade of the oe se i pe aw cee wees excavation will be dry. If the pump is stopped, the : Ci aaa ee ale 
water level rises to its usual level. ~ ae ee ae 

The effective range of a wellpoint system is unlim- ee 
ited. A single wellpoint installed in the ground will < @ ee ye aie 
produce a coneshaped deflection of the water table a ee Le fa eG Cee line, The apex of the cone will be at the lower end of ee ieee ee ea ee © Ri Ve the wellpoint, and the gradient or slope of the sides So nig en 
of the cone is dependent on the type of soil involved. Pump station excavation dewatered by wellpoint equipment. 
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Which Ones and Why 

William D. Risinger m’57 

This article is intended to give the average auto- other oils nor do they tend to form sludge so readily 

mobile owner an idea of what type of oil he should as animal or vegetable oils. Mineral oils are much 

use in his automobile engine. easier to obtain at the viscosity required for an auto- 

There are three basic types of oil, animal, vege- mobile lubricating oil. 

table, and mineral oils. The animal and vegetable oils An oil for an automobile engine has more to do 

are easily obtained and contain a certain type of — than lubricate. It must do the following things in order 

molecule that has the ability to anchor itself to the to be called a good automobile engine oil: 

surface of a metal being lubricated. This is a valu- 1. It must minimize friction and prevent wear. There 

able property of a lubricating oil. should be an oil film between all metal parts moving 

These two oils have disadvantages, however, that off- _ relative to one another. 

set their advantages for use in an automobile engine. 2. The oil must dissipate the heat of the pistons 

They are that animal and vegetable oils deteriorate and cylinders of the engine by acting as a coolant. 

rapidly at high engine temperatures and tend to form 3. The oil must form a seal between the piston rings 

sludge more easily than mineral oils. and the cylinder walls. 

Mineral oils are not nearly so easily obtained as the The details of how a critical engine part wears may 

animal and vegetable oils, but they do have more desir- show a clearer picture of the problem involved in 

able characteristics of a lubricating oil. Mineral oils engine lubrication. Take the case of the piston, rings, 

do not deteriorate at high temperatures so easily as and cylinder wall wear. The wearing is the actual 
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removal of particles of metal from the part being con- 
sidered. There are several factors all of which will 
cause wear. The most obvious type of wear is that l2 
caused by the rubbing of two metal surfaces together. < 
When the piston of an automobile engine reaches Vio 

the top dead center of its stroke, there is no move- K 
ment between the piston and cylinder. This causes Q 8 
more wear at the top of the cylinder because the oil x 
rings scrape the oil off the cylinder walls when they \ 
slow down and stop, rather than slide over the oil 2° 
film when the piston is moving rapidly. Then too, some 9 
of the oil at the top of the cylinder wall is burned Ue 
away by the high temperatures at this point or is 
blown away by the compression pressure. V ¥ 

Chemical erosion is another cause of wear. Chem- 9 
ically active products form from the breakdown of oils Oo} GOO B56 7200 50 S080 S400 
and form acids in the presence of water. These acids ENCIWE RPM 
will cause erosion of engine parts. 

comel by tigodthondat ard cates caatteg cae There are several reasons for an engine to “use” oil. 
a Z 2 . Some of these are cited to be better able to combat pg with the oil after they are worn or deposited oil consumption. 

In ie engine. 

The ime hen most wear occurs is when a cold (Oil is actually “burned” when it is exposed to the 
engine is started. Several detrimental things happen at nigh tethgematures of the combustion chambers. How- 
this time. First there is no oil on the engine parts ever, it Airstianust be changed into a vapor before it will 

until the oil pump builds up oil pressure. This lack eee a all fat wlll iit mesily wapanize s 
of oil causes most of the mechanical rubbing wear. desired. An oil such as this has low volatility. 

There is also a rich mixture of fuel introduced into A highly volatile oil (one that easily vaporizes ) will 
the engine, usually by the choke operation. This excess evaporate when exposed to hot engine parts not ex- 
fuel is not completely bumed, and some will be blown posed to the combustion chamber. This oil vapor will 
down past the piston into the crankcase, and cause a then pass out the crankcase breather pipe. Oil may be 
thinning of the oil. lost along the valve stems if they are loose fitting. This 

The fuel that does ignite is not completely burned. pPe of loss also occurs by seepage through worn . earings. It forms a carbon or soot when the burning fuel comes 
in contact with the cold cylinder walls and heads. This If the pistons are “blowing” (letting gases pass from 
causes carbon deposits and also helps contaminate the combustion chambers into the crankcase), oil will 
the oil. be lost through the crankcase vent, especially at high 
When the gasoline does burn, one of the resulting engine speeds and temperatures. The viscosity of oil products is water. At normal engine operating tem- is also important in oil consumption rates. A thin oil 

peratures this water is a vapor and passes out with Will be used faster than a thicker oil, 
the exhaust gases; but when the engine is cold, this (Continued on next page) 
vapor condenses on the cylinder walls and leaks down 
past the pistons into the crankcase where it tends to rs | 
form a sludge with the impurities in the oil, and com- 
bines with the active chemicals from oil breakdown to 8 _ 
form acids. Q 

All of these factors cause an increase in engine wear, ¢ 160 
but most of them can be combatted by driving the car . 7 
at higher speeds for a time sufficient to warm-up the S lea 
engine oil. When this happens, the soot and carbon 4 
are burned out of the combustion chambers at the x 
higher engine temperatures, and the gasoline and yy eo 
water evaporate from the oil and pass out the crank- 
case breather pipe to the atmosphere. N - #0 

It can be readily seen that an automobile started 8 
| and turned off before the engine really gets up to 5 5 5 7s S02 ss 5 

operating temperatures for any length of time is oper- VISCOSITY OF o/t. AT 
ating under severe driving conditions. CRANKCASE FEMP 
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A detergent has the property of being able to hold 
Scr. ENE. dirt, sludge, and metal particles of very small size in 

3b SOP, STARTING 2 suspension. That is, it surrounds each tiny dirt and 
TEMA metal particle and floats it away when the oil is 

q SW20 on drained. A detergent oil will help a great deal in clean- Us 8 pag 
4 ing out an engine and keeping it clean if it is used 

y regularly. 

i One precaution to be observed is that a detergent 
Q oil should not be used in an engine that has not had 

Ns the benefit of a detergent oil for a long period of time. 

¥ The detergent will loosen a great deal of accumulated 
sludge and carbon and possibly clog up oil lines with a a ae a ae ia 2 g rbor possibly clog uy 
an excess of dirt in suspension. 

TRIP LENGTH — MILES 3 ays _—e 
There are many other additives, some of which are 

rust inhibitors, varnish and sludge dissolvers, upper 

As mentioned previously, wear is basically caused by cylinder lubricants, ete. These are probably helpful, 

cold starting. The high operating temperatures and but do not serve as useful a purpose as a detergent. 

higher speeds will help fight the secondary causes of Within the past few years an oil that covers several 

wear such as acid erosion and accumulation of sludge, SAE (Society of Automotive Engineers) grades of oil 

but little can be done to remedy the lack of oi] upon has come into market. This type of oil is possible to 

starting the engine. make by adding an agent to the oil to thicken it at 
os oo. a . warmer temperatures. As stated previously, the major- 
The next best thing is to get an oil with a low vis- , , ‘ 5 : 

. . ity of mechanical wear occurs at cold starting before 
cosity at the coldest starting temperature expected, so 5 : 5 
— : . . the oil can reach the rubbing surfaces of engine parts. 
it will get into circulation and to the spots needed as soy sate 

: , If a very thin oil such as an SAE-5 grade could be 
soon as possible after the starter turns the motor over. . : “ — 

, ‘ 2 a a oe used for cold starting and still have the lubricating 
One thing wrong with low viscosity oil is that it will i Q a : 5) 

: Qe . properties of a heavier oil, such as an SAE-20 or 
be consumed faster and do a less effective job of lubri- SAE-30 or: <i : ; ‘ 

. . 4 og ; 30 grade oil at higher engine temperatures, much 
cating than a heavier oil after operating temperatures of the problem of getting the oil to the proper places 

ame: reached, at starting would be solved. This is exactly what has 
Another practice in helping combat engine wear is been done with the creation of a multi-grade oil. 

to drain and add new oil regularly. There is no set The most common multigrade oils on the market 

rule for the number of miles or the time lap you should today are the SAE-5W-20 and the SAE-l0W-30 

drive before you change oil. This must be determined grades. These have the properties of thin oil at cold 

by the severity of operating conditions encountered, starting temperatures, but, as the engine temperature 

It should be obvious that a car driven only on short — rises, the oil gradually assumes the properties of the 

trips of five or six miles or less in a cold climate should heavier oils such as an SAE-20 or SAE-30. 

have its oil changed much more often than a car driven These oils have been manufactured by almost every 

on longer trips regularly in a warm climate. major oil company, and sell at about sixty cents a 

There are many types of additives put into automo- quart. The question most buyers ask about the multi- 
bile engine oils, but only a few really seem to play an grade oil is, “Are the advantages in using the multi- 
important part in combating wear. The first, and prob- grade oils worth the extra cost?” I will try to answer 

ably the most common additive, is a detergent. this question by summarizing some recent publications 
on multigrade oils. 

A report in the “Society of Automotive Engineers 
Journal” based on papers from four major manufac- 

=z ore SE INKE turing companies is summarized as follows: 

20 OF STALK TE MP. The four companies conducting tests were the Gen- 

e eral Motors Corporation, Quaker State Oil Refining 

Nis SW-20 OL Corporation, the California Research Corporation, and 
y the Union Oil Company of California. They discovered y pany y 
W’? three major facts about multigrade oils. These are: 

t 1. Very real gasoline economies during the first miles 

© of operation from a cold start. (5-10 percent on cold 
x starts—minimum of 3 percent on trips.) 

6 2. At least as good antiwear characteristics as a reg- 

oO 7 2 F Ss 6 7 ular heavy duty oil. 

TRIP - LENG 7TH - MILES (Continued on page 72) 
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She- “Well, after all, where we live 

seems to me about as important as 

where you work. We should think 

ahead four or five years. Where 
will we be? What kind of life will 
we have?” 

He = ‘Pll buy that. We should take that 

job with Public Service and live 

in New Jersey.” b 

Good thinking, man! Public Service Electric and Gas Company 

—one of the country’s important utilities — has as its service “ie 

area a section of New Jersey replete with all the elements Oe ' 

of good living. Lb { { 

VS 4 
With New York at one end and Philadelphia at the other, the 1 “pg : 

area abounds in cultural advantages. Educational advantages tl 5 

are superb. Recreational facilities — seashore and — i eS a 

mountains — are close by. Great research Mee , i ¥ ‘ie 
Siena 4 oo % : 

organizations and industrial enter- Specter | { a oy & ie 

prises bring into the area out- A, 4 co! \e 7k 

standing men and women who Hoe, \ Na a t € ( ee ‘ 

will be your neighbors. A a. SET Res ee 

9 Wea. poe le oa i 

pas (ya 86. 
Representatives of Public Service =. | Ny ’ gm 

Electric and Gas Company will TN YM i. eae 

near future. They will be glad to 4 cee A, ‘ on ean 

tell you about the company’s job | ee CN wo ef 

| Public Service Electric and Gas Company, | \ Baan ee Bee ues Te fs \ sh 

| Room #2152A, 80 Park Place, Newark 1,N.J. | Yigg \ Me ee he 
t Please send me literature on New Jersey | 1 f=- Be otiliboenitn eee Re aan yy 
! and job opportunities with Public Service. | leet Zo Ee ia 

[Add reS8..seccssssssssssccsssesscsnssssscscsseeeesessnssessseceeeesseesine [YL ge ARMS SEITE ENB eee ee RRA Sees A 

antaiso 7 RN ESEEES Ong MIM eGR IRE EEE SESE EEE 
a a a ee ee aE esa? ss PMP ing cess SENHA a ag - an ae. Fa ne s 
PUBLIC SERVICE ELECTRIC f i t te $i - 

i ee Me Se alts AND GAS COMPANY i | eee 
NEWARK I, N. J. e Os ek ee 
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Specially-compounded coatings and housings enable IRC resistors to The skillful combination of protective coatings and resistive elements 

withstand a higher degree of impact, shock and vibration than any assures superior moisture resistance and heat dissipation, as well as 

other resistors of their type. protection from severe humidity or temperature conditions. 

Exactly how important istor insulations? xactly how Important are resistor insulations : 

Ina sense, a resistor is simply a mechanical device for packaging ohms. So it is easy to see 

why the materials making up the mechanical package greatly determine resistor perform- 

ance. In fact, insulation is so important that more than one-third of the 200 technicians at 

IRC are engaged in developing custom-tailored insulating coatings and housings for IRC 

resistors. That’s why every IRC resistor is better protected from damage and ambient con- 

ditions than any other of its type. And at no extra cost. 

eee ? 7 

Types of FC Insulated Resistors 
. ENGINEERING POSITIONS 

Molded Resistors 6 ye a IRC, leader in resistor engineering, offers 

ese sk d excellent opportunities in engineering posi- 

Pa. P Ae recy tions covering many professional fields. New | 

fe em Cement developments in electronics, miniaturization / 

: Oe al i tnsulstedaRcsisicts and automation constantly present new : 

v—- ~ creative challenges. For information, write | 
a Ke j 

Wee Bie o y- > cy 1} today to: ENGINEERING EMPLOYMENT, | 

a e | -d ee 4 INTERNATIONAL RESISTANCE COMPANY, | 
i oe | ee 401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa. . 

SOE . a 
ay aL iy 

i 

ae Cc Maen Ce 
i 

401 N. Broad St., Philadelphia 8, Pa. TUTE a CLIT wr I (R)C 

In Canada: International Resistance Co., Ltd., Toronto Licensee 5 © 
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Here’s a book that tells about 

exciting career opportunities 

in every branch of engineering 

The opportunities at Alcoa are so many, so offices . . . research laboratories; and positions 
promising, so rich in recognition it took a book are open in almost every section of the country. 
to tell the story. And Alcoa wants you to have Your work will be challenging and your 
a copy. associates stimulating. 

If you choose a career with Alcoa, you’ll get The whole fascinating story of careers with 
intensive training from the men who built the Alcoa is told in this colorful new book. See your 
aluminum business. You’ll have the opportunity Placement Director or send in the coupon below 
of working in our production plants... sales for your copy of A Career for You With Alcoa. 

Your Guide to the Best in Aluminum Value aa : 

% poor Ox ‘ 
e& pas ’ 

; 4 pew waneenet ZEMIN ObMSQNY Sh Ameren 7 ‘ see 
| ‘a ee ine Wi aie Bt ale | a 

a4 A career for you==a | 
LN “ i Tune in the ALCOA HOUR, television's finest 

: a a. A : ‘| hour of live drama, alternate Sunday evenings. 

| | } | a) ALCOA™ 4) 
= — | Write for your copy today! 

| te) wee 
| Pe ll ee | r i / : oe. li | ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA | | | - : ill 1825 Alcoa Building | 
/ - ee ae yo | | Pittsburgh 19, Pa. | 

| — J Ue i Z ae | | Please send me a copy of A Career for You With | 
| os Mis ?  . 2 ” | | 

a = ee Ph | | ; a = FF i ee | 
| 04 pulping | | ia | | = = = LON al | i | City and State. ——_—_—_—_—_—_—— | 

ide a / | College_____Degree__Date of Graduation__ j a we bo il 
| Pte eT TR i L——-—————————— ~~ ~~~ 
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= ce Jean Van Bladel, graduate of Gerald Pickett, of the electrical en- 

_ Brussels University in Belgium and gineering and mechanics depart- 

of the University of Wisconsin, ments, who have been on leave 

who joins the faculty of the elec- during the past two years to teach 

— trical engineering department; in India as part of the U. S. State 

Herbert A. Smallwood, chief en- Department's program operated by 

gineer with the Petrol-Structors the UW College of Engineering to 
Co. of Calgary, Alberta, Can., aid India’s technical schools, re- 

who will teach hydraulics and fluid turned to their teaching-research 

wy _ mechanics in civil engineering; duties on the Wisconsin engineer- 
ing campus this fall. Benedict 

4 Donovan Clark, former head served as field coordinator of the 

A Wisconsin graduate who was Ola ot Lativene Cellova of India program as well as a mem- 

a straight “A” scholar during his pacton Pa. who will teach fining ber of the staff of the Bengal En- 

student days and a widely-known enginesting in the mining and gineering College at Sibpur, West 

engineer from China who gained metalluvey: desarenent: Bengal. Pickett has been on the 

his education on three continents aengy Ost , staff of the mechanics department 

are among nine top-level engineers Roger R. Nelson, formerly of the at the Bengal Engineering College 

who are joining the faculty of the Colorado School of Mines, who and for the past few months on the 

University of Wisconsin College of also joins the staff of the mining staff of the Indian Institute of 

Engineering this fall. and metallurgy department; Sciences at Bangalore. 

The additions to the teaching- Werner W. Schaerff, graduate Prof. Herbert D. Orth retired 

research staff of the College of En- of the Technical School at Saxony, this at § fter neé 1 half ames 
‘ 5 . ae year after nearly half a cen 

gineering are necessary, Dean Germany, and former supervisor in tury of work at the University of 

Kure E Wendt said, to replace sev- the SREMESEES department of Wisconsin with all of the straight 

eral faculty losses during the past — Ohio Chemical Co., in Madison, lines, curves, angles, and slants 

year through retirements or resig- who will teach machine design in cng Bg ee a 
: is . : : that geometric problems could 

nations of staff members to take the mechanical engineering de- throw at him: 

industrial jobs, and to help take partment; ; ; 

care of the college’s steadily in- Robert R. Zenk, graduate of the Prof. Orth was chairman of the 

creasing student enrollment. UW College of Engineering in department of drawing and de: 

The Wisconsin graduate who 1941 who is engineer with the seriptive geometry of the UNV"Col- 

was a top scholar during his career Gisholt Machine Co., in Madison, lege of Engineering. He had been 

as a student negineering on the and who will now teach part-time ma the department for 48 years, a 

UW cmapus, and who now returns in machine design in mechanical of which he served as chairman— 

to the University to teach chemical engineering; o“ of the largest periods of chair- 

engineering, is Warren E. Stewart, George A. Sievers, who this past = Gere repandded by 2 fhoulty 

research engineer with the Sinclair summer obtained his Ph.D. degree member Nene. 

Research Laboratories at Harvey, in engineering from the University During all those years the pro- 

ill. of Heidelberg, Germany, He is fessor himself has wrestled, and 

The engineer born in China and head of the Industrial Engineering has helped engineering students 

educated on three continents is Institute in Milwaukee, and will wrestle, with a mass of problems 

Dr. Shao-Ti Hsu, coming to Wis- give an industrial engineering sem- in drawing and geometric design— 

consin from the University of Day- _ inar in the UW Engineering Grad- and he has never yet been licked. 

ton, Ohio, to teach mechanical uate program at the University of Orth was born in Terre Haute, 

engineering. Wisconsin—Milwaukee. Ind., in 1885. His secondary edu- 

The seven other new faculty Dean Wendt also announced cation in Terre Haute public 

members are: that Profs. Ralph Benedict and schools revealed that he had a 
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mathematical mind—he just loved School of Engineering for 35 years. 
to solve the nastiest problems of - .. In March of this year he also re- 
algebra and geometry. , 4 tired from the U. S. Navy as a cap- 

He figured out that many of the : _ tain after 39 years active and 
toughest problems in mathematics | we oe reserve service. 
would be in electrical engineering, » ee me Rose joined the faculty of the 
so when he graduated from high S| 4 mechanical engineering —depart- 
school he decided to go into that a ~~ bs ment in 1922. A native of Mankato, 
field. He attended Rose Polytech- si Minn., he received his M.S. degree 
nic Institute at Terre Haute, and \ in 1929 and an M.E. in 1937 from 
received his bachelor of science _" the University of Wisconsin. 
degree in elecrtical engineering in _ He served with the U. S. Navy 
1908 with honors. . 2 in both World Wars. He enlisted 

Electrical engineering jobs avail- Professor H. D. Orth in the regular Navy in 1917 while 
able to the young graduate were an engineering undergraduate at 
neither plentiful nor well-paying of Mechanical Engineers, and Pi Wisconsin, By the end of the war 
in 1908, but there was a job teach- Tau Sigma, national honorary he had been commissioned an 
ing engineering drawing, paying mechanical engineering fraternity. ensign. 
$800 for 10 months’ work, waiting Orth was married in 1909 to Following the war he spent 
for a young college graduate at the Effie Ann Dunlap, of Terre Haute. three years with General Electric University of Wisconsin. Orth was The Orths have three children, — working on the development ot offered the instructorship and took Mrs. Lois Wheeler, now of Lake powdered coal experimental equip- it. ; Charles, La.; Robert M., of Madi- ment, and other projects. 

ais , us = hl pr fessor i ee, who graduated from the UW Fleet Naval Reserve in Madison er »ecoming a full professor in oa ee ae and participated with the organ- 
. PAGES ; ization in weekly drills and sum- As is usual with college and uni- suburban Nakoma, where the pro- mer cruises until his recall to 

versity professors, Orth’s teaching fessor has. found time from_ his active duty in 1941. 
and research in his field has prac- busy life of teaching to take an ace A member of the Ametiean So- 
tically filled his life—in Orth’s case tive part in many civic activities. ‘ : . . : ; - ciety of Mechanical Engineers, it has even spilled over into his And on the campus he has taken Boxe: is co-author oF : nl + of 
hobbies, which are the making of time to participate in the activities -" os conaunnon oe eB 
plastic geometric models, and of the Wesley Foundation, Metho- technical engmeermg PEDETS: 
stereo or 3-dimensional photog- — dist Church student center. Rose was one of the pioneers in 
raphy. He does an excellent job The sesignetion of Joseph F = engine research. He was the 

at both hobbies, too. Many of his Akerman 7 eGtesece: of cat mieal an fo ae electronics to the 
small plastic models are on display & ork: at ‘the University of oh y of com >ustion inside of the 

in a glass case on the wall of the Wromasin” sans acce nted by the ° inden of esel engine. hall near his engineering office. iy — oS BES ? f An important contribution — to 
Among them are oblique and right ; , diesel research was his work on square prisms, a plane rotation, a Prof. Akerman has accepted a photo-electric combustion analysis. 
rotation oblique axis, and a plane — Post at the University of Michigan. This research included the use of 
landing gear—all highly technical He 22Me to the University of Wis- 28 different types of fuels. By pho- 
and illustrating important engineer- consin in Les erey ONS: 48 yanks tographing the combustion cycles, 
ing principles for Orth’s students. °F SADEMENCGIAS ENZMEEL Ih indus- stages in combustion could be 

Orth Has sauwhe some S000 sth- try. In addition to teaching duties measured down to 1/100,000 of a 
dents during his years at Wiscon- at Wisma, ee Sunpenyined He second. 
sin. At the same time he has been eae wane foal leomess In addition to his teaching, re- the author or co-author of several is ¢ Q ‘ Ss search and naval reserve activities, 
basic textbooks in his field—widely The University of Wisconsin in 1934, as chairman of a Technical 
used technical books including Board of Regents accepted the re- Club committee he helped the city 
“Mechanical Drawing,” “Basic En- _ tirement of Reed A. Rose, asso- _ to establish a life saving service on 
gineering Drawing,” and “Problems ciate professor of mechanical en- Madison lakes. 
in Mechanical Drawing.” gineering, Rose was recalled to active duty 

He is an active member of the An expert in the operation of with the Navy on March I, 194] 
American Society for Engineering diesel engines, Rose conducted and served until March 1, 1946, 
Education, the American Society heatpower courses in the UW (Continued on next page) 
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. company’s Electronics Division in , | | Engine Ears pany 
«e3 | (Continued § 41) Syracuse and Schenectady, N. Y. 

= \ / ontinuec rom page c + - 

fp ES pee As manager of sales, distributor 
ey | . : : 

“ PTL LTE m= | During the war he was assigned as and outdoor ballasts, his new 

Pe LW fag ee va | chief engineering officer of a large — duties include sales of appliance, 

Lal cil ap Cem | “#\\ | ammunition ship and in 1943 was outdoor and acessory ballasts, as 
Sei 2 ee 2 2 « . ecepasl 

WY nan ee 2 ses named commanding officer of the well as internal and distributor 
POS eee eee ET U. S. Naval Training Schools at | so came) | . S. Naval Training Schools a sales. 

hee eeepc Hemet | | Richmond, Va. This school trained 

ee pes | discl operators for the amphibious The Trane Company, La Crosse, 

| eee ae eraser a are : C r isconsi as ¢ et ‘ 
| aa oe naa i Hie | | forces of the Navy at the rate of Wisconsin, has announced that 

hee mame i ee I al aa | 500 per week during 1943 and Richard C. Bond, a February, 1956 

ee ia ee | | lee | 1944. ag 2 Wisconsin engineer- 

Site ee ell ee ‘ ing and business administration 
Bes oe eee a In 1945 he was named assistant = dy t tl Jeted 
_ PR cae) >. Eaupetameers pee f : sraduate, recently completed an 
| eee 7 nas mA shops superintendent of the Nor- e ee af pe . 
| OR PA ea ee : ‘ C intensive six-month engineering 
| eee Rae | folk Navy Yard in charge of shop . ae 3 eo f & 

‘ sales training program 0: e firm. 

A Tow ry | operations. In March 1946 he was sales 8 Prog 

tg | assigned to the Sixth Naval Dis- 
ry a : . . ©. 

trict as redistribution officer in 
y . 

© Mm = charge of surplus property of the 

a , |, | Navy Department, Coast Guard ” 
for America’s young i ] XY ariné Cor h 

. engineers with capacity for |; and Marine Corps. — = 

|| continuing achievements in || = Since 1947 he has been com- = 4 

- radio and electronics 7) manding officer of the Naval Re- i ut / g a %) 
| Today, engineers and physicists | 4 | serve Composite Company 9-4 in rT ”lC 

| | are looking at tomorrowfromthe |] | 15 I 50 h . . Lf a 3 y 

+) top of this tower... the famed (| | Madison. In July 1950 he was pro- La «= 

. Rigeoueye Boer ©} | moted to the rank of captain in | 
| ‘elecommunication Laboratories «4 , a 

|... a great development unit of 7 the Naval Reserve and from 1952 —— he 

the world-wide, American-owned || = tg 1955 spent his summers on ac- le 7 
_ International Telephone and (| . . . — - =< 
| Telegraph Corporation. | tive duty with the Norfolk, Va., eg S&S 

. prices too, is opportunity for | Reserve Fleet, the Charleston S. C., a ¥ ye SSS 

| _the young graduate engineers o} oS scarve Fle. . . ore 4 Ps AOE SE hey ies os 
|) America... opportunity to be | Reserve Fleet and at a Disaster ic Sere 

|) associated with leaders in the | | | Control Center at Port Hueneme, Dy Lee 
|) electronic field...to work with | | jy. OO ERS iii 

|| the finest facilities...towin rece || | Calif. 1 A 
f epnition . .. to achieve advance- a | Richard C. Bond 

8 mens e w os S oy ure mm | ALUMNI 
_ ° ia 5 , 
. i 7 | E . : Bond has since been assigned to 
|p vgamn more about this noted |) | The appointment of Richard J. ¢ 3 bee 8 
| Tower of Opportunity...its long- | ays the Heat Transfer Sales Depart- 
|| range program and generous em- | | McIntyre to the new position of bai: the 3 ff .T. 

| | ployee benefits. See your Place- | | | eae wine. diche | ment at the home office of Trane 
| ment Officer today for further ins | | | manager of sales, distributor and in La Crosse. 

| | formation about FTL. | outdoor ballasts, at the General = 

7 INTERESTING [1 | Electric Company’s Ballast Depart- Gus E. Archie, graduate from 

_ ASSIGNMENTS IN— a > anville inois. has bee : . : : . 
o wscie coprineaan sistas a | ment, » unville, a has been the University of Wisconsin with 

Electron Tubes Lt | recently announced. a Master of Science Degree in 
L Microwave Components |, | MclIntvre comes to the Danville a a to etches 

| Electronic Countermeasures | , IcInty e€ comes tc c Da Mining Engineering is assistant 

CS Air Movigation Systems i | plant from Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Manager of the Technical Services 
i ssile Guidance P| ari ia «was aha tSeee Bl Rani ie 2 . 
| Transistors ond other | where he was manager of equip Division of the Shell Oil Company 

- Semiconductor Devices a | ment and specialty sales at the in Houston, Texas 

| Rectifiers * Computers. Antonnds || | company’s apparatus sales office 

Ee ra pnoreene 7 a , Gordon W. Haddock, chemical af Wire Transmission Systems _) | there. > + He > -M1Ce 
ro E . , . snoineer as ioine » Guide 
LS a | A native of La Crosse, Wisc., he engineer, has joined the Guided 
. s e . . vet lx wenn TG it The 

| Federal | was graduated from the University Missile ia, Forme The 
te * * 4 PW in i 23 wi Ramo-Wooldridge Corporation, 
fo _} of Wisconsin in 1943 with a degree f ge Corpora > H Telecommumicahon | neither Te Rndaled 
CS : a | of bachelor of science in electrica g i. 
pe os | > . : 

Laboratories lz S | engineering. Mr. Haddock’s experience in- 

A Division of International 7 McIntyre joined General Elec- Gieaes basic research on mechan- 

& Telephone and Telegraph Corporation tric after leaving the University ism of combustion in flowing gas 

(500 Washington Avenue, Nutley,N.J. 7} and worked on radar and elec- Streams, turbulent mixing of fluids, 

Nepean omens? oo . ‘ og viet 
Le ee tronic control engineering for the (Continued on page 70) 
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Left to right: Dan Palmer, Texas AGM, 54; Ted Webb, Caltech, °55; Bob Stancil, Georgia Tech, ’54; Chuck Herndon, Illinois, ’50. 
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by Ray Caldwell m’57 
p 

We S72 

RADIO ELECTRONICS are included in order to illustrate The first part of the book pre- 

By Samuel Seely the applicability of the different sents methods for the analysis of 

: techniques of analysis. stiffened-shell structures to a bet- 
A thorough and comprehensive . ° . 

Oe : A considerably more compre- ter accuracy than the older engi- 
treatment of important aspects of ‘ ‘ ef : . ; . 

we hensive discussion than is ordi- neering methods could afford. The 
communication systems. f 5 a: As 5 

o ; narily available is included on 1) problems discussed include stresses 

Samuel Seely was the former feedback in amplifiers, and 2) the due the bending of box beams (the 

Professor and Chairman of the De- ratio detector and the Bradley de- so-called shear-lag problems in the 

partment of Electrical Engineering tector in frequency modulation de- _ general sense), stresses due to tor- 

at Syracuse University, and he will tection. Among the new advances sion with restrained warping, and 

become Professor and Head of the covered is Information Theory. A stresses around cutouts. One chap- 

Department of Electrical Engineer- chapter on this subject related ter is devoted to diagonal-tension 

ing at Case Institute of Technology some of the results of this theory webs. 

in June of 1956. Mr. Seely treats in with different types of communi- The large number of compari- 

considerable detail the essential cation systems.-McGraw Hill sons between tests and calculations 

processes and circuits which are of $7.00. presented in the second part of the 

importance in the field of radio book are designed to promote more 

communications. A general discus- STRESSES IN AIRCRAFT AND intelligent application of theory to 

sion of the important methods of SHELL STRUCTURES practice—McGraw Hill $14.00. 

communication is followed by a By Paul Kuhn 

detailed discussion of the more A distinctive new work by an in- MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

important aspects of the field, ternationally known authority on PRACTICE 

Emphasis is on the physical and airplane shell stress analysis. Fifth Edition by Charles F. Shoop 

mathematical analysis, to give the Paul Kuhn, Assistant Chief, and ‘George: L ‘Tove 

reader an understanding of the — Structures Research Division of the Proven practical—now brought 

fundamentals underlying the broad National Advisory Committee for up to date. 

field of communication. Because — Aeronautics, has written this book Charles F. Shoop, Emeritus Pro- 

the author employs a new  ap- both for the practicing engineer in fessor of Mechanical Engineering 

proach, that of stressing the tech- the field of aircraft structures and from the University of Minnesota; 

niques of analysis, occasional alter- for the graduate student who and George L. Tuve, Professor of 

nate mathematical developments wishes to use it as a reference. (Continued on page 74) 
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Challenging new projects 4 The latest in scientific equipment 
The first man-made satellite to be launched by the 4 One of the largest installations of analog computers U. S. in 1957 will be directed into its orbit by an 4 in private industry is an example of the kind of ultrasensitive missile guidance system developed 3 facilities and equipment available to Honeywell en- and manufactured by Honeywell. And that is just 4 gineers. This installation has 250 computer ampli- one of the exciting projects in progress at Honeywell. 3 fiers plus extensive nonlinear components and They include new instruments basic to automation, 3 simulator tie-ins. Equipment like this enables our new firing control systems for national defense = engineers to tackle confidently projects that are and new concepts in controls for heating and air 3 pushing back frontiers of physical science in fields conditioning offices, homes, buses, trains and ships. 3 that range from automation to the conquest of space. 

° 
Inside 

Honeywell 
EL gtaphic review of your IIveitensntntinnneenniagamnceeeee 

career advantages at the 
world’s leading maker of 

~ automatic controls, 

ON) ara rise re ey 2 
| NPB E wy / N\ Cm = / Ee ° =f a a 

7! : ro 
Outstanding associates : Choice of location 
Dr. Finn Larsen, head of the Honeywell Research : Honeywell’s fifteen divisions are located throughout Center, directs an extremely capable staff of physical : the United States with factories in Canada, Japan scientists in fundamental research projects dealing ; and Europe. And, whichever division of Honeywell with semiconductors, solid state and magnetic and I you choose, you can expect a first-rate salary plus dielectric materials. Working with men like this in [ liberal benefits to insure a prosperous future. Re- small groups at Honeywell gives you a tremendous member this, too. Honeywell’s wide diversification backlog of experience to draw on for aid in devel- offers opportunities for rapid advancement in a oping your own ideas. It stimulates your own company whose growth is not dependent on just creativity, helps you realize your full potential. one facet of our country’s technological progress. 

Send for free booklet MINNEAPOLIS 
To learn more about Honeywell one Wi I] opportunities, see our representative 
when he next visits your campus. And 
write today for our booklet, 
“Your Curve of Opportunity.” F Cc | Write H. T. Eckstrom, Personnel H irst i ntrols Administrator, 2753 4th Avenue South, HONerweut Irst in ont ° Minneapolis 8, Minnesota. 
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Behind the Ships that Set the Pace... 
i - i 

a Master’s Touch in Oil 
Rae eC 

Every Atlantic Blue Ribbon Winner since 1910— all have one thing in common—sOCONY MOBIL’S 

from the Mauretania to the swift, sleek S. S. United master touch in lubrication. 

States . .. Good reason! When the chips are down—when 

The world’s fastest propeller-driven boat, Slo-Mo- records are at stake—when schedules must be met 

Shun IV, skimming water at 178 mph... —the men who know marine machinery look to 

. : SOCONY MOBIL for its protection. 
Maiden voyage of the world’s first atomic-powered P 

submarine... x ke 

5 : Wherever there’s progress in motion—in your car, 

Two-fifths of the world’s freighters . . . Prog y : 
your factory, your farm or your home—you, too, can 

The race horses and the work horses of the seas— — look to the leader for lubrication. 

SOCONY MOBIL OIL COMPANY, — 

LEADER IN LUBRICATION FOR NEARLY A CENTURY 

Affiliates: General Petroleum Corporation, Magnolia Petroleum Company 

Mobil Overseas Oil Company and Mobil Producin Compan pany 
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Dick Foster joined Western Electric, the manufacturing and supply unit of the  Dick’s day may begin in one of several ways: an informal office chat Bell System, in February 1952, shortly after earning his B.S. in mechanical — with his boss, a department “brain session” to tackle a particularly engineering at the University of Illinois. As a development engineer on a tough engineering problem (above); working with skilled machine new automation process Dick first worked at the Hawthorne Works in builders in the mechanical development laboratory; or “on the line” Chicago. Later, he moved to the Montgomery plant at Aurora, Illinois (below) where he checks performance and quality and looks for new where he is pictured above driving into the parking area. ways to do things. 

renner eo eee eee m TT r Pa 
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Here Dick and a set-up man check over the automatic production line used to man- Examining the plastic molded “comb” components of the wire ufacture a wire spring relay part for complex telephone switching equipment. This spring relay Dick recalls his early work when he was involved automatic line carries a component of the relay on a reciprocating conveyor — in working-up forming and coining tools for the pilot model of through as many as nine different and very precise operations—such as percussive the automation line for fabrication of wire spring sub-assemblies welding in which small block contacts of palladium are attached to the tips of — for relays. At present he is associated with the expansion of wires to within a tolerance of + .002”. these automation lines at the Montgomery Plant. 

A a ie ~~ : : 

i “Se Western Electric offers a variety of interesting and ‘ J ; ‘ i: i important career opportunities for engineers in all : : j * fields of specialization in both our day-to-day job as i han a the manufacturing and supply unit of the Bell System if | A and in our Armed Forces job. 
i ieee CS If you'd like to know more about us, we'll be glad to rr send you a copy of “Your Opportunity at Western | Electric” which outlines the Company operations and f a specific job opportunities in detail. Write: College a F * Relations Department, Room 1030, Western Electric - ‘i Vi 2 Co., 195 Broadway, New York 7, N. Y. 

Dick finds time for many Western Electric employee activities. Here he is we 53) i ée scoring up a spare while tuning up for the engineers’ bowling league. He is A active also in the golf club, camera club, and a professional engineering so- ciety. Dick, an Army veteran, keeps bachelor quarters in suburban Chicago 
. where he is able to enjoy the outdoor life as well as the advantages of the city. MANUFACTURING AND SUPPLY UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM 

Manufacturing plants in Chicago, IIl.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Burlington, Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Haverhill and Lawrence, Mass.; Lincoln, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, Minn. Distributing Centers in 29 cities and Installation headquarters in 16 cities. Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York City. 
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by Ted Witzel ¢57 

A NEW USE FOR T.V. See : - , \ ~™ 

Electronics engineers at a west- / 

em aircraft: company reported : 4 

development of the world’s tiniest } fa 

television camera, only 5 inches f — 4 

long, as the latest scientific tool to ! ‘ — ° 

flight test the new Electra propjet | eh 

airliner. Ke — » — : 

Smaller than a flashlight but oa Se —— 

rugged as a wrench, the micro- ee Se ee : 

miniature camera with 8 mm. lens “penee Es Lopes be 

attached weighs only 1 pounds. a aS 
os ° gg 

It measures 134, by 2 by 5 inches. (—\ 7” S 

A standard box camera is eight {__ i iN 

times as large and a network-type Noe “ Po 

television camera is 300 times nn’ asl <e 

larger. 
Uh ae y ‘ \ & 

The midget telecaster was de- . ae a0) 1 eS | os 

signed for aerial televising, attached This shows how Lockheed mounts television cameras externally to permit contin- 

to flying test planes, as well as in uous study of performance during actual test flights. Televisor relays picture of air- 

3 flow tufts attached to tail, and flight test engineers viewing receiver inside plane can 

laboratories on the ground, evaluate air-flow pattern. 

With this remotely controlled 
“eve,” research and flight test engi- Fahrenheit. It is also “ruggedized” ule additional flights _ to gather 

neers will be able to view opera- — % withstand severe forces imposed follow-up information. 

tions which would be impossible — 0” it in test flights. The micro-miniature is adapted 

to sce without it. The camera can Most spectacular use for the tiny to run on aircraft power circuits. 

see into inaccessible areas. It can new camera—and the chief reason It climaxes two years of work, in 

give a close-up view of tests a man for its compactness and durability which electronics scientists devel- 

could not watch safely. —is in flight testing. oped a slightly larger ruggedized 

Extreme heat poses no problems It can fit inside a landing gear camera. 

for the “vidicon.” The company housing, for instance, and relay a Numerous flights of the propjet 

has conditioned it to operate in continuous picture to a 27-inch C-130 military transport and of 

temperatures up to 185 degrees screen inside the airplane. Ob- — military and_ civilian versions of 

servers can watch the gear being the Super Constellation showed the 

' A raised and lowered against the first camera could “take it.” Next, 

; NG, ve force of the slipstream. They can the technicians reduced the size of 

; NY. study gear doors to make sure they all possible parts and simplified 

be NS \ work smoothly in bumpy air, — circuits. The result was the new 

Ros 4 iN climbs or dives. pint-sized instrument. 

; : i NY Best of all, if they detect a prob- 

= » °.2) | ey iy lem, pilots and engineers can NEW FLASH EVAPORATORS WILL 

ger ‘ 5 Y if Vn maneuver the plane to maintain a DOUBLE KUWAIT’S SUPPLY OF 

: y ‘ — \ desired test condition and explore DRINKING WATER FROM SEA 

i 1. We all its characteristics immediately. The Sheikhdom of Kuwait, which 

Fae : “ s Thus, a single TV-equipped test | now operates the world’s largest 

—_. aati om \ flight will give information which seawater evaporator plant, will 

amie NI : would require several flights of an soon double the production of 

Inside an airborne plane, Charles Aker, airplane fitted with the conven- drinking water for its capital city, 

eleeeonie Eng imonttas tional motion picture camera. — the municipality of Kuwait. 

externally to relay a view of surfaces un- There is no need to develop film, Two new flash-type water evap- 

dergoing flight testing. study it on the ground, and sched- _ orators, each capable of producing 
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zt 
1,260,000 U. S. gallons of fresh into vapor and is then condensed \ ) 
water a day, will be installed at by means of a surface condenser S71 LY, LY 
Shuwaikh, a suburb of the capital. which is integral with the chamber. ( oe a a 

The units will convert the waters The process is repeated through "Ke Pisco 
of the Persian Gulf, the world’s four stages at temperatures  de- i ey 
saltiest body of seawater, into creasing to about 120 degrees. i = & \ 
potable water containing less than Steam for the new installation Pern LAT nen 100 parts of dissolved solids per Will be supplied by two boiler eee oN at 
million. A small amount of even Plants which also supply steam for . _ - purer water will be produced for four 7,000-kilowatt and three 700- Rismlocrenpanclings to the survey, 16, 
boiler operations. The Persian Gulf kilowatt turbine generator units or 38%, Foal mae a oe 

contains approximately 42,000 parts built some years ago to provide ee welded ii total oF a 
of dissolved solids per million, as €lectric power for the city. An er 18 ae °r és total ° Je. compared with a maximum of In addition to the main installa- a ee wen me or fees fia. 
32,000 parts for the waters of the tion in Kuwait, a two-stage pro- ws -_ Bs . » Ma ~~ ; a 
Atlantic and the Gulf of Mexico. totype will be built and operated PaMBINSs SHOES, ete: many 0 these a a in the United States. It will be one. States. were considering adopting Kuwait's first drinking water sixth the size of the Kuwait evap- completely welded designs for 
from this modern source came late orators and used in studying con- More of their bridges. 
in 1949: from a stnilar installation trol of scaling, corrosion and ero- Reported savings in steel in typi- 
ee me soa, a ei on propre relative to the al sides, xesulting on wo 

2 iwait installation. design, ranged up to 20%. is 
‘water to the city until the SOVEENS ue meen savings were exeandled to the long 
ments installation took over. Prior WELDED HIGHWAY BRIDGES range road building program that 
to that time all water was obtained A recent survey of state bridge has been initiated by the Federal 
from brackish _local wells Or departments has revealed an in- Government, enough steel could brought in by ship from the Tigris creasing trend towards the use of be saved to build a typical high- and Euphrates Rivers, north of welded bridges in the country’s way girder bridge approximately 
Kuwait. rapidly expanding highway sys- 800 miles long. The projected high- 

With the addition of the two tem. Of the 39 state bridge depart- (Continued on page 62) 
evaporating units, the Kuwait mu- 
nicipality will be able to produce One of the many new welded highway bridges being constructed. 
a minimum of nearly 5,000,000 gal- - ‘ ~ 
lons of fresh water a day by the i ae ‘ a : Se 
middle of 1957. > Sig ”" os 

The new four-state flash evap- Sm oe > SNS 7 
orator unit will require less than Se =~ =. 
25 percent of the space required “SS ij i oo a a hs 
by two earlier triple effect “shell — - a a ee ww . 
and tube” units. Each of two new ae a ope. ee i »> units will consist of two towers oo | = mn 
with four stages mounted one hia a ie tee re \ above the other; each measures 10 " i inning ——— 
feet by 30 feet and 35 feet high, | 
They will produce about three 
puonds of distilled water for each im ao 
initial pound of steam. <cmen | eens =, : ; 

In the new flash design, water 3 — / Hite | a under pressure at about 200 de- / | == / | pest ne 
grees Fahrenheit is sprayed into a | me — il a | ‘teee chamber having a lower pressure. bo i - fT i oan rH i Ve A portion of the water is flashed fj oem | 1 3 al i t| ull) We At Le 
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A rig in one of the experimental test cells at P & WA's Willgoos Laboratory. The six large finger-like devices are remotely 

controlled probe positioners used to obtain basic air flow measurements within a turbine. This is one of the techniques 

for obtaining scientific data vitally important to the design and development of the world’s most powerful aircraft engines. 
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---in the field of INSTRUMENTATION 
SS SSS SS SSS 

Among the many engineering problems relative to Pratt & Whitney Aircraft is a special group of elec- designing and developing today’s tremendously tronic, mechanical and aeronautical engineers and powerful aircraft engines is the matter of accumu- physicists. Projects embrace the entire field of lating data — much of it obtained from within the instrumentation. Often involved is the need for engines themselves = and recording it precisely. providing unique measuring devices, transducers, 
Such is the continuing assignment of those at Pratt recorders or data-handling equipment. Hot-wire 
& Whitney Aircraft who are working in the highly anemometry plays an important role in the drama 
complex field of instrumentation. of instrumentation, as do various types of sonic 

‘Pressure, temperature, air and fuel flow, vibra- orifice probes, high temperature strain gages, tran- 
tion — these factors must be accurately measured sistor amplifiers, and miniaturized tape recording 
at many significant points. In some cases, the meas- equipment. 
uring device employed must be associated with Instrumentation, of course, is only one part of a 

special data-recording equipment capable of con- broadly diversified engineering program at Pratt & verting readings to digital values which can, in turn, Whitney Aircraft. That program — with other 
be stored on punch cards or magnetic tape for data far-reaching activities in the fields of combustion, 
Processing. materials problems, mechanical design and aero- 

Responsible for assembling this wealth of infor- dynamics — spells out a gratifying future for many 
mation so vital to the entire engineering team at of today’s engineering students. 

gteecm. +d a 4 j ss ' ey is we Poo a > 2 Shy NX \@L VA oc Pe se 
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Instrumentation engineer at Pratt & Special-purpose probes designed The “Plottomat’, designed by P & WA 
Whitney Aircraft is shown investigating and developed by P & W A engi- instrumentation engineers, records pres- 
modes of vibration in a blade of a neers for sensing temperature, sure, temperature and air flow direction. 
single stage of a jet engine compressor. Pressure and air flow direction It is typical of an expanding program in 

at critical internal locations. automatic data recording and handling. 

NTN a EY 4 UN 

eg World's foremost designer and builder of aircraft engines A con 

Y > oY PRATT & WHITNEY AIRCRAFT 
Division of United Aircraft Corporation 
EAST HARTFORD 8, CONNECTICUT 
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HERCULES’ CONTINUING RESEARCH offers many challenging buildings and other projects where Hercules Vinsol® 

opportunities for a career in the development and sales of Resin is used as an air-entraining agent in concrete. Other 

rocessine materials for construction and other industries. — Hercules products require specialized application in man 
P S P q P pie y 

New York City’s Coliseum is typical of the many modern _ industries offering more career opportunities for you. 
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HERCULES IS A LEADING SUPPLIER of chemical materials to the pro- WITH MORE THAN $20,000,000 invested in new plant facilities this 

tective coatings industry, a field where there is always a future year alone, Hercules will continue to be a chemical growth leader 

for the young man of vision. For example, multicolor lacquer, in the years ahead. This pilot plant, where new rubber chemicals 

based on Hereules® nitrocellulose, was used as an interior finish are being readied for commercial production, is a part of Hercules’ 

on this new 48-passenger bus. Other uses are challenging. effort to anticipate tomorrow’s needs. Technical men are needed. 

HERCULES POWDER COMPANY CAREER INFORMATION— Your Place- 

968 Market Street, Wilmington 99, Del. Sales Offices in Principal Cities ment Office can tell you more about a 
career with Hercules. Or write di- 

SYNTHETIC RESINS, CELLULOSE PRODUCTS, CHEMICAL COTTON, TERPENE CHEMICALS, tly ta Pex 1 Department £ 

ROSIN AND ROSIN DERIVATIVES, CHLORINATED PRODUCTS, OXYCHEMICALS, Teeny 32 ana epartment tor 
INDUSTRIAL EXPLOSIVES, AND OTHER CHEMICAL MATERIALS additional information. gnse-1 
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RCA Weather Radar screen shows approach of storm. Screen guides pilot around turbulent area, All's well as plane leaves storm behind, 

. : _ = and speed to your flight cy ee & 
ee Opis oa 7) 

No longer need you, as a traveler of David Sarnoff Research Center of be y bal the sky, experience the discomfort of RCA, Princeton, N. J., scientists con- og iY bouncing around during storms. If tinue to explore new “Electronics for : a ae ‘ your plane is equipped with RCA Living” —electronics that make life ce. ISS : 3 Weather Radar, you enjoy comfort easier, safer, happier. G ’ tc). ia 58 and speed throughout. 
E Oe es For supersensitive RCA radar peers WHERE TO, MR. ENGINEER? SS A miles ahead of the plane to give your RCA offers careers in research, devel- . a pilot advance warning of weather dis- opment, design, and manufacturing for a ea turbances. The signals on its screen engineers with Bachelor or advanced a then point the way to a smooth course degrees in E.E., M.E. or Physics, For LEADING AIR LINES installing RCA Weather around storm areas, full information, write to: Mr. Robert reget ude American jaidlnes, Continental alr . . . Haklisch, Manager, College Relations, ines, Pan American World Airways, Trans Wor The electronic leadership behind Radio Corporation Sf amieuce, Candee Airlines Inc., United Air Lines; and these European Weather Radar is inherent inall RCA 2,N.J. Air Lines: Air France, BOAC, Iberia Air Lines of Spain, products and services. And at the 
Sabena Belgian World Airlines, Swissair; Mexicana. 

® 
RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

ELECTRONICS FOR LIVING 
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WISCONSIN W. S. | a E. 

SOCIETY OF 4 , Pp ment back more nearly to a proper y prop 

Pelt too W.S.P.E. SUMMER relation to the people. 

CONFERENCE The adoption of a toll system 

whereby users would pay charges 

ENGINEERS THE HOOVER COMMISSION'S in amounts sufficient to reimburse 
LOOK AT ENGINEERING } Cc . fccs: Sn lays 

IN GOVERNMENT the overnment for its outlays 

would tend to eliminate the initia- 

CHARLES D. CURRAN tion of new projects of dubious 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE It is only natural that the recom- worth or the continuation in serv- 

B15 <Teenfer aes mendations of the second Hoover — i€€ of economically unsound proj- 
Madison 5, Wisconsin . _ ects 

Hanotp N. Kinespury, Secretary- Commission should be more con- ; 

Treasuver troversial than those of the first. The increased productivity of 

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE There have been many charges by the land for commercial, industrial, 

those on the receiving end of gov- residential, or agricultural pur- 

Harvey L. Grason, Chairman - sit Subsid' that ith th wmadie : 

122 W. Washington Ave. ernment subsidy at with the poses is the real measure of value 

Madison, Wisconsin adoption of some of the recom- of flood damage prevention meas- 

Cuarues M. Periatan, Vice Chairman mendations of the second Com- _ ures. 

Madison, Wisconsin mission oral governme: . . : 

ssn on B10 the Federal government Federal public power is subsi- 

H. H. Burn, Madison would be failing to carry out its Ton 
C. W. Grester, Rothchild sae. aefcepngte “ dized by: 

: responsibilities. They mean, of 
R. L. Huncenvorp, Kenosha care i i x 

> C. Kestinc, Superior course, the assumed responsibility (a) Use of interest rates which are 
EK. C. Kestinc, Superior 

lower than the actual cost of 

E. J. Doasex, Eau Claire to provide subsidies to some paid ees han the ee Bi a 

: 
ong-ter by a risk capital; 

E. A. Riven, Milwaukee for by taxes of others. SE EE ee a 

J. W. Mast, Menasha : (b) Omission of interest during con- 

It is almost fifteen months since struction; 

W.S.P.E. OFFICERS the final report was rendered. In (c) Omission of Federal Income 

Anruur G, Brninc, President that period, the Executive Branch Taxes or comparable contribution 

A. L. Genisor, First Vice President and the Congress have put in ef- to the cost of the Federal Gov- 

3 (ELSON, Sec Vice President . aaiment: 

Cg, broad Vee Prem fect afew (HT ot of S14) ofthe ay un | 
A. EN AYRES, Fas Osiael sac sndations : ene d jth two exceptions (Hoover 

H. N. Kincssury, Secretary—Treasurer recommendations. Much remains Dam and TVA), omission of 

Teron A. Brown, Director to be done if we, the American State or local taxes; 

J . 7 irect > ar eceive oy 

2 eet Director people, are to receive the full (e) Charging large parts of the ini- 

_ L. Carison, Director value of the work of this Commis- tial capital costs to wholly sub- 

W. FE. Dick, Director eS ie oye - eg 

* : sion and its Task Forces. sidized Federal activities such as 

Joun Gammet., Director 
saviegt 

Ninety ‘lawe of ite: Yast! session flood control, navigation, fish and 

Ninety laws e last sessior aay: 
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE of C ross eat idem wildlife, ete; 

Hanoww Tresror . ONEIESS Oo on “al elnone: (f) Charging administrative costs, in- 

projects, functions and activities surance and pensions to other 
—— : ¥ 

a for the Federal government, all of Government accounts, 

ENGINEERS’ CREED ; . 
vomal ened edi which call for future appropria- 

As a professional engineer, I dedicate tigns and for future employees. If I were asked what items I 
my professional knowledge and skill to This is the frui a : thoasht Should be st vigorously 

the advancement and betterment of ris is the fruit of just seven MEAL S20U: . Ps mos vigorous ¥ 

human welfare. months Congressional action. The pressed now for improvement of 

1 pene growth of government, the Fed- the Federal water resources pro- 

To. give, the stmost! of f eral assumption of responsibilities gram, 1 would say, first, establish 

9; eine, the utmost’ oh, Fed ormance, an, if left unchecked, overshadow in the office of the President an in- 

to participate in none but honest enter- > 3 . . 

prise, to live and work according to the other problems of this Nation. If dependent, and I underscore inde- 

laws of and the highest standards we are to keep from being com- pendent, water resources and 

of professional conduct. To place serv- sletely subordinated to an expand- power board and strengthen the 
0 i 4 I y E E 4 

ice before profit, the honor and standing ing central government, we must independent review facilities of 

of the profession before personal advan- fom time to time make examina- his office; second, require that 
tage, and the public welfare above all Wons suah ag tl ade t } rates for the sale of vendible sur 

other considerations. In humility and tons Suen a5 A nat made by the okSs i e sale ¢ : vend? dle sur- 

with need for Divine Guidance, I make Hoover Commission and then take plus products, particiularly water 

this pledge. necessary steps to get our govern- (Continued on page 56) 
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A. G. BEHLING 
W.S.P.E. President 

First in this year’s Meet the President series is Milwaukee area. Among these are the Citizens Lake 
Arthur G. Behling, President of the Wisconsin Society Front Committee, Advisory Committee to the Milwau- 
of Professional Engineers. Mr. Behling is a consulting kee Department of Safety Engineering, and the advi- 
engineer in the steam power plant field. He formerly sory Committee to the Milwaukee County Air Pollu- 
worked in the steam turbine department at the Allis tion Control Engineer. 
Chalmers Mfg. Co. and on power plant design for the A charter member of W. S. P. E., Mr. Behling has 
Wisconsin Electric Power Co. He was born on Octo- been active in the society ever since. He served on the 
ber 2, 1905 in Oshkosh, Wisconsin, where he also first nominating committee, public relations commit- 
received his education and early training. tee, and the fees and salaries committee. Mr. Behling 

Mr. Behling, now a resident of Milwaukee, is an also served as director and national representative of 
active member of the Engineering Society of Mil- W. S. P. E. He was elected successively, second vice 
waukee, serving as its president in 1949-50. He has president, first vice president and is now serving 
also served on several civic affairs committees in the W. S, P. E. as its president. 
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W.S. P. E. in operations, or harassment of the ditions. Of principal concern is the 

enemy aircraft by our own de- ground burst of a device in the 

(Continued from page 54) fenses. megaton range. The figure of sev- 

for municipal supply and electric e. It should also be a recognized eral thousand square miles is com- 

energy, be set to meet all real that much civil defense planning is monly used for the contaminated 

costs; third, establish by law basic based on an assumption that we area resulting from such a burst. 

and broad principles of a Federal know to be inexact. This is the as- It’s unfortunate that persons who 

water policy; and, fourth, require sumption of symmetrical behavior have described the fallout in such 

greater local participation in the of ‘a. nuclear ‘burst=that propaga- an area have tended to talk about 

planning, financing, and operating tion of blast and other effects is uniform distribution of the radio- 

of water resources development equal in all directions. This as- active material. While this is a 

projects with immediate and direct sumption is demonstrated by the handy way to define the problem, 

beneficiaries. making substantial — concentric circles commonly used it is also misleading, since fallout 

contribution. in target analysis. But propagation distribution is anything but uni- 

of nuclear effects, particularly form. 

SPECIAL WEAPONS EFFECTS blast, would almost never be sym- To define a fallout pattern, we 

HAROLD L. GOODWIN metrical over a target because of | may draw lines like those of a 

Civil Defense must plan for a Variations in the terrain, including — weather system. Close to the main 

number of attack combinations. A the presence of built-up areas, and line of fallout the lines may show 

given city must have plans. that to some extent, the behavior of the rates exceeding the lethal dose by 

assume an H-—bomb_ burst. big weapon itself. a factor of three or four. There 

enough to take out the city. The These factors necessarily restrict. ™2Y be iso-intensity lines enclosing 

plans must also assume a multiple civil defense planning to gross an elliptical area where mepy hun- 

A-bomb attack with several effects, For that reason, it’s prac- dreds of square miles are subject 

ground zeroes, or single A-bombs tical to deal in round numbers. to a median lethal dose, or higher. 

aimed at specific targets—usually Ail audies-weapeus eguve dame But in most of the several thou- 

critical industries—within the city. age in four ways: by blast, heat sand square miles, the rate will be 

‘ . ee ERE ID SER Se moderate enough so that some ac- 

In making assumptions about initial radiation, and_ residual tion can be taken. This action 

the effects of nuclear weapons on a radioactivity. might be shelter until the activity 

given target, it would be a Brave a. Initial radiation had decayed to safe levels, or it 

error to attempt to be too precise. . . ight idee ‘deal. conditions, ‘be 

Consider these factors: At the moment of explosion, mig, une et 108¢ > 
. : > evacuation. 

a. We don’t know the size of the about five percent of the /bomb’s Actually, fallout has no signifi- 

bomb an enemy might use on a energy 1s released in the form of cant mysterious 5h “aieal een 

epeciae ewan, we: never will radiation. The components include dee he ce : oe ‘ ee : " 

know, until the bomb has actually alpha and beta particles, gamma mae te “ te oe oon Uk . 
ow a awe rays, and neutrons. ticulate matter; dust, if you like. 

gone off and we can measure it. — The size of the particles would de- 

b. By analysis of population and _ The alpha and beta do not travel pend on the nature of the ground 

industrial concentrations within far; they are quickly absorbed by in which the nuclear device is ex- 

any target area, we can asumme the air and may be discounted for ploded, and there probably would 

what we believe to be a logical Civil Defense purposes. be places where fallout could be 

aiming point for enemy attack. Gamma radiation is highly pene- seen. However, whether or not it is 

However, we don’t know how com- trating, and can produce casual- seen should not be used as a detec- 

plete the enemy’s information may ties. tion method. Only suitable detec- 

be or whether his attack assump- Neutrons can produce casualties, tion devices would be reliable for 

tions are the same as ours. and in addition they interact with that. 

c. We don’t know for what alti- matter, Neutrons have the capacity Decontamination procedures are 

tude an enemy might set his fuzes. for making matter radioactive, by the same as those for removing 

Variation of the altitude of a burst producing radioisotopes. ordinary dust. It can be picked up 

of small or moderate power can Initial radiation can be shielded and carried away, by vacuum 

modify considerably the effects- out. Earth is the cheapest shield- cleaner, for example; it can be 

distance relationships. ing, and a few feet of earth be- hosed away if water is available, 

d. It cannot be asummed_ that tween people and a burst will give or it can be scraped away. The fall- 

enemy bombing would be entirely good protection even close to a out will not involve more than the 

accurate. Bombing error would be burst. top few centimeters of soil, a fact 

an unknown value. This error Even the smallest nuclear bomb that may offer possibilities for area 

could be caused by poor or faulty would produce significant fallout decontamination. 

equipment, the “human” element if exploded under the proper con- (Continued on page 60) 
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IN ATOMIC ENERGY... . IN CHEMICAL ADSORBENTS... 

“T’m Class of °52, with a B.S. in chemistry. I wanted to do : “T’m a chemical engineer, Class of ’53. Two vears after I 
research in the atomic energy field, so I went to work at Oaks _joined Linde Air Products Company I was in charge of a group 
Ridge National Laboratory, which Union Carbide Nuclear {of engineers and technicians synthesizing Molecular Sieve 
Company operates for the AEC. After two promotions I’m + adsorbents. | recently transferred to a Development group 
an Associate Chemist, doing research in special materials. exploringapplications of these new adsorbents, and have many 
important to the atomic energy program.” 2 opportunities to help Linpe customers with their problems.” 
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IN AUTOMATIC PRODUCTION... =H lg : . IN PURCHASING... 

“I’m an electrical engineer, Class of °53. I joined National > "Treceived mv B.S. in Chemical Engineering in 51 and my 
Carbon Company, and after a short orientation worked on ~~ Masters in Business Administration in °5 4. I went to work 
problems of instrumentation of automatic equipment for the 3 for Union Carbide. and after a year of training at plants 
production of batteries. Now I’m assistant head of the Product : all over the country, I transferred to New York as a Pur- 
and Process Control Lab., working in product development $ chasing Agent, responsible for contract negotiations and 
with full responsibility for inspection and quality control.” {cost reduction in the purchase of heavy chemicals,” 

THEY ARE KEY MEN WITH A FUTURE... 
If you are interested in a future in production, development, research, engineering, or 
technical sales, check the opportunities with any Division of Union Carbide. Get in touch 
with your college placement officer, or write directly to: 

Uce DIVISIONS INCLUDE... UNION CARBIDE 
e Bakelite Company e Carbide and Carbon Chemicals Company , . ae / 

‘i Seth ZS or my AND CARBON CORPORATION 
Electro Metallurgical Company e Haynes Stellite Company 

@ Linde Air Products Company e National Carbon Company sal Bi oe 5 
¥ 5 ‘ dustrid Ha tions ppartment 

e Silicones Division ° Union Carbide Nuclear Company 30 then ‘Lind Street, New Sek iN, Yy. 
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The import f insulatio for 
HE PURPOSE of electrical insulation is resistant to moisture. The other group 

; Te offer resistance to the flow of elec- consists of insulations built up of one or 

B ae, tricity and thus to confine electrical more layers of fibrous materials such as 
RAEN \) Tee ¢ : : : 
Ba potential to the conductor material asbestos, cotton, varnished cambric, vari- 

At throughout its length. An ideal insulating ous synthetic fibers and paper. Even 

a my Wa: material would have infinite insulation though these fibrous materials are impreg- 
PIS i ae g preg 

BONN 4 KH resistance and voltage breakdown, a spe- nated _with moisture-proofing materials 

Can ae cific inductive capacity of 1 and zero such as paraffin, asphalts and oils, they 
ry S29 yl Ki sae * : . + * 

A> Yi st KY power factor. In addition it would be readily absorb sufficient moisture in wet 

: o r flexible, physically strong and unaffected _ locations to completely lose their insulat- 

by abrading, cutting and impact forces, ing properties. Such insulations must 

: oxygen, ozone, acids, alkalies and water _ therefore be protected by a moisture-proof 

throughout a temperature range from sheath such as lead when used in moist 

; minus 80 C. to the maximum operating _ locations. 
emper: . duieto® in . . . 

temperature of copp™ conductor ™ The insulations made from materials 
i sulated with a thin wall of such a material oe ‘ 

. | oa appearing in the first group fall into two 
~ | would occupy minimum space and would i 

: 5 F general classes depending on whether or 
| operate indefinitely even at high voltages ‘ nes 

: not they are vulcanized after application 
i in the presence of any or all of the above 
\ . : A to the conductor, namely, (1) thermoset- 
| destructive materials with no energy loss cee 8 ; A 
' wae : : : . ting insulations, those which are vulcan- 

within the insulation. All available in-  , : 
: 3 ‘i ized and, (2) thermoplastic, those that 

sulating materails fail to comply with the : ws 
above ideal fn practically. every vespect. are not vulcanized. Thermosetting insu- 

. * ations are those made from natural rub- 

. Insulations for use on electrical wires ber, GR-S, butyl and silicone synthetic 

and cables which are subject to bending rubbers. Such insulations are applied to 
during manufacture, installation or use the conductor in a soft plastic condition 

must have adequate flexibility. Flexible and attain their ultimate physical proper- 

insulations for such uses are of two general __ ties as a result of a heat treatment (vul- 

EH classes, depending chiefly on the extent — canization) during which the sulfur or 

eS that they absorb or are affected by vulcanizing agents combine with the rub- 

Sa ' moisture. In one group are included the ber. Thermoplastic insulations become 

RS \ homogeneous rubber and rubber-like in- _ plastic enough for application to the con- 

ASA \ sulations, made from natural rubber or — ductor simply by raising their tempera- 

BeiN the synthetic rubbers, GR-S, butyl and ture. They acquire their toughness again 
ESN y y: q & gi 

Bsa silicone and thermoplasticinsulations such —_ on cooling. From this it follows that ther- 

EHR as polyvinyl chloride compounds and  mosetting insulations are less subject to 

heb polyethylene. Most of these are highly softening at elevated temperatures than 

TS United States Rubber oa ire ares KU 
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thermoplastic insulations. tion at higher voltages where ozone is I I J I 

Natural rubber, including Laytex® produced in quantity, resistance to ozone | + I l 
ha ; yrex > in the insulation must be provided. i l I GR-S synthetic rubber and thermoplastic I | I + 

insulations are available in two classes, Acceptable ozone resistance in rubber ! y | | 1 
depending on whether they are designed and GR-S synthetic rubber insulations is | | | 
for use in dry or wet locations. Standard _ provided by incorporating in them rela- by | 
insulations, Type R and Laytex Type RU __ tively high percentages of an inert chemi- | ( | 
(made from rubber) and Type T (made _— cally saturated compound such as | | { I v 
from thermoplastic) are for use in dry Vulcanized vegetable oil. These are the so- i os I | I 
locations while moisture-resistant insula- called oil base compounds. Compounds | I ¥ I I 
tions Types RW, RUW, and TW are for made from butyl rubber are inherently i | I ¥ I 
use in wet locations. There are many in- _ 9z0ne resistant. Oil base and butyl com- ao | I | 

stallations, particularly in buildings, where | Pounds are suitable for operation at a | I I i i 
the less costly standard compounds give maximum voltage of about 28 KV, i + rf 1 I 
entirely satisfactory service. groundedneutral, when properly shielded. | j | | ae 

Natural rubber and GR-S synthetic rub- Varnished cambric insulated cables are cE — Set 
ber insulations are also available in two generally used in the same voltage range ae la al 
classes depending on the operating tem. 85 0Z0ne resistant rubber, that is, at a iol fg 

perature for which they are designed, = ™4@X!mum of 28 KV, grounded neutral, vai *) a namely, Type R and RW for 60 C. opera- and at a maximum conductor temperature E Ea = 
tion ana Type RH and RUH for 75 C of 85 C. For use in wet locations varnished ; ] 71 

operation. Conductors insulated with RE. Cambri cables must be covered with a | & f 
insulation carry more current, that is, use lead sheath. ‘ 1 | 
the conductor more efficiently than those Impregnated paper-insulated, lead- i + l 
insulated with Type R insulation. There covered cables are suitable for operation | I I 
is also available a combination insulation at voltages up to 69 KV at a maximum Il 
capable of operating at 60 C. in wet loca- _ temperature of 85 C. Gas or oil filled snl | 
tions and 75 C. in dry locations. Butyl paper insulated cables are suitable for | 
rubber insulation is suitable for operation _ higher voltage services at somewhat re- + ! 
at 85 C. and silicone rubber for even duced temperatures. | { : . i 
Inghed emperabinss Insulation thicknesses for all insulations i 

The thermoplastic insulations described depend on the rated voltage, the con- ' i P I g I 
above are limited to 600 volts for general ductor size and type of insulation. Mini- | I + 
power distribution. The rubber and rub- — mum insulation resistance and test | ] 
ber-like insulations are limited to a maxi- voltages have been established for all | y I 
mum operating voltage of 5000. For opera- _ classifications. scan I 

it 
For reprints of these pages write to address below. I ‘ 

. : I Electrical Wire & Cable Department i 
Rockefeller Center * New York 20, N.Y I i 

lly J My 
. : ‘| 

f I | I nest py —. | | 
j fi or oe Se saat a Bes _ a q in 4 -s 1 { 

(Lele Cp eee Sea | Nat ===yb Dorcas



WwW S P.E ETHICS AND PRACTICES is decided that the complaint is 

ee COMMITTEE non-existent, it shall be so stated 
(Continued from page 56) KURT ROTH, Chairman to the complaining niember or 

However, it must be remem- A procedure has been set up by non-member with a copy to the 

bered that removing the contami- the Ethics and Practices Commit- State Chairman. If the chapter 
nation is not all of the problem. It '¢ for investigating and handling chairman feels that State action 

must be disposed of. Usually, this of complaints of violations. The should be taken the case shall be 

would mean only placing it at a procedure has been approved referred to the chairman of the 

safe distance. Further, some of the by the Board of Directors of State committee with a copy of 

Just is hard to pomene, articular] We bi Bi By Le niteniied temiake such letter to the chapter board. 
Quer 2 ae ; jen pe — Y the Chapter Ethics and Practices 5 
from cracks and surfaces that tap Committees a live and functioning tep #3 

dust. unit with co-ordination at the state The chairman of the State com- 
Personnel decontamination is level and a means for action by mittee will be responsible for con- 

pretty easy, if sufficient water is Board direction. ducting the further investigations 

available, and if means for dispos- and when necessary checking with 
5 ; niaw ave alen & ae ETHICS AND PRACTICE Legal Counsel whether further ac- 
ing of the water are also in opera PROCEDURE aE , 
tion tion is advised. 

. Step #1 
vy Ste 4 

b, Thermal Radiation. If a complaint about Ethics & pH 

i f Practice is in order, as felt by any Ts shall be Therfivty of The: Sits Roughly one-third of the energy : nee Pah > a : By y Chairman, if further action is re- 

of an atomic burst may be released meas ee quired than normal procedure, to 

in the form of thermal radiation. ‘ater wm - * io present the case to the state board 

Most of this radiation is released be - € i par y, a complaint he for a decision. 

within a very short period of time, 2© piace Mm writing to any chap- 
° ter committee man of that area. Step #5 

with the result that impact of the 5 4 iSicce @ 
seal ‘ * Step #2 If the State Board’s decision is 

radiation on objects or persons is aber such thata case should. not be car 

‘ . for Ba waysiant’ “hee Each chapter ittee mem- : Cale. . in the form of a transient “heat be eae “ fen oes ried any further, It shall be the 
apg er rece a wr 0 a ; ‘ 

flash. oO P duty of the State Chairman to in- 
. . shall consult his chapter chairman ' 5 
Experiences show, however, that dither: at thé Text meeting of the form all parties concerned. 

vhere readily ignitable materials . eas . 5 3 
” ee adily 1 i" oie ™ ats i committee or, if time is of an es- Step #6 

exist, ies set by: te thermia: a. sence, shall call said chairman for If it is the decision of the board 

may continue to burn and may de- proper disposition. It shall be the to carry the case to completion. 

velop into large fires. duty of each chapter to investigate It shall be the duty of the State 

The main lesson for civil defense all complaints and file a report Chairman to contact the Registra- 

is that fire vulnerability from ther- with the chairman of the state tion Board or Legal Counsel for 

mal radiation can be reduced in committee. If after investigation it further action. END 

direct proportion to good house- a ; 

keeping within a city. Good house- _: Bice wae ss ae 

keeping includes keeping streets a Is AEA i E ag weg , i p bi 

and alleys clean. It means keeping at or Sea! . cal a oe i re 

wooden structures, including > ee a wo = = s a 

fences, painted to prevent weather- A ee Re — it 
ee ee, od re ae wnt 

ing. 4 ee : Se Im 
ig re to : = is .N “ane | 

e e } : Ke [yee fe 
: [ee / } ffs, s 

“4 ee en PE ee a Chapter News | sn | We 
es ——— # Pe > % a = le 

FOX RIVER VALLEY CHAPTER Me a. as 
NO ASSAY ee oe 

A joint meeting of the Fox . “Ea o A SS ce Py 3 g Y | “ie «@ 2 pee. 
River Valley Board of Directors : . pee e SS rr a j= 4 

and Chairmen of all Committees 3 ES a a fo. | a 
was held on October 5 at the Van Po ii “ef a oe 4 ‘ a 8 
Camps Club, Appleton. This was Pao ee eae oe ae 
the kickoff for the Committee Officers of W. S. P. E. attending the Summer Conference at Genoa City. Left to 

AGtivities. An Sxtensive bros + right, Frank L. Carlson, Dirvctor; Clifford J. Nelson, 2nd Vice President; Arthur G. 
activities. An. extensive program ts Behling, President; A. L. Genisot, Ist Vice President; W. E. Dick, Director; Harold N. 
now underway for the year ahead. Kingsbury, Secretary-Treasurer; A. Owen Ayres, Past President. 
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sky 

is 

our 

world 

From advanced research into the fundamental 

forces of the universe—gravity, nucleonics, astro- 

physics—to the launching of man’s first stepping 

stones into space itself, Martin engineering activities 

are among the most exciting in the aircraft industry 

today. 

The sky is our world, and outer space is the next 

frontier! 

If you are interested in learning the story of a 

great engineering adventure, which includes some of 

the most advanced projects now in the research and 

development stage, contact J.M. Hollyday, The Martin 

Company, Baltimore 3, Maryland. 
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Science Highlights rier” of air particles at extremely ing problems in the design of air- 

(Continued from page 49) igh speeds. C a at The “push” of the missile’s accel- The trend toward higher pow- 

way program of 51 billion dollars eration, acting upon the material, ered aircraft engines has created a 

will require an estimated 23 mil- would produce a voltage which in demand for improved materials 

lion tons of steel. Approximately turn could indicate the rate of ac- that can take higher operating tem- 

half of this will go into bridges geleration or could be used in a peratures. 

and overpasses. If welded design control for the missile’s motor. Conventionally produced metals 

were able to save 20% of this re- Another possible application is formerly used for certain aircraft 

quirement, we would save, on in a safety device to detect and engine parts do not contain the 

bridges alone, more than three ¢ontro] excessive vibration which combination of characteristics 

times as much steel as was used could damage jet engines. The de- _ needed in the new high-tempera- 
tor all highway purposes in 1954. vice would be mounted directly ture gas turbine and jet propelled 

LEAD METANIOBATE on the engine, and the vibration engines. In answer to the chal- 

. . acting on the lead metaniobate _ lenge, powder metallurgy has de- 

Pilot production of limited quan- would produce the voltage to trig- veloped “new” materials during the 

tities of lead metaniobate, an ger a warning indicator or, through last few years. 

unusual new __ high-temperature another control, to throttle back These materials consist of com- 

material with numerous possible 4. engine: binations of metals.and’non-metals 

defense applications in guided which cannot be produced by any 

missiles and jet engines, was SULPHUR HEXAFLUORIDE other presently known engineering 
announced recently. —AN ELECTRON ‘SPONGE’ method, The new materials made 

The lead metaniobate is a pie- . . b owder métallur methods 

zoelectric material, which gives off Why is sulphur hexsituoridle such eal cae the operction of ai: 

small voltages when acted upon ® good insulating gas? Present craft engines at higher tempera- 

by outside physical forces such as studies of this and other gases to tures and, with considerably 

vibration. It retains most of its determine their insulating proper- greater efficiency. ° 

properties up to 500 degrees, Centi- Hes are aie oe as ie | The automobile industry in the 

grade, ee nae ee “| . me United States produced more than 

Earlier piezoelectric materials, ike a “sponge tor OM ENSt SY 500,000,000 parts made by powder 
: —— , electrons, soaking them up_ by 

such as barium titanate and lead ba fen 4 a metallurgy methods for automo- 

zirconate, lost their properties at aoe ie eal vale ra th ON biles and trucks during 1954. The 

lower temperatures. fh. eat tan we Oni ae } se powder metallurgy industry 

One application of the material urther nt can neue “_ worked up more than 35,000,000 

is in missile accelerometers where os fol ee a nas pounds of iron powder during that 

high temperatures would be en- been atu i naerrevesitie lee. year. END 

countered from the “thermal bar- see ae ceceee of a. wall 

ss , , - energy, are projected into the gas os ; 

if. : if > and tthe resulting negative ions : : ye : 

ie es Oy measured. This yields much more ‘ eg 

ag ee. Gc exact information than could be «zee 

| gt id ) a | ba, & obtained in previous studies where : ess “oe : 

; ee a | Th i the incident electrons possessed a ae Sse 7 ii) : 

] hie eae ; wide range of energies. Ze 7 A 

| ‘ A | Ee 1@ From the studies, the cross sec- y 63" a a a - \ i 

i wee ° tion (probability of the atom being Bes 6 rg 

| meer (°° hit) of sulphur hexafluoride was 7 A ¥ Vea Oo 

i ta Ke é «SZ found to be much greater than that ”\ Gan J 80 slo FO 

ppt’ Ae NG <a, which had previously been meas- 4 4 + € ‘ = y ro 

rage ms os ee ured. This large cross section of 1a A gy | 

ey 7 At ye , the sulphur hexafluoride molecule 7 Wi, aes oe | 

Ge Fo 7 makes it at least 10 times more oo 
“LA ; os efficient than any other attachment Lf ll 
ee 4 : en innaes war Algeager ; fg. 
- 6 process yet discovered. é —o ; 

we Sa psa mney powoee MerauuRGY I, cua Cs 
thousand times more sensitive than the New applications of powder met- calculations in much the same “manner 
standard television camera, and permits 7 . 2% we ah as large desk calculators, yet is small 
pilots to “see in the dark with daylight allurgy will permit the “breaking enough to be carried in one’s pocket or 

clarity.” of heretofore unsolvable engineer- _ brief case. 
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oe L 2) New urethane plastic foams have a mushrooming future. 

mals \ q e i om _ _ | . You’ll find them everywhere — in your home as durable 

4% - fo furniture upholstery, resilient carpet underlays, warm 
“as ~~ quilts and washable toys. 

a In laboratories, researchers rely on the purest chemical 

a reagents to develop products like urethane for modern 

living. 

' , 
HERE'S HOW THEY'RE Allied Chemical is in both laboratory and home. Allied’s 

General Chemical Division markets over 1000 BAKFr 

& Apamson reagents and fine chemicals, while National 

Aniline Division makes NacconaTE isocyanates, the key 

ingredient of urethane. 

Another example of how the Company’s seven producing 

divisions are allied to serve you better. 

TRADEMARK PRODUCTS INCLUDE: “ ' a 

Baker & Adamson Reagents + Solvay Hydrogen Peroxide + Barrett Pipeline Enamels || /A\|[{-yo| | | 

Arcadian Fertilizers » A-C Polyeth + Nacconate | : h UL gt rtili olyethylene + Na ite Isocyanates Buda Chromates 2 uit (ce i 
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In summary then, the final selection of a high fide- Turntables . hae : 
. lity turntable or pickup can be made only after oper- 

(Continued from page 28) I : , 
ation and construction of these components are under- 

The arm is supported by a needle-point pivot which stood. 
is covered with a special silicone fluid. This fluid serves ‘ : 

. woe : . oe A synchronous motor of the two-pole, four-pole, or 
to absorb and dissipate any vibrations transmitted by . 

~ . . ° hysteresis type must rotate the record at a constant 
the arm. Short, light arms will usually have resonant . 

; : ‘ oe : speed. Because a hysteresis motor does not have hum 
peaks at low frequencies unless some method is used to ? . : 
st ‘ : problems or speed fluctuation, as do the others, its 

climinate this effect. ‘ x 
. i , cost is much larger. The two-pole motor is the least 

During the recording operation, the stylus follows a . a ; i 
ods . : . ve . desirable. A four-pole motor is found in most medium- 
radial, straight-line path. With a conventional pickup “eed taratabl 

be cee eg . : rice mntables. 
arm, it is inevitable that the line along which the stylus Pp ur 

pivots will not be tangent to the record groove. Any In order to provide a choice in turntable speeds, 

discrepancy at any point is called tracking error. several methods have been developed. The direct-drive 

Long arms help to reduce any tracking error. One system, although the best, is too costly. The simplest 
method of eliminating this error has been employed in and most dependable method is through the use of an 
a relatively new arm on the market. idler wheel. For continuously variable speeds, a con- 

The arm is constructed of two rods of equal length, ical pulley is mounted on the motor shaft. 
The cartridge is mounted between the rods. As the The best turntables are cast of a non-magnetic metal, 
arm travels across the record, one arm becomes effec- and they are machined and balanced for smooth rota- 
tively shorter than the other, thereby turning the — tion. Coverings of rubber or rubber impregnated cork 
cartridge so that it is always tangent to the record reduce electrostatic charges and dust collection. 

grooves. Turntables should be at least as large as the record 
Every tone arm should have some means for adjust- they must support. Overhang will result in excessive 

ing the stylus pressure. This is usually accomplished — slip-page and uneven record wear. 
with a system of sliding counterweights or springs. un A record changer serves only one purpose: to provide 

view of present oe pressures being on the one of uninterrupted music for several hours. There are so 

a few grams, a whee in pressure of two or three many disadvantages that a serious listener should not 
grams is very significant. buy a record changer. Better turntables can be pur- 

chased for the same amount of money. yy: 

Lee. : The stylus, which converts the record striations into 

i... ....DCUlUCSC:« “chanical motion, must be made of suitable material. 

P53 2 | | | Steel is very unsatisfactory because of its effects to- 

ie a. CC . ___| | ward poor reproduction and record wear. Yet the 
rh rtsts—t———CCSBECOC‘*#E*°"§@ better reproduction and longer record life through the 
| master medium fF use of osmium are not good enough for high fidelity 

| for anv’. ..— | reproduction. A sapphire stylus is better than osmium, 

| bechri Ae) | | made from diamonds. Besides its excellent reproduc- 

lCFéPwmiS YH. 22 tion and longer life, it will outlast sapphire by at least 

Po 7 , \ (2 _ must reproduce every lateral movement of the stylus. 

ee OE ee eS s«Ceramics have been developed which will reproduce 

ey i |. |_| | all audible frequencies. Crystal cartridges do not have 

[ol U/L FA \\ Ae | the frequency response for true high fidelity sound 

ven  pommeamts ~~ lonmmen 9 | | systems. Magnetic cartridges are used almost exclu- 
PG “Bost (| \hmhmmUmUmCCst~—~S ‘ a : a ‘ 

8 (ee 1 \\ sively because of their low distortion and wide response. 

eT | Lp Nm UL Tone arms carry the cartridge and maintain the 

| ba vee :tC(‘( lll stylus in the correct relation to the record. Manufac- 

ae ad hat Cl \\™trté<“<“i‘CSCC#C turers ‘have taken great precautions to eliminate reson- 
os of Bn thtaenrane s : « * . 
bee ] iN Be DS \ CM Mateioot || ant effects which impair reproduction, Tracking error 

| liek Sey a | has been corrected in most expensive tone arms, but 

| tf HI i 5 | 1  ~=~= 4 ~~ most inexpensive arms are not corrected in any way. 
rrr k rk asia [ iN pe | ty waterptoof =| _ The pressure of the stylus on the record has much to 

SE | do with the sound reproduction. Almost all tone arms 
| MIGOING ween ae lt CaP able of being adjusted, cither through the use 

[eee ccneesicces = ee «oof sliding counterweights or springs. 
Lo .—rtrti“<i=—=—=—i‘“‘“‘i‘i‘Ci;COUOC;COCLT END 
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The diagram, with a minimum number of reactors, illustrates cyclic 
regeneration. Piping arrangement permits the swing reactor to substitute 
for any other reactor in the system. High activity of catalyst is maintained 
—without. interrupting production—in the ULTRAFORMING process. 

HOW TO KEEP $1,000,000 WORTH 

When you have a million dollars’ worth of with a better answer. They developed a new 
platinum catalyst in a single refinery unit, you type of platinum catalyst, and they learned 
hope you can keep it steadily on the job. That’s how to regenerate it repeatedly—while it is 
too much money to be standing around idle. still in the unit. When a swing reactor is pro- 
Also, you’d like to keep the catalyst working vided, the unit need not even be shut down. 
at high efficiency. The new process is called ULTRAFORMING. 

Most catalysts lose activity with use. The During a year of ULTRAFORMING at Texas 
platinum that “reforms” 40-octane gasoline to City, one reactor was regenerated 53 times. 
100-octane gasoline is no exception. And the The unit is still producing 100-octane gasoline. 
higher the octane number, the faster the cat- ULTRAFORMING also gives high yields of 
alyst loses activity. by-product hydrogen. The hydrogen can be For years activity could be restored only by used in upgrading other oil products. Or, it 
taking the catalyst out of the unit and sending can be reacted with nitrogen from the air to it away for special treatment.To keep from hav- make ammonia. 
ing too many of these shutdowns, refiners had ULTRAFORMING is only one of the many 
to operate at relatively low octane numbers. major achievements credited to the scientists 

Standard Oil research scientists came up who have made careers at Standard Oil. 

B) 
ao > > S dard 1C JM Bs tandard O1 OMpany (stanpard 

910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois , 
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‘Sal: he ¢ tm 8 i Almost at once it was apparent that radar could be 

i. ae oe oe used to track convective showers, approaching cold 

baci eer a : \ fronts, and the like and so yield a fairly precise, very 
Fay eo eae A ‘ C aris 

yore “a \ y short-range forecast of the arrival of such storms. This 

ij iy ie - - can be important at an airport where a half-hour warn- 

S : Wy 4 . 7 ; ing of a violent local storm is often sufficient. 

\ ay | : & ; Radar gives a nearly continuous picture with excel- 

oP a) ¢ B®) lent detail. On the other hand its range is limited by 

& y ‘i a, i aN 5 oe the curvature of the earth to the order of 200 miles and 

‘ At ces Le f it “sees” only precipitation. The later limitations are 

Ca oo ~ not too serious because precipitation accompanies 

( rc cc almost all interesting weather phenomena, 

ale Ps ot cy = As with any new instrument, new concepts and 

oP ee : \ 2 methods must be developed to use it effectively. As 

Wen’ ee i . 4 & previously stated, radar is most valuable for very 

se ea short-range forecasting. This means that it will be most 

—Courtesy Raytheon Mfg. Co. immediately useful for giving warnings of tornadoes 

Storm detector radar sets such as these provide a and severe thunder storms. Along the East Coast radar 

powerful tool for meteorologists. offers a useful supplementary means for tracking hur- 

ricanes. 

Radar Airborne radar is now being used in commercial 

(Continued from page 22) planes since designers have been able to get the 

activity, which is often a hazard and always a discom- weight down to 200 pounds. A picture screen is pro- 

fort in airline operations, can be avoided by the use vided for both the pilot and navigator. Each screen 

of radar. shows azimuth and range information. 

The development of microwave radar has given The scanning antenna mounted in the nose of the 

meteorologists a new tool with which to do their work. plane, emits either a fan or pencil shaped beam. Used 

Weather cchocs were first discovered in the early — primarily for mapping purposes, the fan beam scans 

operational use of microwave radar and were called the area below and in front of the plane at selected 

“weather clutter”, because they tended to obscure air-  Tanges up to 100 miles. The scanned area appears on 

craft targets. the picture screen as a relief map showing cities, lake, 

A few progressive military meteorologists used radar mountains, and other terrain data. The pictures can 

to track showers during the war, but little was known be related readily to maps of the area under the plane. 

of the full potentialities and limitations of this new For navigation at long or short ranges the pencil 

weather instrument. In using radar to track the — beam is used. The picture screens display coded iden- 

weather, the targets are raindrops and snowflakes— tification signals from a ground radar station. Navi- 

cloud drops are usually too small to be “seen”. (Continued on page 68) 
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—Courtesy North American Aviation, Inc. 

A typical aircraft radar system installation. 
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Multiply By To Get Multiply By To Get Abamperes 200.0... 000... 10 amperes centimeters oe ee 0.3937 inches Abamperes 1200000111002! 3x10” statamperes centimeters 202 0.01 meters abamperes per sq cm... 64.52 amperes per sq inch centimeters 2... oe 393.7 mils abampere-turns 2... 0... 10 ampere-turns centimeters... Caen . 10 millimeters abompere-turns ||| | ct 12.57 gilberts centimeter-dynes . Le 1.020x10°? centimeter-grams abampere-turns per cm... 25.40 ampere-turns per inch centimeter-dynes—- +++ 1.020x10% —— neter-kilograms abcoulombs .... . vee 10 coulombs centimeter-dynes seeeeee  7.376x10° —— pound-feet abcoulombs ....... : 3x10” statcoulombs: centimeter-grams 6... 2... 980.7 centimeter-dynes abcoulombs per sq em... 64.52 coulombs per sq in centimeter-grams) 6... 10% meter-kilograms abfarads See e eee eee 10" farads, centimeter-grams ... 6.6... 7.233x10°° pound-feet abfarads 10% microfarads centimeters of mercury... 0.01316 atmospheres abfarads I Ci vncee 9x10 statfarads centimeters of mercury 11. 6.4461 feet oF water abhenries 2.00.0 10% henties centimeters of mercury |. 136.0 key per aquure: pierce abhenries . 0 10% millihenries centimeters of mercury .... 27.85 pounds per sq foot abhenries .. or 1/9x10 —_sti.thenries centimeters of mercury s 0.1934 pounds per sq inch abmhos per em cube!) ))))  1,662x10? — mhos per mil foot centimeters per second 1.969 feet per minute abmhos per em cube ‘ 108 megmhos per em cube centimeters per second . . 0.03281 feet per second abohms es: . 1075 megohnis centimeters per second : 0.036 kilometers per hour abohms Phi tsaet ieee 10% microhoms centimeters per second 0.6 meters per. minute abohms : : 10° ohms centimeters per second 0.02237 miles per hour abohms |... : : 1/9x10% ——_statohms centimeters per second. 3.728x10-' niles. per_ minute abohms per em cube...) ) 10% mierohms per cm cube cm per see per see oo... 0.03281 feet percsee wer. sue abohms per cm cube ..... 6.015x10% ohms per mil foot cm per see per see 0.036 km per hour per sce abvolts 1... : 1/3x10™" — statvolts Om DEX SEC DET SEE! coesesns os 0.02237 miles per hour per sce abvolts oo! 10> volts cireular mils is 5.067x10% square centimeters ACES eee 43.560 square feet eireular mils. verees 7854810 Scuare inches acres oe errrrree ee square meters Secular mills auabeae 0.7854 eqiare: niles acres —— 562x108 are miles ween sees g Abie feel AGEs) oc mua: vas oo eosin SOABISB) «uate. yards coulombs . 6.2.5... 1/10 ae Abs AETES sen cose , os 4840 square Varas gouloms sis) eh i 3x108 statcpulombs acre-feet beeen 43.560 cubic feet coulombs per sq inch . 0.01550 abcoulombs per sq em acre-feet veces 3.259x10° gallons soulombs per sq inch 0.1550 coulombs per sq_em amperes 20.2 eee 1/10 abamperes coulembe Seree iach 4.650x10* —— statcoulombs per sq cm amperes... name By 3 3x10° statamperes Sabic Sedtenetens mer - 3.531x10 cubic feet amperes per sq em... .. 6.453 amperes per sq inch cubic centimeters 22. G.L0x10% cubic inches amperes per sq inch ... 0.01550 abamperes per sq em cubic certinctns: ae 10 cubic meters amperes per sq inch |... 0.1550 amperes per sq cm Ube cunt, (mE MEAT «1 BOKKIO «— “cultes yards amperes per sq inch . 8 £.650x 10% statamperes per sq em ceoie cen So somaet rate 2.642x10-+ zallons z cubic centimeters... 3 4 ampere-turns wi 1/10 abampere-turns dubie condmeters 10 liters 
SMADESESEMENS: sees peer gilberts j cubic centimeters: Li 2.113x10% pints (lia) ampere-turms per cm 2.540 ampere-tumns per in eee Saumeles 1.057x10° — Guarts- (Iq) 
ampere-turns per inch. 0.03937 abampere-turns per em Gabe feet 2.832x10' cubic cms 
ampere-turns per inch 3 0.3937 ampere-turns per cm cubie fect; 1728 cubic inches: ampere-turns per inch... 0.4950 xilberts per em Bibie eee, ES vee se 0.02832 cubic meters ares ea oe a eH 0. OF acres ae cubie feet oo. 0.03704 cubic yards ares ow 6 : 100 square meters | eubid face SS ho 7.481 gallons em psB eres eee sy oD ems of Pea cubic feet . Lele % eee ues am) atmospheres tied 29.93 inches of mercury cubic feet : 59. pints (liq atmospheres : x 33.90 feet of water BUbiG FOE os vcs cane : 29.92 quarts (lic) atmospheres. 2 ees 10,333 kg per sq meter Cubie fect permince. na 172.0 cubic cm per. see atmospheres ke 8 14.70 pounds per sq inch ort ot 0.1247 gallons per sec M _ f cubic feet per minute ..... 1247 gallons per s atmospheres... 1.058 tons per sq foot cubic feet per minute |). 0.4720. liters per second - eubie feck PERSNIAILEE 4 fon» 62.4 Ib of water per min Bars a sees. 9870x107 atmospheres cubic inches 2.000000... 16.39 cubic centimeters 
ars: wor aca ae 4 1 dynes per sq cm cubic inches ....... 5.787x10-' cubic feet Bars oi aioe oypeye £29 wae 0.01020 ki per square meter cubic inches 2). D121) 1.639x10 cubic meters Bars oo... ee sess. 2.089x10 pounds per sq foot cubic inches |... 1. -2,143x10° cubic yards Bars oo. bees 1.450x10 pounds per sq inch cubic inches |... vee 4.329x10% gallons board-feet 144 cubic inches cubic inches... . : 1639x107 liters British thermal units . 2... 0.2530 kilogram-calories cubic inches aH Sis Ba 0.03463 pints (lia) British thermal units ...... WITS foot-pounds. cubic inches os. sess cea vs 0.01732 quarts (liq) British thermal units ......  3.927x10~ —_ harsepower-hours cubic meters 22. o ll 10% cubic centimeter British thermal units 22). || 1054 joules cubic meters... 22. : 35.31 cubic fect British thermal units 2... | 107.5, kilogram-meters cubic meters 0.2! 61.023 cubic inches British thermal units - 2.928x10 kilowatt-hours cubic meters 2.2... 1.308 cubic yards Btu per min ....... 00. 12.96 foot-pounds per sec Gahie nicters soos cee : 264.2 uallons 

Btu per min ... 5a BY O28 38 horsepower cubic meters .........5- ats lites (iad tuo per min ... 8 bs me 5! ilowatts cubic meters ... . 211. pints Iq Btu per min ......... * 17.57 watts cubic meters ...... eae 1057 . quarts (liq) Btu per sq ft per min’... 0.1220 watts per square inch cubic yards 2)... 7.646x10° cubic centimeters bushels oo... e eee 1.244 cubic fect cubic yards 2.2. : 27 cubic fect bushels i. wasat veers oy ys 2150 cubic inches cubie yards 22.0.2... 416,656 cubic inches bushels se GEE 0.03524 cubic meters cubic yards oo. ice 0.7646 cubic meters bushels 2002222. 2 4 pecks cubic yards ..5. 00. 0000s 6s 202.0 gallons bushels oo 64 pints (dry) cubic yards oo... 764.6 liters bushels ole 32 quarts (dry) cubic yards @ cenmnses 32 161 6 pints (liq) 
cubic yards oo. 807.9 quarts (liq) Centares srecsas memes 1 square meters cubic yards per minute. 0.45 cubic feet per second centigrams 1... — 0.01 grams cubic yards per minute |. 3.367 gallons per second ; F ’ v a ‘ centiliters 62022. 2 elt 0.01 liters cubic yards per minute |. 12.74 liters per second 
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oe = MER AUDTE BUREAG SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, MONDAY, AUG) Radar 

tne @ i (Continued from page 66) 

m % 
. “po 

108 Ff amos Secret Disc gators can, therefore, obtain a “fix 

: : | | of the aircraft's position. When 

+ + * ee es » | crossing large bodies of water 

rm aw where ground aids to navigation 

\TOMIC BOMBS DR suns sece 
A NY 1 “zero” on distant radar beacons by 

SS * 7 sa ens = sing the long range sensitivity of 

i> ey 3] Deadliest We BE | the equi J 
fee ht “dlawy aye. ape GRADUATE RESIDENCE “25 | the equipment. 

4 fis, wd W orld Ss His ER ESTABLISHED a: | Radar has been used as a tool 

8 aaa 3 G Gea CENT 2 in locating faults on overhead lines, 

r@e oS ID Santa re R 

prowess: ons Fawn front yaed > multi-conductor contro] and com- 

AP ETOU orc ined a Guna ee munication cables. 

NERS on the Paiarito : a -Zy | : : ; 

| : ov eceet “of Los Alamos Scientific Labora week | It works like this: a pulse of 

Pr ne hE “tory has completed Ee won) | energy is sent over a line or cable 

ne radoury Outh; ments with the University © | and a portion of the energy is re- 

Be AE 22 we ao TUG) New Mexico for the establish- | | flected by the discontinuity back 

‘ oe , ait He ent of a Graduate Residence uP | to the receiver, where it is detected. 

t ¥ 2 Result (yf Alon, Center at Los Alamos. This 7 « | The transmitted and _ received 

sterson Yails Kes ne set £0 8 ai rovide the op- "= | pulses are displayed on a cathode 
qers ‘ a4) program will p eG th E play 

i sours 4 Joyees and .“" ray tube and a ranging device is 

' “ ee portunity for employ’ see. sing 

| fin Sto : Dr, Lg. * residents to meet all of the = | provided to measure the time in- 

Cive r. afer : pises tis Ree or irements for the master’s ~— | terval between the transmitted and 

Vda pr falhy  * “Wlegy pe OSE oe requ . . wnt received pulses. 

st Cones, tog Test > of) degree in the physical stots rT E # Jar has | 1 
cat ien wer Oh egg BN TASS : : includin a ver since radar has been usec 

opr tft peer the steele ane 4 and engineering Gne 6 es for clocking automobiles, the ques 

crit ir is ee oe Nclear Engineering) by at- - Le game Sy tle Ques 

ea ee a dance at evening classes. tion “How accurate is it?” has been 

sate ane ag auss tendan ; raised. According to J. Q. Brantley, 
; ny Ve — Some of these courses are |< ’ y 

J Us Laboratory person- Ss | Jr., Consultant, Traffic Department, 
. met 7 

Dedicate I’ a taught by i erin nee fields. ‘cin City of Buffalo, Buffalo, New York, 

E€ Hillst nel outstanding rem speed errors made by the radar 

Quded B , A Ei In addition, there are exten- Ee were almost always in a direction 

" an OS CR, sive course offerings in the % which favored the passing vehicle. 

ltra-Fast Camera ‘Gordon D, undergraduate and technician . j The one exception occurred when 

. . le: . o4 servations ere mé i > 

eveloped On Till Hails G,.,]) training fields for those wish- | | observations were made with the 

mes seo eine By orav@ to pursue academic train- 5, | engine in the radar car idling. 

Troste Jog. ala Tone radbu ne eved to their jobs or for | Radar then consistently overesti- 

ests indicate LU Ng lell B BA dete: a development ue | mated actual speed. 
‘ ete shi feet omb’ No their own aev . we sundays tacmmvein © : 

Successful Expe hi wf ion dhol Thus radar and its magic sounds 

[ee cn “xperiments at Enj Complete inform K like “the things that dreams are 

pony Tye i Me on 2 Oot tae ney career opportunities and the Ye | made of.” In 1911 it sounded fan- 

i ‘ oP Oe OD academic training programs be | tastic, but in 1956 it is a reality. 

| ton 3 “I can be had by writing, «This truly is a great tribute to man’s 

I: feted tn Vow They Can oe | scientific development. From the 

[3 ; ee IEEE SERS nat OE Director of Scientific Personnel .. | meager beginning as a freak phe- 

ie ERE BA Soa ere Division 561 o nomenon of radio transmitting to 

! ae. veal the exacting science it is today, 

An fatmre Sy OSES ae Meee odergr oun at Los “eee radar has been developed by the 

fests ig i oe eel Gate SO CM tg dat Nevad, priltmoe Ex, brains, work, and sweat of many 

: ose? A; mo hie te MERE mo ge Groy scdentists: 

cia ear! * 4 4 pea lg ot hace aS SY Bae a Z 
— ta Po mat fe las ayy With radar no longer can enemy 

we 8 | paket ific Tat LOW cp eo es SHES innes: ox Ships oN strike 
Fee UEALANOENEWMOGICO” 'oo utes mma tare planes or ships move in to strike 

/ \ Se act 2 ye Me ORES anagae BNP pine eae when visibility is poor. The ever- 

Hake) : ! aia a searching radar eye spots them and 
adi teawae gt t AL Four aden eye spe . 

vice Bete na oe Meme Smyth Has High Pi soon our radar aimed guns will 

LOSE ins en Df eantinn of find the mark. END 
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[INE ww | DEPARTURES OF TOMORROW 

SSE = 2 oo 3 
a) 

Teer Wonder Wareh is TPES Acsema, | onaer arenouse (ey se dv 
if An ll 

| ee ( A 6) \ oe | ea Rs. * a > Ae Ri 
3) * |a@/*% > @ Ree an ag \" 

Be ee fa 4 Nal Pey Sed | © Logie po a“ ~ OR te ok! eee eee Pe NINA 

See | oy a If FF a6 one s a. 

ee ee = he. LL) , Pie ke il 37 J eee eer bs | ttle —_ ie p i | LULU CCL pe en | 

Lod ai et _ ws = 4 a Slee 8 ft 
A ( £ Ee o£ eee = ee P| mee OC eae i = sed | 
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oy aN NUE ~e | |] — Sage ——— fi Ni Wi i | _ _. L 
a oo if A _ ~ | Soe 

TOMORROW: Use no hands! For in this magic warehouse, orders fill themselves in seconds—electronically. 

Here’s tomorrow’s “look” in warehousing! Electronically, orders are 
received, checked against inventory, assembled, packed, 

AE ooh wrapped, labeled, and whisked to shipping—untouched by 
VANt + human hands! ~ a 

Zp Nf | When this futuristic “stock-chaser” takes shape, its intricate movin ZZ NA | | > ; po 9 ees A — i Lo parts will turn on New Departure ball bearings ... preferred throughout 
ay le industry for their accuracy, dependability, and service-free performance. Wein ook OS Y Y, Gep Ye Pi 

5 7 a Het = ” As every engineer knows, New Departure can be relied upon to look 
wy, |, Pet) id to the future while serving dependably today. 

Sc 1s a ~ . 4 aa So Po NEW DEPARTURE + DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS » BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT 
"adh “a of awl cae G 

ye - = +— | Tinh Ml 

“(Ngee | NEW DEPARTURE 
oa }// BALL BEARINGS 

TODAY: Leading lift truck manufacturers rely 
on New Departure “sealed and lubricated- go 
for-life” ball bearings to carry rugged loads’ 

without “downtime” or adjustments for wear. NOTHING ROLLS LIKE A BALL 
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Engine Ears ars 7 | ne 
(Continued from page 42) —— wie es TO | . 2 a ey ) 

combustion stability studies, flame , eer a ys en <r | 

stabilization and physical measure- ea ie ag une \ a4 Y 

ment instrumentation development. ot}. 4 a PNB ee 3S  - am 

“ . 5 ek eo pe Wises, eae oe re e. 8 

Mr. Haddock received his B.S. A \ boos i. mS es ae > 

degree in chemical engineering (fA et Ae Bie ee a ~ fe Sol Filed. ye : 

from the University of Wisconsin. | ~ a ¥ an = ee a w i“ : i PA ao 

ye ee ££ A wee OP ce ; ie f 

His professional affiliations include a a eS ie Oe my } at. 
. ee Ve ae a iA 1 

membership in the American Insti- a | \ J Nar a7 a 4 A a 7 
+ fF Chemice M eineers he . . ee ee 7 Be o, ay aa 

tute of Chemie ul Enginec rs, ul € fF thes |) alls bo 

California association of —profes- Mi Se ewe: aah WA Ne 

sional engine ers, Tau Beta Pi, and Participants in Allis-Chalmers’ first engineering summer training program are: 

Sigma Ni. John Hren, Richard Gregory, James Wert, James Cockroft, and Arol Sherwin. 

POLYGON BOARD PROJECTS gineering fraternities has been project which is associated with 

Polygon, the engineering cam- tendered and will be dis- the regular two-year graduate 

pus coordinating body for all engi- cussed at the next meeting of training program. 

necring socictics is proud to an- the Board. Participants in Allis Chalmers’ 

nounce that $2970 profit Was made We exoank to continue: thts wal: first engineering summer training 

i ne ane success aa umn in future editions with news program from the University of 
ing Exposition this past spring. ee 4 ‘ dene Wisconsin were: John Hren, James 

foe ‘ about progress on the Engineering 4 . j 

Of this amount $500 will be ; 7 Wert, James Cockcroft, Aro] Sher- 
. Se campus. i } : . 

used for improvement of the facili- . ae win, Richard Gregory, Richard So- 

i f the. Enei . All engineers are welcome to hocinski, Reinhold ; Richard 

i oO the engines map attend our meetings which have pocins i, a hol« rau icharc 

ve acm Be Ye < ide been scheduled per new schedule rae ots ussel Ee man, Ray 

y » Engineering sieties ; she, Pe Ze, a anis 
pment the Soe are Gi pocienes every other Tueesday evening at Polat Tilohies Faith Stee, eae Janis 

Sree ofrpaving Me y EX- . 7 e 
or use In ae maying operaang ce 7:00 p.m. in Room 353 of the Pukite. 

penses until the next Exposition in M. E. building. Much like the graduate trainees, 

956 
. : 

Ho. Welcome to all the new fresh- who are preparing for permanent 

We are open to suggestions as men. assignment within the big A-C or- 

to the best use of the $500 as noted ganization, the summer trainees 

above. Please contact your Soci- U.W. TRAINEES participated in choosing training 

ety officers or drop suggestion in Almost 50 undergraduate engi- locations that would help them in 

Polygon mail box in the M. E. neering students from 19 colleges their fields. There were locations 

building. and universities around the nation —_ available in applied thermodynam- 

Other projects presently being spent the summer at the Allis- ics (steam turbines, condensers ); 

scat are: : 4 © Chalmers Manufacturing Co., in fluid mechanisms (pumps, blow- 

, “ Milwaukee, Wis. They were par- ers); metallurgy (research ); safety 

1. Outstanding Student Award: ticipants in a special short-course and sales. END 

A scholarship and leadership 

award to be presented to the 

outstanding Senior each year | ie . 

by Polygon. a rom: 3 ii a a. 

2. Coordination of meeting Cain ee Cd ; 2. — 

: ‘ * : ig Ren : —_?? w i 

nights to avoid conflicts be- ee SF o a a an 

tween Engineering | societies i / Chee tty ao ae a 

and _ fraternities. A workable ‘S [roma -~ ‘ai ss ; Se 

schedule was proposed and i P mE at 2 en ayy Df 

i i ae t LS, ogee Be 
accepted at the first meeting Caos a4 ss : to ay. aim 

by the presidents of societies oe oT pees “? san ec — 

and fraternities concerned. . . \ ee ee _— 9 

] ‘ c ee a Liitiee > a oe 
Watch the bulletin boards for oo y ’ ' Ll ‘it 3 A “3 

rther wor weg at ee ef) ~~. 
further word. a. as ._ Loa = a — 

3. A suggestion that Polygon ex- he a" Oe (eee ey) i ig NO 

pand_ its membership to in- Richard Sobocinski, Reinhold Braun, Richard Kraemer, Russell Eckman, 

clude representatives of En- and Raymond Riche (from left) are pictured. 
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In which of these 

3 activities does YOUR 

FUTURE lie? 

< J ml | ow ee “i J | RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT. | . \ox ae | /_ am § . Projects of the engincers and scientists in this area at Hughes t ye Dept : A | y 8) S| Pe a 4, =e 4 eS 4 | encompass practically every known field of electronics —and | \ , a bos often border on the unknown. It is this team which is responsible | -~ 4 SA ee > h | for the Falcon air-to-air guided missile and the Automatic | -s yf 9 | Armament Control System. Some of the projects include Micro- i — Ss a : _ Je G i 7 3 Ld | wave Tubes and Antennas, Digital and Analog Computers, | fs Ae ef | \ : . ee = £ ee | Ground and Airborne Radar systems, long-range highly | UB = ¥ ox h | miniaturized communications equipment, and miss!!e systems. | i >. LILI PHAN ERSTE 7 | 
| 

q i io | Po 
[= eS | ‘ : FS 

| | | ee ee. —: tet‘ | FIELD SERVICE AND suprort. | ia. _ 7 \ | Engineers in the Field Service and Support activity are responsible | = : L . Reef | | for the maximum field performance of Hughes-produced | FF a 5 a> ie 9 ” | military equipment. Theirs is essentially liaison work with the | el pmemmmer q Ni Lee." @ company, airframe manufacturers, and the armed forces. Their | i ies oa ‘oo yoy a, | recommendations are often the basis for important modifications. : -¢ Ate 2 aaa | Openings exist for Engineers assigned to airbases and airframe | - XN hk toe. m Fe | manufacturers, Enginecring Writers, Laboratory and Classroom | ae | Eee ae | i Y= _ | Instructors, and Equipment Modification Engineers, | Ze. ¥ & WY Eb | | oe yg | a 
erent in {is a 2 ath \ Poe 

. 5 J eed PO 
| i ' 

) ‘ aa | | MANUFACTURING AND PRODUCTION. | i 5 / 1 | In this area at Hughes technical experts are responsible for the | ba ; ' i : 3 i i i \ Wea | development of production techniques for the manufacture | Ait \ ; eh e hil | of advanced electronic equipment from the Research and | " i. We Ne evel ent Labora *s. Some of the ope eas include 
} 2) wes | Development Laboratories. Some of the open areas include | ot? oe . ue : * : . ae a ay ey | Engineers for Test Equipment Design; Quality Control; and | | a | ‘ aN y ’ 4 | Manufacturing Processes for semiconductors, automatic | 
5 o = hs th ys | controls and miniaturized electronic systems. | | "adhe gents > | 

ie a | | 
u 7 A i. 

Cs 2 | 
You will find Hughes to be unsurpassed Hughes is the West’s leading center will be rewarded with a top salary, a as a firm in which to begin a successful for advanced electronics, The com- challenging future, and the ideal cli- 
career. Last year, in fact, 327 June and pany’s interest in electronics spans both — mate of Southern California. 

February graduates joined the Hughes the military and commercial fields. If you are interested in the long-range oppor- staff. Since then they have been work- | Whether you choose Research and De- unities available at Hughes, contact your college 
ing directly with the nation’s finest velopment, Field Service and Support, oy university placement office or mail a resume scientists and engincers. or Manufacturing and Production, you to us today. 

Scientific Staff Relations [- | 

Research and Development Laboratories 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 
Culver City, California Y: 
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Motoroils volatility of the oils lowers the octane number of the 

oo gasoline used to prevent knocking and erratic firing. ) 
(Continued from page 36) Besides reducing the “noise” effects of deposits, these 

3. Less combustion chamber deposits and octane — multigraded oils provide additional benefits to the 

requirement increase. motorist through easier cold weather starting and 

All three companies found that multigrade oils could improved fuel economy. The latter benefit results from 

improve the fuel economy of cars driven short dis- a reduction in friction losses, particularly during pe- 

tances at a time, but as the distance traveled went up, riods of engine warm-up. These beneficial character- 

gas savings went down. This is because multigrade oils istics are achieved without sacrificing oil consumption 

reduce engine friction during the warmup period. On properties. 

short trips the engine does not get really warm, result- “The multigraded oils are made by blending distil- 

ing in greater friction than when driving on a long trip. Jate oils which boil within relatively narrow ranges. 

The tests performed by the Union Oil Corp. showed The high-boiling fractions, which increase deposit for- 

that gas savings up to 10 percent could be expected — mation in conventional oils, and the low-boiling frac- 

for typical passenger-car driving at moderate temper- tions, which promote high oil consumption, are elimi- 

atures, Larger savings up to 25 percent could be ex- nated. Viscosity index improvers are added to these 

pected on very short trips in cold weather. Gasoline low viscosity oils in order to raise their viscosity at 

savings appeared to have a minimum value of about engine operating temperatures. The high viscosity 

3 percent even for long trips with a hot engine. index of the final blend often permits the oil to meet 

The wear shown on the critical engine parts of some the viscosity specifications of several different SAE 

cars using multigrade oils showed about the same as grades. These oe oils also icontar large: amounts 

. of other additives, such as oxidation inhibitors and 

detergents which provide good engine cleanliness 

@ CYL. ENGINE characteristics. 

“These new oils are also effective when used in 

60 2 SAENFO engines which already contain stabilized combustion- 

50 SAE-20 chamber deposits accumulated with conventional en- 

gine oils. A modern new V-8 passenger car was first 

Kv operated on a conventional straight-mineral oil until 

Nso SAE-/0W: S the octane requirement for ordinary knock had stabi- 

Vv SAE -SW-ZO lized at 185 hours. An SAE-10W-30 oil was then put 

t 5 into the automobile. After 50 more hours of operation, 

Wwe. the ordinary knock requirements had decreased three 

octane numbers, and the audible surface ignition re- 

quirements had dropped about eight octane numbers. 

Similar results have been obtained by other tests.” 
60 70 90 710 130 750 170 

MoroR oll TEMP. From these reports, it can be seen that the answer 

to the question given previously is “yes, the multigrade 

. : . . oils are worth the extra added investment”. 

with conventional oils, while some other tests showed In summary then, it can be seen that the greatest 

that in engines using multigrade oils, the wear on . a: : 7 . - 

. ; . problem of lubrication of automobile engines is pre- 

engine parts was as little as one fourth that on engines canted in cold ather starting, At such times the 

using conventional oils. Sented in. coe rea ee sme oe 
greatest wear occurs. The solution to this problem is 

California Research, in both laboratory tests and _ to get oil circulating in the engine as soon as possible. 

field experience, found that an SAE-10W-30 multi- This is not possible with a heavy oil needed to stand 

grade oil operated with leaded commercial gasoline up under severe operating conditions at high engine 

reduced the “no noise” octane needed by four numbers — temperatures. 

as compared with conventional SAE-30 oil. General The second most important cause of wear is the 

Motors researchers found that multigrade oils gave an jyechanical and chemical erosion that takes place in 

engine operation exceptionally clean as to varnish ay engine that does not get warmed up very often. 

and sludge. To correct the lack of oil at cold starting, use an 

In a report by Mr. C. A. Hall from the Ethyl Corp.  SAE-5W-20 oil in cold weather and an SAE-10W-30 

in Detroit, Michigan, more evidence was presented in oi] in warm weather. 

favor of multigrade oils. A part of Mr. Hall’s report To prevent the crosion from acid and particles of 

follows: dirt and carbon in the oil, give the automobile a peri- 

“These new oils take advantage of the benefi- odie long, hot run in all seasons. Also, drain and 

cial effect of increased oil volatility on both octane- change the oil frequently. 

requirement increase and surface ignition. (The higher END 
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ee Ue ee | 
George Lincoln asks: (Ga 4 aS) | OY Ba —=—- if fCs ££ ™ z ey 

metallurgists | aaa a 
° See Re ee doina | War Re 2 ga 

aoe ae Se oa 
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GEORGE M. LINCOLN, JR., expects to receive his B.S. in met- 
| i—iisCOsisO™CSs—S allurgical engineering from Lehigh University in 1957. George was 
_ ~~ vice president of his junior class, is active in sports, and a partici- 
i _ , pant in many other campus activities. He’s starting his employ- 

Mu, SS ment investigations early, for he feels that the selection of an 
| =e [ employer is one of the most important decisions in a man’s career, oe a 

i — 

rh arlie omith answers: 

Fl They have an almost endless variety of interesting 
SF problems to face, George. As a student of metallurgy, 

‘ 3 -thi n i CHARLES I. SMITH, JR., received his B.S. ChE. you know that about two-thirds of all known chemical 
from V.P.I, in 1943, served in the Navy as an elements are metals. Many of them are revealing valu- 
engineer officer, and joined Du Pont’s Engineer- able new applications, when highly purified on a com- 
ing Department in 1946. Since then, he has ad- mercial scale. Du Pont is greatly interested in several 
vanced steadily through a number of interesting metallic and semi-metallic elements. 
assignments at various Du Pont plants. He was ‘ 
recently promoted to manager of the Technical My own experience at Du Pont ranges from work 
Section of Du Pont’s Pigments Department. on titanium pigments, to metallic titanium production, 

and to the ultra-pure silicon used in transistors. You 
can appreciate some of our metallurgical problems when 
I point out that impurities in transistor silicon have to 
be below one part in 100 million. That’s equivalent to 

Metallurgists and Metallurgical Engineers one pound of impurities distributed through a train of 
can find some of Charlie Smith’s challenging * ! new problems described in “Engineers at ore cars twenty miles long! 
Du Pont.” For a free copy of this booklet Some of our metallurgists carry out fundamental write to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. h nd, in th (Inc.), 2621 Nemours Building, Wilmington research on new metals, a d, in the development stage, 
98, Delaware. they frequently operate pilot plants for producing them. 

Other metallurgists study problems relating to engi- 
. neering materials used in construction, carry out re- 

search on intergranular corrosion, or investigate fatigue 
relationships encountered in dynamic, high-pressure 

REG. U.S. PAT.OFF operations, 
BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING . . . THROUGH CHEMISTRY You'll find many challenging opportunities in every 
WATCH “DU PONT CAVALCADE THEATER” ON TV phase of metallurgy at Du Pont, George. 
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7 . produce the finished product are Sneed’s Review PE E : 
; given. 

(Continued from page 44) 

Mechanical Engi . I Wide in scope, the book covers 
| schanica sineering, Case In- , . 

AT FUT U RE Mechanical Engineering, Case In the manufacture of chemicals them- 
sti a aC = é e j - . . 

| stitute of Technology, have im selves, and includes full descrip- 

| proved what previously was an ie tion of many manufacturing indus- 

DES | G N | cellent laboratory reference text for tries based on important chemical 
| engineering stuc ents as well aS 8 Changes, such as the making of 

| sound reference book for the prac- plastics, synthetic fibers, ceramics, 
| ticing e ser, ‘Measureme 5 1d 

,..| Heme Stemecn Me surement of paints, explosives, and pesticides. 
How to prepare for it technical and economic perform- ou wheels are Sevshaseedl 

| ance of machines and equipment is me i 1 ° | ‘ pes fd 

NEES for even more efficient ma- | presented as a major engineering 7 a YS dhs s the oe a 4 : re 

; eneneey ane eaty Dreseoting new | assignment, and attention is called Y@"lous see ee he NER: FACS 
demands on the ingenuity of machine . * ° ies are 2 s et is con- 

desieners. Ta‘tk genuity d | to precise requirements of the tories where the flow sheet is con 

esigners. In the same way, products | sidered the best method for study- 
themselves must incorporate even | codes and standards sponsored by” ‘ : , ) 

greater economies in materials and in various professional groups. ing anc presenting a given process. 

manufacture to help keep pace with | . —— a . Many new illustrations, as well as 

ne: pressures of septs eee ee, | _ To keep this Fifth Edition with- hundreds of tables, have been 
is trend in design thinking, there- | j a ¥ nie size. ateriz . 

; : gn C ig | in a convenient size, material of added. Copious up-to-date refer- 
ore, poses a promising challenge to secer anpre. alue has be 1 

: lesser current value has been de- snces are included—in these refer 
the student engineer. leted 1 inf i f ences are included—in these refer- 

ated % ew : — : : 
Rapid strides in the use of welded | (Cte anc new m ou nation Zones ences the titles of the articles have 

greet construction point the way to a | rent importance added. been stated so that the reader can 
brilliant opportunity to pioneer new 0 scent trends, such as the greater idge whether the rence meets concepts in the field of product design Re cent trends, such as the greater judge het the reference me 

engineering. Fundamentally, steel it- | Use of electrical instruments and his requirements.—-McGraw Hill 

self is the most economical material | transducers and the study of the — $11.50. 

er PEt ia nee seulir and dynamics of the processes of flow 
inherently igh s ength, y a . . ye are - nie. 

low cost. The challenge, of course, is and heat transfer, are reflected. DYNAMICS OF MACHINERY 

how to utilize the steel to its maximum | Special emphasis is placed on the By James B, Hartman 

advantage. | latest techniques for mechanical Originality of view point and 

Here welding holds the answer to | measurements, dynamic character- cosa afiteoand E : 
new savings in cost of manufacture. istics of proce sse and automatic arrangement—Creative, as well as 

: : i : stics rocesses, a automatic . scbtiecie 2 
New welding electrodes, new welding | E : analytical thinking is encouraged. 
techniques being introduced almost | control. A new chapter deals with . . 

daily offer new avenues to obsolete | electro-mechanical instrumentation James B. Hartman, Professor and 

production methods of long standing. and another with the characteristics Chairman of the Department of 
Typical savings through the use of . : : Mechanical Enei sae at Lehiol 

welded steel are shown in the follow- | of automatic controls.—McGraw Mee names mgmeci ing at enign 

ing example. Hill $7.00. University has written his book so 

| that through the discussion of per- 

is CHEMICAL PROCESS INDUSTRIES tinate topics in dynamics, the 

i - ». reader is helped to acquire some 
elie ON Second Edition by R. Norris Shreve ‘ . : 
a Ar of the techniques required for the 

ey “ ig ihe r A one-volume “mine of informa- design and control of modern high 

ps fg vee | tion” for anyone interested in chem- speed machinery and the analysis 

1a eo oN | ical and related industries. of its performance. 
Fs <a mh: - @ + . ae 
~ This book by R. Norris Shreve, Some of the author's objectives 

4 Consulting Chemical Engineer and are: 1) to extend two-dimensional 

All-welded headstock for power drive Professor of Chemical Engineering consideration of kinematics and 
is made from 16 gauge sheet. Esti- | 5, s a sf . . . 

mated to be 20% more rigid, weigh | at Purdue University, presents, in dynamics to the three-dimensional 

28% less, cost 44% less than cast iron one volume, the modern methods case, by means of vector notation; 
design. Photo courtesy Oster Manu- . . : . 2 _ . 

facturing Company, Cleveland, Ohio. used in the manufacturing of chem- 2) to provide a transition from 

icals and chemical products— basic work in mechanics to more 

It is to your advantage to keep pace broken down into unit processes advanced work in dynamics; 3) to 

with the progress of welding tech- | and operations by convenient flow show the current practical appli- 
niques. You can start with helpful 1 oo . . 
manuals and bulletins available to | sheets. Such important factors as cations of mathematics and dynam- 

you by writing... | data on chemical and_ physical ics; 4) to introduce the mechanical 

changes and reactions, economic engineer to certain mathematical 

THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY | statistics and costs, energy and techniques now becoming widely 

Dept. 6200, Cleveland 17, Ohio power required, ete., are covered. used in the literature of automatic 

The World's Largest Manufacturer of Where figures were available, controls and servomechanisms.— 

Are Welding Equipment | quantities of materials required to = McGraw Hill $7.50. END 
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ys _ ¥ 2 hy “ WHIRLING WET AIR Kw with tornado speed, AiResearch 
a. . fo oe, ! water separator wrings it dry...makes sure no vapor enters aircraft 

% xe oS PA rvs: cabin from the air conditioning system. 

The Garrett Corporation operates tory facilities at your disposal... and controls, temperature controls, 
under the principle that the units and __ live in the most desirable areas in cabin air compressors, turbine 
systems which we research, design America — California, Arizona, the motors, gas turbine engines, cabin 
and produce must be the best of their East Coast. Financial assistance and pressure controls, heat transfer 

kind. encouragement will help you con- equipment, electro-mechanical 
That’s why we need forward-look- _ tinue your education in the graduate equipment, electronic computers and 

ing engineers. Stimulating assign- schools of fine neighboring universi- _ controls. 
ments in the work you like best are _ ties. We are seeking engineers in all 
only part of what we offer. We pay a All modern U.S. and many foreign categories to help us advance our 
premium for ability. Youll work aircraft are Garrettequipped. We knowledge in these and other fields. 
with the finest research and labora- _ have pioneered such fields as refrig- Send resume of education and ex- 

eration systems, pneumatic valves perience today to: Mr. G. D. Bradley 

THE CORPORATION 

9851 S. SEPULVEDA BLVD., LOS ANGELES 45, CALIFORNIA 

DIVISIONS: AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, LOS ANGELES ¢ AIRESEARCH MANUFACTURING, PHOENIX * AIRSUPPLY 

AIRESEARCH INDUSTRIAL + REX © AERO ENGINEERING © AIR CRUISERS « AIRESEARCH AVIATION SERVICE 
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Wednesday, November 14, 1956 Friday, November 16, 1956 
ae NE ALM. 

$:30 Registration and first days sessions will be held in 8:45 Air Cooled Equipment and Evaporative Condensers 

room 205, Babcock Hall located at corner of Linden Herbert Wolf, Chief Engineer, Research and Devel- 

and Babcock Drives on the Campus. Second and third opment Section, Worthington Corporation, East 

days sessions will be held in room 6 of Temporary Orange, New Jersey 

Building, T-16, located at the same intersection. Park 9:45 Break 

cars in Area 60, Walnut Street lot. No permits needed. 10:00 Cooling Towers for Air Conditioning 
Bus service from lot every ten minutes. R. L. McFadin, Regional Manager, The Marley Com- 

G:10) Welcome and Introduction to Subject pany, Chicago, Illinois 

Paul J. Grogan, Chairman, Engineering Extension 10:50 Break 

Department, The University of Wisconsin 11:00 Water Treatment—As Related to Evaporators and Cool- 

9:35 High Temperature Hot Water as a Heating Medium ing Towers 

Sam Sachs, Chief Mechanical Engineers, Skidmore, bee eeeeeeeeeeeeeee, Dearborn Chemical Company, 

Owings, and Merrill, Chicago, Hlinois Chicago, Illinois 

10:35 Break 11:50 Lunch 

10:15) Basic Types of Refrigeration for Production of Chilled P.M 

Water 1:20 Design Coordination 
IK. C. Decker. Machinery and Systems Division, Car- L. F. Flagg, Supervisor—Field Training, Minneapolis— 

ricr_ Corporation, Milwaukee, Wisconsin Honeywell Regulator Company, Minneapolis, Minne- 
12:00) Lunch ‘ sota 

peoM 2:45 Award Certificates 

1:30) Meeting Load Requirements with Adsorption Equipment Ralph D. Smith, Institute Coordinator 

James Yund, Chief Application Engineer, Servel, Inc., 3:00 Final Adjournment 
Evansville, Indiana 

2:30 Break 

2:45 Meeting Load Requirements with Centrifugal and Re- GENERAL INFORMATION 

ciprocating Equipment The general theme of this institute will be a study of water 

W. G. Wassmandorf, Manager, Reciprocating Com- systems and their application in the field of air conditioning. 

dled Department, The Trane Company, La Crosse, This program will be of interest to architects, designers, con- 

Wisconsin tractors, mechanical engineers, operating engineers, and to other 

41:15 Adjourn until 6:30 p.m. engineering personnel representing manufacturers of air condi- 

6:30 Dinner Mecting—$3.50 per person, Hoffman House, 514 — tioning equipment and accessories. This program is being put 

East Wilson Street, Madison, Wisconsin on in cooperation with the Wisconsin Chapter of the American 

Movie of 1956 Wisconsin football game. Society of Heating and Air Conditioning Engineers. 

A fee of $25.00 should accompany each application for en- 

Thursday, November 15, 1956 rollment. This fee will cover the cost of the course and materials 

ALM. but not the cost of room or meals. 

$5 Coils—Performance and Selection Housing will be the responsibility of the enrollee. Reserva- 

Frank W. Locbl, Sales Engineer, Young Radiator Com- tions may be made directly with any of the following: 

pany, Racine, Wisconsin Hotel/Motel Phone Address 

= 40 Break . ; oo . *Belmont ............ AL 5-7221 31 North Pinckney 
9:15 Hot and Cold Water Distribution Systems °Edgewater .......... AL 6-9071 666 Wisconsin Avenue 

John Lofte, Lofte and Fredericksen, Milwaukee, Hamacher ........... CE 345357 5101 University Avenue 

Wisconsin *Loraine ............. AL 6-0231 123 West Washington 
10:15 Break Mayflower ........... AL 51333 South Park and Beltline 
11:00) Factors Influencing the Design and Performance of — *park ................ AL 5-6711 22 South Carroll 

Modern Centrifugal Pumps for Hot and Cold Liquid Vikingtown .......... CE 3-9733 4354 West Beltline Hy. 

Application ee 

G. W. Anderson, Division Sales Manager, Aurora Hotel 
Pump) Division, New York Air Brake Company, 
Aurora, Hlinois The meeting will convene in Room 205 of Babcock Hall, 

12:00) Linch located at the corner of Babcock and Linden Drives on the 

PAL Campus in Madison. The second and third days sessions will 

1:20 Control of Water Systems be held in Room. 6 of Temporary Building, T-16, located at 

W. G. Young, Automatic Controls, Barber-Colman the same intersection. 

Company, Rockford, Illinois A certificate will be awarded to each person regularly en- 

2:20 Break rolled who attends all sessions and satisfactorily completes the 

2:30 Panel Discussion on Water Systems course, 
Chairman: N. J. Janisse, Assistant Chief Field En- Parking near the meeting room is not possible; however, there 

gincer, Johnson Service Company, Milwaukee, — will be ample space in University lot 60 located at the inter- 

Wisconsin section of Walnut Street and Willow and Linden Drives. There 

Panel Members: Mr. Anderson, Mr. Decker, Mr. — will be bus service from the lot past Babcock and T-16 every 

Flagg, Mr. Lofte, Mr. Wassmandorf, Mr. Young 10 minutes. 

4:30 Adjourn for Day Raven D, Smurn, Institute Coordinator 
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—- pectacular Deginning 

yy) = Sasol 
ie Back Sects ; ; ca ee fe An electric furnace puts on a terrific show when we drop in a charge (as 

ee i Se E for above) but it’s only indicative of the great performance the steel will give 
: << cf 3 Armament later in service. For these are the high-alloy steels, stars of the metal 

v s pe for world . . . the steels that give you so much more than they cost in resisting 
oe oe” corrosion, heat, wear or great stress—or in providing special electrical , Industri . : Bs 4 properties. © That may be the field you'd like to enter in your business life. 

Sim 0 ie . : for the In any case, remember that whenever a finer steel is needed to cut costs, 
Be a  . iv Home improve quality, or add sales appeal, we're the people to see. Allegheny 
i = to iT —} Ludlum Steel Corporation, Oliver Bldg., Pittsburgh 22, Pa. 

Soe aes ERROR AORN 
ee ® _ Sj 
i : PIONEERING on the Horizons of Steel 6 5 
e i f a A 
q 6 ” [ le en U m Leading propuct® 8 : a Nich-attoy see! 
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pester eee gem et 

———————A—EAE —=—_ TT Ford 

(Continued from page 13) 

with even less tendency for front-end dive on quick 

POLYGON BOARD stops and rear end dip on rapid starts, has been accom- 

plished by increasing the length of the spring leaves 

September 30, 1955 to September 30, 1956 ahead of the rear axle. 

. New live rubber mounts developed by Ford engi- 

Cash Balance neers are installed at 20 places between the body and 

Sept. 1, 1955 2.6... eee 719.41 the frame. The result is that the body rides on rubber, 

insulated from road vibration and noise. 

Cash Receipts For the first time, a high performance V-8 is avail- 

Dividends on Anchor Shares .... 30.00 able as an optional engine on any Ford car. This en- 

St. Pats—Ticket Sale ............ 459.50 gine, the Thunderbird Special V-8, features a 9.7 to 1 

Engineering Exposition Profits ... 2970.14 compression ratio, and develops 245 horsepower. The 

Triangle Refund ............0555 10.00 high performance engine has a special four-barrel car- 

Remington Rand Refund ........ 10.08 3479.72 buretor and displaces 312 cubic inches. 

a A 212 h.p. 292 cu. in. Thunderbird V-8 with 9.1 to 

Total cash Receipts ..........50055 4199.13 1 compression ratio is the standard engine for Fair- 

lane, Fairlane 500 and station wagon models. 

Cash Disbursements The standard V-8 for Custom and Custom 300 

KOVS coccccccccccccsseessseeres 62.25 models is the 190 h.p. 272 cu. in. engine. Its compres- 

Reynolds Award Fund .......... 25.00 sion ratio is 8.6 to 1. 

Initial Contribution Exposition .. 100.00 The 144 h.p. 223 cu. in. six is available on all Ford 

Badger Page ........002.002-54. 25.00 cars. 

Ph6te: SOLWIGE 4s wes ore wun 2 ew we 4.00 All Ford engines can be ordered with Fordomatic, 

Button Design ...............-. 15.00 standard or overdrive transmission. 

Scholarship Plaque ............. 31.44 Major engineering changes which have brought im- 

Financial Service .............-. 15.00 proved performance include a new dry-type air filter 

Polygon Folders ..........00005- 18.72 which is more efficient than the former oil bath type; 

Banquet co cbevttevtevetesres 9125 new low silhouette carburetors; new and larger intake 

Petty Cash ......0ccccecveceeees 23.19 manifold; bigger and higher lifting intake valves; re- 

Stationery oo. c cece eee e cess ees 23.50 contoured compression chambers and camshafts; a 

a new centrifugal-vacuum distributor; new rotor oil 

St. Pat's Dance pump, and completely new exhaust system. 

Band verter ee esses 90.00 Ford’s new styling starts with wide hooded head- 

Refreshments... ........ L475 lights and a forward slanting grille, and_ includes 

Trophies ...........25+5 35.37 streamlined wheel openings, a windshield that wraps 

MC. oe. eee eee ees 10,00 further around the sides for better visibility, distinc- 

Triangle & Prog. ........ 10.00 tive fins at the rear, and contoured sides that give the 

Tickets ................. 41.00 car a sculptured look. 

Advertising ............. 19.76 “Hardtop” styling is the trademark of the conven- 

Decorations ............ 1016 tional two door and four door sedans in the Fairlane 

Rent oo... eee 68.93 and Fairlane 500 series. The effect is achieved with 

Engraving .............. 30.26 thin side pillars. Ford’s true pillarless “hardtops,” the 

Pictures ..............+. 9.05 339.28 four door and two door Victorias, also are offered in 

—-----—-————-——— these series. 

Total cash Disbursements ........- 733.63 Station wagons have flatter roof lines, with a con- 

toured step-down midway back from the windshield. 

Cash Balance At the back, the rear window and liftgate wrap around 

Sept. 30, 1956 a2 nex seu pew sees 3425.50 the sides to provide 20 per cent more opening for 

bulky loads. A new latch opens the entire tailgate with 

Also ow Hard one pull, and the liftgate swings up automatically on 

. concealed torsion bar springs. 

Anchor Savings & Loan Assoc. Special side mouldings and ornamentation distin- 

Shares .0 eee eee ees 1000.00 guish each of Ford’s five series, which are available in 

19 two-tone paint combinations or 12 solid colors. In- 

side, upholstery is color-matched to the body’s paint. 

EEE EE (Continued on page 82) 
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1 TOA : : 
S A new Cra 18 beginning chs 

. “As I review the progress in aeronautics within so short a span, and marvel 
_____at the complex aircraft of today, I call it an achievement little short of miraculous. 

8 “Today, electronically-guided planes take off and land without human touch. 
__ Lethal sky missiles seek and destroy invisible targets with uncanny precision. And still other 
___ fantastic achievements in both man-controlled and pilotless flight are now in the offing. oe 

“When men go to the moon and planets, electronically-controlled skycraft will take them | 
____ there. Aviation maps will be studded with stars as well as with cities. New developments - / 
___ in aeronautics will go on and on. Success opportunities and careers will continue to develop go ____ for ambitious young men in this exciting field where a new era is beginning”* a 

: Appropriately qualified to speak for aeronautics and — 
____ other fields in which his own scientific achievements 
____play an important part, Dr. Lee de Forest gives help- 3 
____ ful counsel to young graduates headed for successful, piace 

rewarding careers. : a 4 — 
i » His expression, “a new era is beginning” has parti- — a - 1 

_ cular significance at Northrop, world leader in the \ ——_— 9 
: design, development and production of all-weather — — -_ 

be and pilotless aircraft. : a . ; 

Ue At Northrop, permanent positions are available that _ i -. 
: offer full play for individual talent and ambition. Here — _— Y 4 

: the graduate engineer will find interesting assign- : ” Peo gd _ 
i ments for which he is best fitted. Surroundings are aii 4 awl 4 ) : 
: attractive, co-workers congenial, opportunities for 4 - e 4 i] | 
| advancement unceasing, the compensation good. aS CU oo 7 

For detailed information regarding specific openings b ce is _ a i 
in your field of specialization, write Manager of Engi- — | 
neering Industrial Relations, Northrop Aircraft, Inc., oe uw — 
1001 East Broadway, Hawthorne, California. ‘ o i 

oe a Fi 

Pioneers in All Weather and Pilotless Flight #& oe ae : 

*A statement by 
: Dr. Lee de Forest, 3 

ae pioneer in radio. 
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Chevrolet cates an increase in economy, readier firing at low 

outlined f Ww) speeds, faster warm-up and elimination of carburetor 
. ack: Irani PaBe iat : oe 4 

; OMEN TOMY PAGE icing. Another advantage is that a fuel injector requires 

Fo power its 1957 line, Chevrolet will build one six Jess height than the carburetor. This could lead to an 

and four new V8s ranging in output from 140-horse- important reduction in hood lines. 

power for the six to a sensational one-horsepower per 

cubic inch of displacement for the “Corvette V8.” The Injector Requires Precise Mechanism 

Corvette engine develops 283-horsepower with the . 

RAMJET fuel injection system. While the goal is well-known, the mechanics of fuel 

5 capper Bee! op oo : injection are complex and exacting. The system must 
Several instances of engineering progress are evident . se 

5 we ; » a -, not only deliver the correct proportions of air and 
in the new chassis. “Ram’s horn” exhaust manifolds aid : 

: i <i 5 gasoline to each of the eight cylinders in the Chevro- 
engine breathing. Fourteen-inch wheels and lower . . ene | 

se cats gempite OO) WB ccc bareesait ls let engine, but requires a series of diaphragms and 
pressure tires (22 pounds) further riding comfort and . 

: . : , controls to cover the varied demands on a passenger 
safety through greater traction, Crankshaft bearings ‘ . : 
amie anitecleare . “a 2. _ so car engine. Extremely precise parts and bearings of 
are wider, longer wearing. Front suspensions and, : . 3 . 
shock absorbers benefit from modifications jewel-like consistency are reminiscent of the works of 

: —_ : ; "4 a finely built watch. 
Vehicle braking improves with a finer facing mate- h Ch 1 licati ; . 

rial that is less sensitive to temperature changes. The In. the evrolet ‘app ication, two sepatate castings 

re 8 comyars Seommmes cevaborme anamopitlens _ replace the regular production intake manifold. The 
repositioning of rear outrigger springs promises better : . 

TE soeaiaene maemo ts tas lower casting, made of iron, serves as the top cover of 
handling. Added bracing increases front-end rigidity : . : . 
: ke ” eantae Te “the engine while the upper aluminum casting mounts 
and bumper strength. Batteries have been moved for- he air induct 1 fuel . 

: ‘ a : e air . a al aneterine systems. 
ward for convenient servicing. Axle ratios have been the air induction and fuel metering systems 

changed to provide top performance with the smaller In operation, the accelerator pedal controls the 

wheels. volume of air and the air volume in turn determines 

Powerglide, power brakes and power steering, and the amount of gas delivered through the nozzles. A 

electric window lifts are again optional. The company high-pressure pump, submerged in a fuel ena and 

also makes available the gas-saving overdrive and a driven by the distributor, supplies the force behind 

close ratio manual transmission that assures lightning the gasoline. ; 

down-and-up-shifts. The gas pump delivers fuel to a metering chamber 

While Chevrolet makes no extravagant claims for its from which there are ee outlets. The lower outlet 
fuel injection system, research with fuel injectors indi- leads to the nozzles and the upper to an overflow line. 

A plunger, sensitive to the flow of air in the system, 

se meters the volume of gas directed toward the cylinders. 

fo [pet 2), pe ae o Pressures at the .011-inch orifices of the nozzles meas- 

es Ry bo | {os 9) a 7 : ure up to 200 pounds per square inch, inducing a 
. * : . 

n i ’ — f. spray into the intake parts so fine that it could not be 
oc) S A es : ai . 

STa — 13 detected by the eye. The explosion driving the piston 
f e 7 tae . . é . : . . 

| a 4 = .. is from this point accomplished in conventional fashion. 

ei t EEE An over-run feature provides for the cut-out of fuel 

em ‘wh : ae 3 brerreer pressure when the car is going down-hill or decelerat- 

rf lah \ GAS. ing. A vacuum-operated diaphragm located over the 
~ A ie ae re a 4 t 

a. i! nS KG high-pressure fuel pump opens a valve, thus releasing 

j Liy / NI the pressure and preventing the injection of fuel into 

" \ (y fi ea the intake ports. 

wy 4 Bort Sh , Augmenting the basic system, Chevrolet’s fuel in- 

uO ec os OV LX ree jector covers provisions for fast engine starting in cold 
omy igen” YS BEY o/c So gee that odo 5 . 

ty ye } ) VO. Sa weather through a solenoid check on the fuel plunger 

Ae Ky é@® _ we, ) ce a and an electric choke. An oil-wetted air cleaner is used. 

Mie se Sif ber 7 Gi / i The distributor is designed to permit timing adjust- 

ig “ Aun Ni‘ Kee Ji, oo. ments without interference with the pump-driving 

Lem NG 24 ( a A mechanism. 
3 4 _ \€ Sees uw _ 

i “ eo NS VY . New Automatic Transmission Promises 
ie Wy / So i} @ Smoothness 

NZ oy iP eal co 7 . toot 
“Ola ere ‘to | Cheyrolet’s new Turboglide transmission heads a 

awe. | -. lll | list of 1957 power train features that extend from the 

a We ws le three-speed manual shift through an improved Power- 

i. aera ; f glide automatic transmission and the gas-saving over- 

: —" drive. Introducing a new design of the torque con- 
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rf G1 He afew wean wet s me neonnsn on mssoe «Vr: produced by a low price car builder. Offered in OM tis Soe Or we mTaKe MAMFOLD OF TAKE ManFOLD - . : . 
@ the Chevrolet passenger car line are one six- and four 7 aN : ‘ : coe 4 C eerie amc comiuse: ASDA a ) (@ BecrNS ovr eight-cylinder engines, ranging in horsepower from 140 

ef OL “memes to 283. The six develops 140-horsepower. The eights 
fa Ye SAU AIR TO FUELRATIONS VACUUM Ne J “A oe range i se: ay fr 283, 2 250 2 245 for 4 ieee aa A al - — range in horsepower from 283, 270, 250 ind 245 for the 

WH Hee ta Set 7 | Corvette V8” to 220 for the Super Turbo-Fire “283”, Uf NY Be heey SO To j= = me, €9QQ” i om eS sowie Myf IS j A ee | 185 for the Turbo-Fire “283” and 162 horsepower for 
nN . a o D za 1 . «“. a 

a ei) bE wes 10 HE TLINS q the Turbo-Fire “265. 
<r rh Ds — = . . . . 

[—— De J =a Each of the engines is improved mechanically, but 
FUEL LNES—1 TO. im es = woo. ° = . 
pay ennog my | the gain in power—up from a peak of 225 horses in 

esti \ a ZH WA 3//) the 1956 line—is primarily due to larger bore, higher 

a)y SF Dw Lo; lift camshafts and fuel injection. 

A | \\ Displacements of the six-cylinder and lowest. cost 
ENGINE TOP, INTAKE, . Q~ i . : 

Ls: cover Hanson 7 | V8 remain unchanged at 235 and 265 cubic inches 

oF Rl) respectively. In the 283 cubic inch engine, the bore 

has been increased one-eighth of an inch over the 
5 As : : highest powered 1956 V8 to a new 3.875 inches. Piston 

verter type, the Turboglide is supplied only with the Shest F . — 
9 e ‘ stroke in all Chevrolet eights stands at 3 inches, one 
283-cubic inch engine. : . : Wie ; 

. . Co, of the shortest in the industry and a contributing factor 
Superlative responsiveness, elimination of all auto- =. og 

tic. shifti 1 ly devel 1 “hill retarder” in effortless power output. 
matic shifting and a newly developed “hill retarder ‘ : ‘ : 

. : S anc? wy pe ° All high performance engines are based on the 283 
are a few of the innovations. According to Chevrolet, Bad 4 “eve» iin earl 5 

hie cubic inch block, while varying in fuel induction, com- 
Turboglide gives nearly twice the torque multiplication cainn antl . . 5 ; 

, pression ratio, camshafts and valving. Mechanical type 
delivered by standard torque converters, assuring a Alve TERS BEE Red TH the Bpecial hish werkoemance 
high brand of performance valve lifters are used in the special high performance 

igh bra erformance. . . : . ag 
8 ° I engines with compression up to 10.5 to 1 with fuel 

Differing from the usual automatic transmission, too, injection. Full pressure lubrication to the valve lifter 

is the single Forward driving position bes the er galleries replaces the former metered system on. all 
This is possible, says the company, pecause the Inf- — y8s_ Full flow oil filters continue as an option, except 
nitely graduated torque multiplications from a stand- gy engines equipped with two four-barrel carburetors 
ing start to highway cruising speed makes a step in or fuel injection. Here filters are standard. 

the transmission unnecessary. There are numerous other refinements. Spark plug 

Mechanically, Turboglide consists of three turbines electrodes protrude one-eighth inch farther into the 
and two planetary gearsets combined with a variable — combustion chamber, resulting in shorter flame travel. 
pitch stator and the conventional torque converter — New metal heat deflection shields between spark plugs 
pump enclosed in a die-cast aluminum housing. Drive and exhaust manifold protect the spark plug wires and 
of the transmission output shaft results from an ingen- boots from heat. Starting motors of both six and V8 

ious coupling of the turbines and the gears. As the have been modified to increase the efficiency of the 
turning force of one of the turbines lessens, another solenoid. 
takes over to maintain a constant positive drive. Improved engine breathing and higher volumetric 

In the hill retarder position, a turbulence is created efficiency are claimed for new “ram’s horn” exhaust 

in the oil in the converter to impart a drag on the (Continued on next page) 

rear wheels. This safety factor, pat-] 
crned after a similar device dec Wee RST TURBINE. FORWARD ase oe te CURE terned after a similar device de- J ps... scum [AR eh CUES TE ronwaao cures secon su curr sat 

veloped for the automatic truck \pe | Neuteat aig aon Sart eNcacen) a 13.1 REDUCHION t wcicu be Cheatin § ayes ae EN |__| — FPN [of caer cen 
ransmission by Chevrolet, is re- ALE) emg TWA ) Fs mt si A) \ seg 

sd aii exclusive feature eh cats AW ii ya! fee ‘ ZY Bi ae Gi ag Ez te putedly an exclusive feature. oe) JP Ny L ( —= = a Cj ——— i 

haber cates (Sige Ea OO EBT OF Us Turboglide has several other de- YY) eel Sd IE Ne AA Fer Tone snare PNG eR ee won acl ' the | Co aeatnaran ; Ses, /- Jonas cen don alvariaces te 5 the i a \ Le FtoUGH REAR PLANETARY 5 rasan ENCACED sign ae vantages. mpor tant is the Nei ora cess manera one SECOND Tura wee cuien 

coaxial distribution of torque loads J) so ENGINE : hING Char ENGAGED 

which decreases the chance of J nomencature 1 ff Fist Tursine pHase 2 J SECOND TURBINE PHASE 

wear, and a reduction in the possi- THIRD TURBINE ees (pe werent cturox HAST TUEONE ea cane i 
bilities of leaks through elimina- —nw FonwaRo cLutcn Bolen tncaces 
tion of many external attachments. {sk eee ie ee x AT RY O1SK CLUTCH ENGAGER 

, ry eed Ga EGS Mv me PA) eset 
Although the 1957 Chevrolet adie dich = ie ( sees an ah ) TV NSE & valk me = 

boasts a number of improvements c ws) y Ad \ 8) Ves ere na ei . ’ is , raansmission ff )S ; Ee 1K aoa JB 
that will enhance the comfort and ds Sa Sat us Davis Mean PETAR y /— (ns rors siaet 

ae oe : THIRD TURBINE SHAFT Geanset whic PeOvOES = Daven at 2.67 thats 
safety of driving, major interest of CONNECTED DMECHY Hever oy eacTion TROUGH REAR PLANETARY” 

. = . Gutpur snaet Te ouGH MaNeatr Geanser GeaRseT 
the chassis story is found in the PLANET CARRIERS 

. ey FINAL DRIVE (THIRD TURBINE PHASE) 4 ff Reverse 5 Bf Hite reraroer 
greatest variety of power plants 4 
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Ford Chevrolet 
(Continued from page 78) (Continued from page 81) 

Ford’s pioneering safety features introduced in 1956 manifolds on the V8s. The new design provides larger 

have been improved. There is a new safety instrument — gas passages which gradually increase in cross-sectional 

panel with recessed control knobs clustered under the area from the inlet port at the cylinder head to the 

redesigned deep center steering wheel. tremens outlet. The manifolds are designed to rush spent gases 
panel and sun visor crash cushions are available, anc from each cylinder with equal freedom from back 

the safety rear view mirror is continued. Safety door . 
= we ‘ s, pressures. 

latches have been reinforced to withstand greater im- 

pacts. A three and one-half inch shock absorbing area A new distributor of advanced design is used on V8 

is provided over the steering column by the new safety engines equipped with the two-barrel or four-barrel 

steering wheel, which is one inch smaller in diameter. carburetors. This places the breaker points directly 

It is mounted lower in the car for the best driving above the shaft bearing, reducing fluctuations in the 

position. gap setting. An access door in the distributor cap pro- 

Roofs have been strengthened with steel center bows. vides for the setting of the breaker gap while the 

Hoods are hinged at the front so air will hold them — engine is running. 

m if they open accidentally. The hood release has = 
down if they oper wecidentailly. The hood release has Front and intermediate main bearings of V8 engines 
been moved to the instrument panel, making the en- ixteenth incl id hil . 1 

. : are e-sixteen sh wider » connecting r 
gine compartment tamper-proof when the car is locked. | QDE-SIKES te me der, w i comnecting, rod 

The fresh air intake has been moved to the cowling bearings and the front and intermediate main bearings 

r c . . ‘ rvette 3 e i 2s ore f re i ¢ are 

in front of the windshield so exhaust fumes are not of all Corvette V8 engines are of premium material, 

drawn into the car. an alloy which is said to triple average bearing life. 

For 1957, Ford offers a broad range of optional Notched pistons and dual exhausts are also charac- 

features including power-operated steering, brakes, teristic of the high performance cars. In all V8s piston 

seats and windows, as well as air conditioning, tinted rings have been revised for better compression and oil 

glass, 6 and 8-tube radios, and heaters. END control 

Z aa ; 

1 | Corvette Offers H.P. Choice 

OVER 4. BILLION REVOLUTIONS __, addition to the 283 cubic inch 

...and still going strong | V8 engine equipped with RAM- 
: | JET fuel injection, the 1957 Cor- 

ee a (ge 
SESS =e Bee | vette offers sport car owners 

— ane Lave | a choice of the standard four- 

1 (= ean 1 Veo | barrel carburetor or dual four- 

rages = maw = aa | 7 barrel carburetors. a.) ees © oe on 
eave a oe a en Wks . C soe 
oe = aa - [ao Vor | A wide range of transmissions 

i CLEA = AA ‘apage | 1 7) " | . . 

it sr aaa (e ' y=| | complements the choice of engine. 

ows eB) S ss | They include the regular produc- 

———— a BMBoiwicck spring” | tion axle ration of 3.70-to-1 and 
‘ = a a jonded. Bal ° s 

5 cere achlneey estapany | an optional 4.11-to-1 axle for use 
m y ‘inustrated. : . 

_ Bi | with the close ratio 3-speed_trans- 

. . . | . . | mission. The 3.55 rear axle is re- 
This Pope-built motorized grinder wheelhead, | The. Fatale Bearing Company tained for use with. Powerelide 

equipped with its original Fafnir Super-Precision Ball | —_ located in or neat New Britain, aS r use wergude. 

Bearings, has totaled over 14 billion revolutions, oper- | Gonnecticul, Manufacturing Hydraulic 1 lifters will b 

ates at 72,000 rpm. Used for grinding the races of I ment bearing Sivision) totals ydraulic valve litters wi 2 

extra-precision ball bearings, this wheelhead is still | more than 1,250,000 square feet, used on all Corvette engines ex- 

in production-line service. I Basked by the extendva pro. *. cf F 
in Pp : duction andl resected focilities cepting the high performance, com- 

; : ‘ j com 
Fafnir engineers worked with Pope Machinery Com- | She‘af‘the'foremast ints el, petition engine. Modified mechan- 

pany in selecting bearings for this high-speed wheel- I Fafnir engineers have enjoyed : : 

head. The specification of Fafnir ball bearings plus : g, longstanding: reputation. os ical lifters in this instance are de- 

their remarkable record of performance, demonstrates one of two, but all fields of signed to improve oil metering to 

how Fafnir keeps pace with machine tool progress ... | Perliesi Fafnie offers you the the aewalvettcal 

and why more and more engineers look to Fafnir : opportunities you want in en- > upper valve train. 
for help with bearing problems. The Fafnir Bearing gineering and sales engineer- 8. . We'd be glad to hear f > Capit: i wT 
Company, New Britain, Conn. (23 Branch Offices) 1 othe Hult’s Capital Garage invites 

! Madison residents to see the 1957 
(KZ I Chevrolet at their 608 East Wash- 
Ka MOST COMPLETE LINE IN AMERICA ington Avenue Show Room. 

BALL BEARINGS “~ END 
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rm ee see sen EeEE EE ONT 1B MW eS pGEES ie Bagineehea? 

Who gets the most 

exciting assignments | g assig t 
E a a . 9 

| on a in electronics‘ 

: ie 4 The answer is young engineers at IBM—long a leader 
i 4 , in computer engineering. 

| — 4 4 Perhaps you, too, would find it challenging to 

: = i solve problems similar to these typical and 

: =< recent IBM problems: 

4 ) Design and development. Develop a magnetic core 

i so memory using transistor drive circuits, This 

“ involved a study of the characteristics of cores 

a -, as a load, of the arithmetic portions of the 

s / co machine as a source of information to control 

: . io the core driving circuits, and of the pulse 

' | Q" characteristics of transistors. 

.§ iy a (4 if 4. Manufacturing. In magnetic core storage units, 

3 / & yo _ three or more wires must be woven through every 

" _. @ _ _ _core in the array, each a tiny doughnut less than 

i N4 J _ _ 1/10 of an inch in diameter. This weaving process 

7 _ _ _. was a tedious, painstaking hand-operation—a far 

- _ = y from desirable method. The development of a rapid 

_ : i | © automatic assembly method was necessary to attain 

_ ’ A a * economic volume production. 

\_ : _. 9 ay Field Engineering. Assume responsibility for 

a oe is performance and maintenance of an entire computer 
4 | i. ; system amps Pay eens equipment) 

a 4 aS | : in one of today’s most vital defense projects. 

' _ _ In addition to exciting assignments, young engineers 

: _ at IBM find the kind of advanced facilities, 

‘ - stimulating associates, and climate which encourage 

_ = personal progress and achievement. If your 

: | ___ abilities thrive on challenge, IBM offers you 

: _ unlimited opportunity to make important and 

i . - rewarding contributions. 

; FOR FURTHER INFORMATION about IBM, see 
3 your placement director or write to W. M. Hoyt, 

: ; INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS MACHINES CORP., 
i tt ue, 590 Madison Avenue, New York 22, N.Y. 
i a Plants and Labs located at Endicott, Poughkeepsie, 
: and Kingston, N. Y. 

: Producer of electronic 
i data processing machines, £ 

i : | B M electric typewriters, and 
: ® electronic time equipment. 

Race einen teas 7 
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WwW Il P * ing method. In many cases, the cost of installing sheet- 
e oints : : ; : ; 

. .. ing and pumping water with ordinary suction pumps 

(Continued from page 33) would exceed the cost of installing a wellpoint sys- 
lines are installed one below the other in terrace-like tem. With a sheeting and suction pumping method, 

steps. This application could be continued indefinitely the bottom of the excavation is always wet, making 

if pumps were available to raise the water to discharge — working conditions difficult. 

level. Efficient wellpoint systems have operated as low In some locations, construction would be impossible 

as 120 feet. without the use of wellpoints. In an excavation at the 

When a series type wellpoint system is used, the edge of a lake, for example, sheeting and suction 

excavation is usually made down to the water table. pumping would be useless. A wellpoint system or 

A wellpoint system is installed with a depth of 15 to — series of wellpoint lines could efficiently remove the 
IS feet. This area is dewatered, and the excavation water before it reached the point of excavation. 

again made to the new water table. Then the next Work can be done better under dry conditions. No 

wellpoint system of the series is installed and the water contractor can do a good job when he is up to his 

table is lowered another 15 to 18 feet. knees in mud. If the job is performed without hin- 

This sequence is followed until the subgrade of the derance of mud, water, etc., the job will be better 

project is above the final water table line. looking and will have a higher precision of installation. 

Wellpoint systems in use provide many economical When an excavation requires a subgrade below the 

advantages. A construction job can be done much water table a wellpoint system will make the job 

faster in dry working conditions than in wet condi- easier, safer and better. The material to be handled 

tions. The short time required to set up and install a can be moved more efficiently and the job can be done 

wellpoint systems pays big dividends in faster com- more quickly. 
pletion of the job. After the job is completed, the wellpoint system can 

Wellpoint systems are available both for rent and be removed and used on another job. A wellpoint 

for sale. If the system is to be put in permanently, it system can be installed with less labor than sheeting 

can be purchased, although many temporary projects and shoring, and the system can be operated as cheaply 

are completed with rented equipment. as a suction pumping set up. A wellpointing system will 

A well known process for removing excess water allow a contractor to do his work better and more 

from an excavation is the sheeting and suction pump- economically. END 

if \- 

INDUSTRIES THAT MAKE AMERICA GREAT : rk ee 

% ie ae oo See ee i, WHEREVER vou TURN (MB oe 
Net - 

to <= ll es De A 

Le a: FS . -oconunment 

Abundant, durable, versatile and compara- greatness. Much credit must go to the in- experience covering almost a century, built 
tively cheap, steel in its many carbon, al- dustry itself, which did not hesitate to exe- on the results of a continuing, intensive 

loy and stainless forms is the most useful cute a bold post-war capacity expansion program of research and engineering de- 

of all the metals at man’s disposal. Un- program of more than 28 million net tons velopment. In steel as in all industry, 

known in nature, steel had to be created at a cost of nearly 6 billion dollars. The improvements in steam generation will 

by man’s ingenuity, from iron ore and steel companies are carrying on an inten- continue to make genuine contributions 

other available natural materials. sive two-fold program to develop new toward still better products and services. 

Today, an estimated 1% billion tons of sources of ore. While spending hundreds The Babcock & Wilcox Company, Boiler 
steel are in use in this country. With a of millions of dollars to open fields in Division, 161 East 42nd St., New York 17, 
capacity of about 125 million net tons a Labrador and elsewhere, they are also in- N.Y. 
year, American steel mills can produce vesting heavily in engineering develop- N-201 
close to half the world’s annual total. Used ments that will make it possible to use 
for everything from buildings to pins, the domestic low-grade ores such as taconite. 
total applications of steel are almost count- Interwoven with the history and progress Fee Treg Z 
less; it is virtually impossible to find a of steel is the development of steam gen- i aL Lf (cs 
product that does not depend on steel for eration for power, processing and heat. i BAB COCK a 
its production or distribution, or both. B&W, through the applications of steam, i BY, pw 

Steel’s steady growth reflects the impor- has long been a partner in the vital, steel i ini ILCOX BOILER. 
tance of its contributions to America’s industry—has brought to it boiler building reel VISION 
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Pree 

iki ‘ 
iM UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY - Berkeley Livermore 

Nuclear Weapons 

Nuclear Rocket Propulsion 

Controlled thermo-nuclear energy 

Particle accelerators 

High-speed digital computers 

Critical assembly and reactor research 

These are six of the challenging projects now underway 
at the University of California Radiation Laboratory— 
managed and directed by some of America’s foremost 

é : d : to explore fundamental problems of scientists and engineers. your own choosing and to publish your 
You are invited to join them...share their pioneering findings in the open literature. . . . ae And for your family—there’s pleas- knowledge in nuclear research... use their expansive facilities ant living to be had in Northern Cali- 

...and help to do what has never been done before. fornia’s sunny, smog-free Livermore Valley, near excellent shopping centers, 
schools and the many cultural attrac- F YOU are a MECHANICAL OF ELEC- —_ ENGINEER, you will work on investiga- _ tions of the San Francisco Bay Area. 

I TRONICS ENGINEER, you may be in- tions in radiochemistry, physical and 
volved in a project in any one of inorganic chemistry and analytical You can help develop 

these fields, as a basic member of the chemistry. The chemical engincer is tomorrow — today at UCRL task force assigned each research prob- particularly concerned with the prob- Send for complete information on the 
lem. Your major contribution will be to lems of nuclear rocket propulsion, facilities, work, personnel plans and design and test the necessary equip- weapons and reactors. benefits and the good living your fami! 
ment, which calls for skill at improvis- In addition, you will be encouraged can enjoy. 
ing and the requisite imaginativeness _ 
to solve a broad scope of consistently FS Pe er im mpreetarterietteeteereerarse ier ee ena ee eae ener 
unfamiliar and novel problems. ees 1 45-1-1 If you are a PHYSICIST Or MATHEMA- ppl DIRECTOR OF PROFESSIONAL PERSONNEL 
TICIAN you may be involved in such UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA RADIATION LABORATORY 
fields of theoretical and experimental i MIVERMORE, CALIFORNIA 
physics as weapons design, nuclear ' Please send me complete information describing UCRL facilities, 
rockets, nuclear emulsions, scientific \ projects and opportunities. 
photography (including work in the! 
new field of shock hydro-dynamics), ' My fields of interest are 
reaction history, nuclear physics, criti- \ 
cal assembly, high current linear ac-_9©©_ —_ Nemet_ 
celerator research, and the controlled ' Address 
release of thermo-nuclear energy. ‘ 

If you are a CHEMIST or CHEMICAL =| City —__ Zone State 
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ei it... Uwe 

binati f laxati tH A combination...for relaxation at home 

° ° ° ge ° 
Laminated plastics... a combination of properties at work 

It takes a combination of properties to satisfy many sh CTA 

of your basic material requirements. Synthane lami- tee . ch 

nated plastics provide a unique combination of Ls RS “hs 4 EM “i 

mechanical, electrical and chemical properties plus _ ci > S| tc LT 

ease of machining. ——..Ci—iCsssSr==C bo 

COMPRESSIVE STRENGTH HEAT RESISTANCE 
High-speed reversing clutch cone made of Syathane 
molded-macerated laminated plastic increases productivity REE || Meee ee 

‘ of automatic screw machines. Synthane meets all the de- rh Qo hh BF <7 
yr mands of high-speed clutch operation . . . light weight, Pw ae) = se ie So 

if great strength and excellent heat resistance for split- (eb #2. oA 
q | second reversing of a positive spindle drive operating as  ) ro pa & a 

a | | high as 3025 rpm and with operating temperature of cone boy <a Ss J me 
‘ i going up to 250°F. This Synthane clutch cone provides po i ee ; a yw 
SA smooth, positive clutch action, is long wearing, and is not _S eg 
we distorted or deteriorated by the high heat. eo, are ee 

UGHT WEIGHT WEAR RESISTANCE 
Property combinations! Synthane has them...in 

over 30 individual grades...sheets, rods, tubes, 

SE moldings and completely fabricated parts. Send for 

yer free illustrated catalog today. YNIHANE 

ape 

S Ss 
SYNTHANE CORPORATION, 13 RIVER ROAD, OAKS, PA. 
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| Wea 

, Fr m 
| Z 7 supersonic propulsion 

ee | Marquardt, the leader 
| in supersonic propulsion, has 

a inaugurated a program of Individual 
Professional Development for its engineers. 

8 You can help us maintain this 
| leadership for the future of 

| \ r supersonic propulsion. 

4 LP.D. gives our engineers a 
j chance to advance to their maximum 

q potential in their present fields...and 
those beyond... in a climate of continuing 
professional growth from in-plant courses 

and more than fifty current courses in 
Southern California’s leading 
universities. New courses are 

be constantly being added. : : 

3 LP.D. differs in its concept 
oS 3 and objectives from ordinary company 
° 3 training programs in that it gives each 
4 ; engineer an opportunity to grow and plan 
4 i his development toward his own goal 

‘4 sy and at his own pace rather than 
54 5 having to follow a rigid pre- 
5 : determined pattern. 5 ae 
; Si 

By 3 LP.D. is a part of an overall 
y Q expansion program which anticipates a 
¥ ¢ two-fold increase in personnel during the 
‘ % current year. This increase represents many 
5 ‘ additional engineering opportunities. You 

iH : can become a leader in supersonic 
i : propulsion. Write for details. 

a aN) 
‘ 4 By is c} 

AIRCRAFT CO. 

Attention: Professional Personnel we 

Industrial Relations Department ¢ 16558 Saticoy St., Van Nuys, California 

@] MARQUARDT BUILDS THE POWERPLANT FOR THE BOMARC IM-99 INTERCEPTOR MISSILE Ss 
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e7 o You in 
i 

Youre SMART! ou r i 

Fred, driving North at 12 miles an hour, would pass 

200 walking North and 400 walking South. That is, 600 

in all, or 50% more than Juan. What he said was wrong, 

but he has the right idea about cruising. 

As three are cruising up and down, while the fourth 

is standing still, it doesn’t matter a bit about the num- 

bers walking in each direction or the rate at which 

they are walking. Both these average up, between the 

trip up the boulevard and the trip down, and the above 

facts hold true just the same. 
by Sneedly bs’60 

a 

To turn a glass of water upside down without spill- 

/ ing it: covering it first with the palm of your hand; 

First of all, Sneedly would like to say hello to all the — placing a sheet of paper over it, and letting atmospheric 

new readers and to welcome back all his old friends. pressure do the rest; freezing it, so that a layer of ice 

He promises that you'll all find some interesting prob- holds it in; swinging it at arm’s length over your head, 

lems in his column during the next year. so that the water is kept in by centrifugal force; invert- 

Next Sneedly will give you the correct answers for ing it over another glass of water, done by holding both 

the problems that appeared in the last issue (May glasses under water at once; lowering the glass into a 

1956). basin of water and turning it upside down below the 

In the problem about flys and the hog trough, the Sate eee 

answer is given in the problem itself; it says that there \ . 
Ae we , ” Sa cf Gertrude was wearing a green dress when she ran 

were “half as many yesterday.” So if the hog trough , 5 
eh Ge Ie ab te hal ffull in BB away. She sold a blue dress today after buying a green 
is full of flys in 57 days, it is half-full in 56 days. 

one yesterday. The oldest dress Gertrude referred to 

ooo & in her notes was also green. The first dress she men- 

- tioned having bought was brown. 

Yo solve the one about the taximen imagine that 100 
ee 

people pass Ole walking North at 4 miles an hour, and 
100 pass him walking South at 4 miles an hour. Now Sneedly has a real problem; he’s nearly run out 

ae . ce . ; of problems! He’s decided to ask you to send in your 

Then Pierre, if driving North at 4 miles an hour, 5 | : ‘ 
: . : problems. Surely many of you run into some perplexing 

wouldn't pass any walking North at the same rate, but i . é : 
: : problems and situations in your classes or on your job. 

he would pass 200 walking South; or the same number : 
. : . So send in your problems and how you solved them. 
in all. What he said was wrong. mary . Scracell 5, 

Let your fellow engineers match their wits against you. 

Juan, if driving North at $ miles an hour, would The only requirement is that neither problem nor solu- 

pass 100 people walking North and 300 walking South. tion be too long as space is limited. Send them to: 

Hence he'd pass 400 in all. What he said was right. (Continued on page 90) 
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Inco Nickel Progress Report 
a aieiniacainiiiiennaa SRR aaEA 

How Inco’s more-from-the-ore_ 

research program is expanding ib 
North America’s natural resources F 

. oe — r—sS i So FF a rn oe c Od yt (ts, ™ _ | Bi ee - ree Lf Dhl i 

pe 3 ° - i. a L ' | e cues ”q : = 

sel asi 2 ia ¢ 
— le Foor ee i eee A ee | eg , 

ot _ Cees ey — 4 

Le “e /} & i, 7 ome NeUaE sen ies : 

Once the iron in Nickel-containing Now this high-grade iron ore—product of Inco research—goes to 
pyrrhotite went to slag heaps. steel mills. Here you see it being fed into open hearth furnaces. 

Now Inco saves iror. in Nickel ore from the slag heap 

ALSO RECOVERS NICKEL 

There’s iron in Nickel ore. International Nickel has built a iron ore, this has enabled Inco to 
But for years, this iron was of $19,000,000 recovery plant. Mod- expand the free world’s natural 

no commercial value. Noonecould ern and streamlined, this plant is resources. Today, International 
find a way to recover it. only the first unit of the new Inco Nickel gets fourteen different ele- 

Recently, after years of re- Iron Ore operation. It is expected | ments from its Nickel ores. 
search, International Nickel pio- to add hundreds of thousands of ._ « « 
neered a new extraction process. tons a year to this continent’s Sy nen Hae Nisbet” 

Fein high-grade iron resources. PLS LO LNICKE. Saves the iron e Inco’s new full-color, sound film! 
Nickel is recovered, too! More from the ore 16mm prints loaned to engineering 

This new Inco process not only That’s one of the prime objec- classes and student technical socie- 
recovers iron ore from pyrrhotite _ tives of International Nickel’s ex- ee Foe ee ae 3% a : . . ne.. 6 : , N.Y economically; it is the highest pansion program. As in thecase of Sen SP ©1956, TAIN. Cou. Ine. 
grade iron ore (68% iron) now 

produced in quantity in North A 
America. It also recovers the INCO. . . 
Nickel in the ore. ¢-=> International Nickel 

For its pioneering new process, Producers of Inco Nickel, Nickel Alloys, Copper, Cobalt, Iron Ore, 
Tellurium, Selenium and Platinum, Palladium and Other Precious Metals 
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So Smart Lincoln 
(Continued from page 88) (Continued from page 10) 

Sneedly, The Wisconsin Engineer, 333 Mechanical rates both vacuum and centrifugal spark advance 

Engineering Bldg., Madison 6, Wisconsin. systems. 

aa 8 Completely new for 1957 is the Lincoln Paper-Pak 

Sneedly leaves you with this problem to mull over. ait cleaner which offers the driver increased efficiency 

The great engineering student Shane Earlwetter was Ver the previously used oil-bath air cleaner, and makes 

given the task, by one of his teachers, Professor Rol- possible much easier servicing. Utilizing a replacement 

lout, of designing two containers for a gift to the Uni- element composed of a pleated, cellulose fiber material, 

versity of Outward Slavovia. They were to be made to the air cleaner is 99.5 per cent efficient, compared with 

the Slavovian scale of measurement in which one dufi 98 per cent efficiency for the oil-bath air cleaner. 

equals one plup (linear). One container was to be A regular production option for the 1957 Lincoln, the 

called a quiddal and the other a dalquid. Now here new power-directed differential gives the driver sure 

are the specifications; a quiddal is just one dufi deep; traction and control over low-tractive surfaces such as 

a dalquid is just one plup deep; the top of a quiddal ice, snow, mud and sand. The limited-slip differential 

is one square plup; the top of a dalquid is one square allows the axle to transmit the major driving force to 

dufi; no matter how you stand one of them in the cor- the wheel having the better traction. 

ser of a rectangular room, if any two sides are pushed A new, smaller diameter 12-inch steel torque con- 

flat against adjacent walls a third side lies flat upon verter replaces the one used in previous years. This 

the feor, stronger new converter is the result of an effort to pro- 

Shane Earlwetter was asked to find which would vide maximum torque multiplication and strength in a 

hold more if both were filled with blumph, and how _ unit of reduced size. 

many more times it would hold (better check this Eliminating the bothersome servicing of conven- 

answer). Now that part was pretty easy Sneedly tional oil filters, the 1957 Lincoln throw-away unit is 

thought, but here’s the last part of the problem: find composed of five parts, sealed in one neat shell. Fea- 
a 16 letter word which describes the shape of each of — turing “light bulb” ease of installation and removal, the 

them (better review your geometry). Send your new oil filter is screwed into a filter-mounting fitting, 

answers to Snecdly. END _ installed in the lower left side of the engine block. 

7 nN OO oO New three-piece oil control rings 

} | a er | for better oll control and longer 

f i 6s) gy fr | El | engine life are used on the pistons 

4 (isch aie A i El ia of the 1957 Lincoln engine. The 

é “A (fi \le a i | K ihe three pieces of the new rings are: 

\ be fi \ Ti | 2.\ a is two chromium-plated segments 

BI or WN | LY Hee lis ch wi soil fr 5 
EI & . IZ] \\ Vn BS which wipe excess oil from the 

i J& ‘ @ X 1 HT ie IS cylinder walls and one expander 

f ’ S | on |: which holds the segments against 

iS | E lg the cylinder wall. With the new 

ta to success as an EN G | N E E R | | fl | f rings, friction is reduced and longer 

He | | i NY engine life is made possible than 

ct 1. AMBITIQN—it is assumed you have this in B | i uy with cast-iron rings used in pre- 

ih abundance or you wouldn’t be where you are. i E | i 5 vious years. 

| 9: ODD SeHOGL a) ge fonman sie Ee le Ml The 1957 Lincoln engine fea- 
Es PASWE SenOOL Witivengaeenine Hl E | i I tures self-locking tappet adjust- 

| 3. THE A.W.FABER-CASTELL HABIT — shared E H | i =| ment screws, where a lock nut had 

f by successful engineers the world over. It only costs ff Ih | ) E to be tightened after a screwdriver 

pce pemmesiape ioe Cheat wet fret WY MAD Wf as sod for adjustnent the sel 
P— — cither imported #9000 wood-encased, Locktite Refill ff fl samp | 24 locking screws make possible one- 

4 Holder with or without new Tel-A-Grade degree In- fl i =p il wrench adjustment. In addition, 

Y dicator, and imported 9030 drawing Leads. Hse = : rere awe 

0 a 3 fen the new tappet adjustment screws 
' Lee eaten a mdtak tie mae at Woe | = i] tighten under load, maintaining 

P| College store is out of CASTELL, write to us. | = Het ; the adjustment for a longer time. 

i a | / Vy eB In Madison the 1957 Lincoln 

\ A.W. FABER-CASTELL i ) | a may be seen at Stadium Motors, 

} ated at 1501 Monroe. 
eNom Com VG ao | a END 
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ATOMIC POWER — Allis-Chalmers model of Argonne National Laboratory’s ex- 

perimental boiling water reactor power plant. Allis-Chalmers is supplying specialized 

equipment for the power cycle: generation, heat transfer, transmission, controls. 

C= 7 

GO with the company — 

that’s strong in all three! LD be 
Hitch your future in engineering to the growth of the U.S. A.— , ‘ . » - at 
and to a company that supplies the basic needs of growth! ‘ > ’ . ee s 

This nation is growing at the rate of 50,000 people every PP NL £ 4) 
~ week! To supply the needs of these people: i we et ea 

Electric power generation will double by 1965. rs Bar oe i a ie 
A multi-billion dollar program of new highway construction CONSTRUCTION demands the vast tonnages 

is planned within the next ten years. of cement produced with Allis-Chalmers rotary 

Manufacturing output will have to increase by $3.5 billion by kilns and other processing machinery. 

And Allis-Chalmers builds major equipment for all of these ec . Lo @+~=—hEE—ee—eSE 
growth industries! Some examples are pictured here. al ie oo i i.F 

7 be a 
Here’s what Allis-Chalmers offers to Young Engineers: 3 a og YP Ne 

A graduate training course that has been a model for industry ss ' se Oe 
since 1904. You have access to many fields of engineering: Soe oh (get Os 0) ine 
electric power, hydraulics, atomic energy, ore processing. ke es GS Oe 

There are many kinds of work to try: design engineering, Va ee SE 4 ALCL 
application, research, manufacturing, sales. Over 90 training SN Li 
stations are available, with expert guidance when you want it. S\N 
Your future is as big as your ability can make it. (a SS 

Or, if you have decided your field of interest and are well : is 
qualified, opportunities exist for direct assignments on our MANUFACTURING depends upon the reli- 
engineering staff. able power of electric motors—like these 5000 

In any case—learn more about Allis-Chalmers. Ask the A-C _ hp Allis-Chalmers giants powering a rolling mill. 
manager in your territory, or write direct to Allis-Chalmers, 
Graduate Training Section, Milwaukee 1, Wisconsin. 

ALLIS-CHALMERS Ca 
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i \ — ...at Chemstrand 
we ( y 

Re’ Y) Engineers with their eyes on the future can readily 

- A A A i see the ground floor possibilities of expanding their own 

~\ Xo \ \ careers in such a rapidly expanding new industry. 

ae = if fy \ (Chemstrand has expanded five times in five years of 
ol R \ 

- \I \ operation — with the biggest expansion yet to come.) 
\ 

\ 
\ ‘ aL Lew, 

ae 5 = ae 
— — me ae of ts 

' ~<A 9 pares 
“fA Gs gal ay \ A TTL uw (Tew 

4 A | i r Hi ‘ iyser sc / AN We al peed] Se 
fy fe Ms \oq \ \ a = =i aul moet Tee 

/ ¢ \ A ’ oy =e weNG mig 
. fa \\ = gg ENC ORI 

y . fae \ \ PE EEF LEA gh Se ROR Sas BER Mg a, 

tf Ve’) \ ee ee 
\ Ly | A\ ARR es a eo ia ee 

~~ \ s—\ Co oe hes SR RA i Ny So 

SRL NV AACN rer \ ALL et \\ a won a Beli ‘ 
ee =| \ ec \Y— KK AL i ae AE Rs he, 

le B.S PA at fh “ ‘ . Oe 
, \ A) *\ Ray - 

\ A = af ee! 

iN ZaT 2) |e — ol \epe 
are) . Lees i VR ea. Sree ARES! ao \ ORME Seow | | WRITE TODAY 

“ - oo Nel ORE eee 1 
ee Dey TECHNICAL PERSONNEL MANAGER, Dept. U. W.-1 
mein i | The Chemstrand Corporation I 

a. Pp’ | | | Decatur, Alabama | 

| | Gentlemen: | 
4 It is my understanding that you need for immediate employment 

CHEMSTRAND || J erate agitate in various fields, particalarly:chemical, | 
be mechanical, industrial, textile and instrument engineering. 

: L i | Please send me information concerning the ground floor | 
E / | opportunities at Chemstrand. | 

1) Name 

| | Street__ ee —— I 

‘HE CHEMSTRAND corroraTIon, DECATUR, ALABAMA | | | iy______ Zone State____ I 
— TES GG ER ei) eto ee me ee meee ell 

TOMORROW'S BIG DECISIONS WILL BE MADE by the men who act today... 
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© Another page for * Sate TE x 

e 
oe The rifle barrel steel that makes hunting more fun 

A .30/06 rifle can get heavier toward nightfall! Steels normally used for lightweight barrels gave 
That’s why a prominent gunsmith never gave up all kinds of trouble to the gunsmith: distortion, 
looking for a new steel—one that would be lighter, poor finish, high tool costs, trouble with drilling, 
would machine readily, and yet would take the reaming, rifling. They took this problem to Timken 
enormous firing stresses of even heavier calibers. Company metallurgists—and got the perfect 

solution. 

ia sipsaoronesss cca [Iya ae Ce . oe 

Lo : 4 This TIMKEN’ rifle 
lL wn wD barrel steel is free 
fo ts ss ce | . 
: VY Ye | from internal stresses 

yy fo | Developed by the Timken Company, this new steel 
Ff . ££ Fy | (center barrel, in picture) made possible a rifle ! (fe jee : - ‘ . | qv 5 yy 1 barrel 6” shorter, 2 Ibs. lighter than the previous 

| FF Ff fF - barrel of the same caliber (left). It withstands the LL. Ff Ff te .C 5 3 Ff wear of thousands of rounds of firing. Machines 
O | i f £ Sts to highest accuracy—and to high finish beauty. } i yr +, |. 4 ‘ é 3 7 3 fy A f.rtrsrr——“(i Machines without distortion. Drills, reams and j 

| i] | y | yt | rifles perfectly. Proof tests to 70,000 Ibs. per sq. 
C , f a r— inch for safety in a .30/06. Has handled overloads q | : . ] oA _—r— a up to 100,000 lbs. per sq. inch. Timken Company , __ rr rt—“‘i_—C—r—C—C—C—C—OCOC i : ialists i ; -——rt~wi—‘_OOO——~—~—wO—C—CSCSCSS metallurgists are leading specialists in fine alloy 
LC rr steels ... as this remarkable new steel will testify. 

— —— —eonw eS. eee eee 

 \ Want to learn more about steel 
I e ene — 4s) or job opportunities? ole A . ; oe i\ Some of the engineering problems excellent job opportunities de- Ps ae AY = : . s . ee eos i \ you'll face after graduation willin- scribed in “Career Opportunities 

_ a \ volve steel. ‘The Story of Timken at the Timken Company”. Drop us 
Ly \ Alloy Steel Quality” will help you a card, ask for one or both book- ; \ y y Py : | : Ls learn more about steel. And you lets. The Timken Roller Bearing 

———— might be interested, too, in the Company, Canton 6, Ohio. 

a ; 
Fine 

O Alloy 

TRADE-MARK REG U S. PAT OFF. 

SPECIALISTS IN FINE ALLOY STEELS, GRAPHITIC TOOL STEELS AND SEAMLESS STEEL TUBING : 
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ENGINEERS The ferocious lion ate a bull. Afterward he felt so 

With clouding wits the draftsman sits wonderful he roared and roared. A hunter heard him 

a : roar and shot him. 
And pushes pens and pencils 

While day by day the years slide away Moral: When youre full of bull, you had better keep 

Among his inks and stencils. your mouth shut! 

He works and works and never shirks e 8 « 

(He couldn’t do without it) 
And if he stops, asleep he dreps, The old engineer pulled his favorite steam engine 

And then he dreams about it. up to the water tank and briefed the new fireman. The 

With head that sinks and frame that shrinks fireman got up on the tender and brought the spout 

He does his toilsome duties down all right, but somehow his foot caught in the 

Without a glance at gay romance chain and he stepped into the tank. 

Or a blink at all her beauties. As he floundered in the water, the engineer watched 

Oh, when at last his life is past him with a jaundiced eye. 

There comes no chance to show it “Just fill the tank with water, Sonny,” he drawled. 
For engineers are dead for years “No need to stamp the stuff down.” 

Before they even know it. 

ee @ 
oes 

The story is told of a Ch.E. professor who arrived at ODE TO A LAB REPORT 

i. a = oe ah par euler day, left his hat atid When I grow old and even older, 
»parte: she a colleague. 7 “a. ib 

departec to chat wate a cobeague I'll never forget that manilla folder, 
His students arrived for the class hour but, after / . : : 
- i ; Bane of existence, object of hate 

waiting the customary ten minutes, left. When the pro- ace the . 
f 1 find his cl 1 high! And never less than three weeks late. 

eee OROTHS ;s class gone, he was hig .. . 
fessor returned to find his class gone, he was highly Title, object, method, theory, 

irritated and gave them a stern lecture the next period, bane 
. 2 5 ‘ > The clock strikes one, my eyes are bleary. 

concluding: “If my hat’s here, I’m as good as here. cs ° 
? : ; If I could have my preference 

When the professor arrived for the next class meet- , e enyst - 
. I'd never write a reference, 
ing, there was nary a student present, but a hat had Never a ficienc 

been neatly placed on each seat. Never compute em cency. 
peen neatly pie “oe For readings numbering eighty-three, 

aH 8 But many like that I have done, 

“John, John,” whispered an alarmed wife, poking At least infinity plus one, 

her sleeping husband in the ribs. “Wake up, John; Many to tell the dullest dullard 

there are burglars in the pantry and they’re eating all That graphs are labeled and curves are colored. 

my pies.” Engineers Arise—storm the fort; 

“Well, what do we care,” mumbled John, rolling And abolish forever the lab report. 

over, “so long as they don’t die in the house!” —Unanimous 
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We’d Like to Send You a 

a Copy of this Brochure gi ," 
PENN STATE 

Who knows, sending for this brochure A 

may be the beginning of a very gratifying career. ies 
That’s how it has worked out for scores of men i a] ' 

from these nine schools. And we think ees. EN Ait. : 
= P * * ‘ - geome aioe mee 

it’s rather significant that the vast majority of those b EOE a 

who have joined Square D during the past years ! Gin a e oo 

are still with us—growing and prospering GEORGIA TECH 
in the ever-expanding electrical industry. fe 

If you are looking forward to a career in electrical, . i ba 7 

mechanical, industrial or general engineering, Oe 4s Lo) , 

we'd like to tell you what Square D has to offer. ie od a Baar Cay 
cee hana! Me 88 011 | 

Root gee a et. Mien 
Ww. OHIO STATE 

. 9 OTg70o_—— 
Why not mail the coupon today: | Square: Company: BeprSA 4 

Your copy will be mailed. . . pronto! | 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan I 

| Pd like a copy of Square D’s brochure, | 
“Your Engineering Career’’ I 

| 
< ee | RR a rg I 
iF a schoal a | 
Lg hol —_________Class____ 
] 7 | CELLS Ea... 

E dead | nee EE " | 
_ oer. Le ee 
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Tis is the new Administration Building __ tinguish a fire. Should all test cells in the 

which is the focal point of the Allison engi- Allison Laboratory be operating at the 

neering Research and Development Center _same time, they would be pumping fuel at 

in Indianapolis. a rate that would empty 45 railroad tank 

The Allison expansion and development cars per hour. 

program in engineering represents an ex- Other facilities include chambers, cells, 

penditure of $75 million and includes equipment and devices for testing engines 

the newest and finest facilities for the de- _ at higher altitudes and faster speeds. And, 

velopment of new, high performance turbo- _ newest research and development facilities 

prop and turbo-jet engines. for testing components—such as compres- 

Our engineers are working with the best sors, turbines and combustors—will make 
“tools” available. For instance, the fuels the Allison Research and Development 
system laboratory, which is just one part | Center one of the most complete in the 

of the overall expansion and building pro- world. 
gram, represents the scope of the center. Want to know where you’ll fit into the 

The amount of fuel that must be supplied future at Allison? Arrange now for an 
to jet engines can be compared to the — early interview with our representative on 
amount of water flowing through a regu- YOUR campus. Or, send for information 
lation size fire hose, and at the rate the about the possibilities of YOUR engineer- 
average fire hose puts out water to ex- ing career at Allison. 

Write to: 

Personnel Department, College Relations, 

Allison Division, 

General Motors Corporation, 

Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 
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